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If you think for a moment about the climate issues, decarbonisation, sustainability, zero emissions, zero waste, 
resilience, declining biodiversity, massive species loss, significant changes to all food and the agriculture industry, loss of 
petrochemical and plastics  industries and the massive changes to the automotive and transportation industry, new fuels 
,Hydrogen, EVs or ammonia, continued climate heating, flooding, desertification, storms and cyclones the advent of AI, AGI 
and singularity and all of it shrouded in massive population increases (3.5 Billion extra by 2048) with housing, increasing 
inequality and declining food security issues then one can see easily that the global questions for the next several decades 
to 2050 and beyond is characterised by deep complexity of a degree and level we certainly have not seen since the green 
revolution in agriculture in the 1960s when the planet required a four-fold increase in food production.  The production 
increases (volume as well rate) have researched indicate that we are entering a zone of unknown unknowns and we will 
have societal divisions on an unprecedented scale.  The question we must ponder at the BlackRoom strategy meeting is 
where does the engineer fit in this future and what should their membership organisation be reshaped to or repurposed 
in order to remain relevant to these engineers.  Engineers are generally across all sectors of the society from infrastructure, 
generation, transmission, buildings, hospitals, housing  inequality and poverty, bio diversity loss, automation and 
autonomy etc.  As such their impact going right up to 2050 is highly significant but we believe, substantially different from 
now in 2021.  Engineers are characterised by their problem solving ability.  In the future however as the research tells us 
they will be still problem solving but in the area of complex unknowable.  This reality is the key to what the organisation 
(Eng NZ)  will need to pivot to. We have done it before.  

Because of the interconnectedness of engineers, its institutions to global engineering the scope of this work is large.  For 
the last 90 days we have been collecting and cataloguing hundreds of papers and articles from around the planet as well 
as interviewing engineers and owners of major engineering companies in order to get a handle of where our profession 
and its membership Institution fits in the future both near and far.  As the future is fast approaching in terms of technology 
we will be looking right out until 2070 but focusing the Strategic foresighting statements and backcasting on 2050 as 
this is still within the working life of the majority of our younger generation engineers.  For any foresighting project the 
secret sauce is research, and this project where the Institution is subject to many sets of mega trends the research scans 
were widely set.  A five month research program has investigated all the likely trends, disruption and impacts of systems 
development, the global future system state, climate, decarbonising etc, and the market's innovations from a futures 
point of view.  Within the research documentation which is included for reasons of record in the appendices are the 2050 
plausible scenarios of where the planet might be going from ARUP.  ARUP is an originally  Norwegian based engineering 
consultancy group and it seemed to us to be entirely appropriate that we are mindful of their superb work. This report will 
follow the research period.  Post the comments period for the preliminary report a 'BlackRoom' was be held in early 2022 . 

'In the decades ahead, waves of exponential technological advancements are stacking atop one another, eclipsing decades 
of breakthroughs in scale and impact.  Emerging from these waves are a number of  “Metatrends,” likely to revolutionise 
entire industries (old and new), redefine tomorrow's generation of businesses and contemporary challenges. Among 
these meta-trends are augmented human longevity, the surging smart economy, AI-human collaboration, urbanized 
cellular agriculture, and high-bandwidth brain-computer interfaces, massive food demands just to name a few.' (Diamantis.
com) The intervening decades to 2050  will be turbulent, destabilized both by technology disruptions that upend the 
foundations of the global economy and by system shocks from pandemics, geopolitical conflict, natural disasters, financial 
crises, and social unrest that could lead to dramatic tipping points for humanity including mass migrations and even war. 
In the face of each new crisis we will be tempted to look backward rather than forward, to mistake ideology and dogma for 
reason and wisdom, to turn on each other instead of trusting one another. If we hold strong, we can emerge together to 
create the wealthiest, healthiest, most extraordinary civilization in history. If we do not, we will join the ranks of every other 
failed civilization for future historians to puzzle over. Our children will either thank us for bringing them an Age of Freedom, 
or curse us for condemning them to another dark age. The choice is ours. This is Engineering NZ's Kodak moment.  The 
members that attended the BlackRoom were unequivocal  in their support of the Post Anthropocene engineering option.  
This strong approval which is evident throughout the Mural wall chart involves a totally new kind of engineering which is 
completely ahead of the current paradigm.  Engineering New Zealand will need to establish an entity to pursue this kind 
of engineering at pace.  In terms of climate change and the effect on the planet there i no time to lose.  Post Athropocene 
engineering will take several decades to fully realise but in order to do so it must start now with the calculation of complex 
unknown unknowns immediately.
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Because of the interconnectedness of engineers, its institutions to global engineering the scope of this work is large.  For the last 90 days we have been 
collecting and cataloguing hundreds of papers and articles from around the planet as well as interviewing engineers and owners of major engineering 
companies in order to get a handle of where our profession and its membership Institution fits in the future both near and far.  As the future is fast 
approaching in terms of technology we will be looking right out until 2070 but focusing the Strategic foresighting statements and backcasting on 
2050 as this is still within the working life of the majority of our younger generation engineers.  For any foresighting project the secret sauce is research, 
and this project where the Institution is subject to many sets of mega trends the research scans were widely set.  A five month research program has 
investigated all the likely trends, disruption and impacts of systems development, the global future system state, climate, decarbonising etc, and the 
market's innovations from a futures point of view.  Within the research documentation which is included for reasons of record in the appendices are the 
2050 plausible scenarios of where the planet might be going from ARUP.  ARUP is an originally  Norwegian based engineering consultancy group and it 
seemed to us to be entirely appropriate that we are mindful of their superb work. This report will follow the research period (Draft for comment by the 
end of December 2021).  Post the comments period for the preliminary report a BlackRoom will be held in early 2022 . The  BlackRoom meeting will be 
held in Engineering NZ's Head Office in Wellington New Zealand.  

The purpose of the BlackRoom is to deliver the following steps:

• Breakdown the scenarios (Possible, Probable, Plausible, Preferred) 
• Deep thought analysis (multiple horizons views)
• Visualisation of the future system State (Steel Mann)
• Sensemaking and the Final  Strategic Foresighting Statement (2050)

Post the workshop will be the production of the following in the form of a second final report:

• Strategic foresighting statement (From the BlackRoom)
• Backcasting from 2050 back to present (not included in this version)
• Final Roadmap.

Recommendations to ENG NZ Executive

The purpose of this research project was to identify and describe global meta-trends, critical uncertainties, 
market's innovations and their implications that are likely to influence the business and sectors that 
Engineering New Zealand are currently involved with and to propose, given the meta-trends, new directions 
for the Organization in the coming decades. The Organisation’s executive felt that with the astonishing rate 
of change in their sector that a view of the future was in order, so that the existing corporate paradigm did 
not become irrelevant to its members.

The aim of the project is to provide a set of recommendations that the organisation should pivot to a role 
that would be relevant to its members in the coming decades.

The World of Engineering Purpose and Aim
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One of the key challenges with a project of this breadth and magnitude is how to organise all the analysis into a story that is coherent, integrated, 
and forward looking. We constructed this report around two central organising principles: identifying and assessing broad forces that are 
shaping the future strategic environment, and then exploring how populations and leaders will act on and respond to the forces. Based on those 
organising principles, we built the analysis in four general sections. 

First, we explore structural forces in four core areas: demographics, environment, economics, and technology. We selected these areas because 
they are foundational in shaping future dynamics and relatively universal in scope, and because we can offer projections with a reasonable 
degree of confidence based on available data and evidence. The analysis in this section involves a higher degree of uncertainty because of the 
variability of human choices that will be made in the future as the ARUP 2050 scenarios show us and as we have embodied them into Waves of 
change depending on how they play out.

The second section examines how these structural forces interact and intersect with the engineering sector on a world basis to affect emerging 
dynamics at multi levels of analysis: individuals and society, states, and the international system which are depicted as waves of change scenarios. 
We focus on identifying and describing the key emerging dynamics at each wave, including what is driving them and how they might evolve 
over time.

The third section identifies several key uncertainties regarding the professional engineer and uses these to create five future “Waves of Change” 
for the professional engineering world in 2040. These Waves of change scenarios are not intended to be predictions but to widen the aperture 
as to the possibilities, exploring various combinations of how the structural forces, emerging dynamics, and key uncertainties could play out.

The fourth section explores the long-term future of the institution while being mindful of the Waves of change from the first three sections. 
another challenge is choosing which issues to cover and emphasise, and which ones to leave out. We focused on global, long-term trends and 
dynamics that are likely to shape communities, countries and the international system for decades and to present them in a broader context.

Structural Framework
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There are six methods to the Engineering NZ Research Literature Review and the results (and themes)  are summarised in this 
report.  The research material is derived by the six methods shown on the facing page and are further arranged into themes.  
The Appendices hold the lists of the literature sources.  This research has been conducted from the view point that it is the 
'Market' that generates innovations not necessarily individual enterprises. The final organising themes are fully synthesised, 
summarised into 5 key themes and and these are translated into "Waves" of Change across the four structural sections 
and taken through to the BlackRoom for consideration. The ten Organising  themes in each of the four structural sections 
summarising the Basic themes are shown below  as Findings.

In generating the Engineering NZ's 
view of the future we have applied a 
traditional Literature Review approach 
but fashioned it around futures 
thinking. The future of business is 
uncertain the face of increasing 
change.  The speed of change over 
time is constantly accelerating across 
technological, societal and geopolitical 
settings. Alongside this, governments, 
companies and decision makers 
require relevant up to date information 
to better understand the future 
opportunities, threats and potential 
disruptions at both global and local 
levels.  Many sophisticated methods 
are being utilised to capture this data 
and turn this into readily available 
information. 

Despite this, the world over seems to 
be constantly disrupted with unknown 
and unpredicted technology, business 
models, economics, politics, or natural 
events in an era of hyper-competition, 
technology disruption and increased 
customer power.  The resulting knee-
jerk reactions from government and 
business alike when surprised by a 
new ‘mega-trends’ or “an inevitable 
evolution leading to a change [within] 
society, business economics or [the] 

environment” is unsatisfactory.  
In fact, it is rapidly becoming clear 
that the historical ways of thinking 
based on “our ways of working and the 
assumptions and models upon which 
we have structured our organisations 
are no longer useful or relevant” .  

Looking at the combinations and 
interactions of these existing 
mega-trends is a useful exercise for 
governments and organisations to 
understand impacts and opportunities.  
In order to successfully analyse these 
trends, an effective approach is 
required to make sense of all the data to 
turn this into a form which is effective 
for decision making.  This involves 
gathering, analysing and interpreting 
trend intelligence, and integrating 
it into strategy and planning. Some 
approaches of utilising big data and 
mega-trends are continuous scanning, 
using models and simulations, moving 
from static data gathering to dynamic 
reconnaissance, foresighting tools and 
utilising integrated intelligence service 
providers. 

The next step for governments and 
organisations is to then turn the 
resulting information into process to 

transform the way they conduct day 
to day business. The resulting outcome 
of this is an end to end process which 
integrates future thinking, planning 
and strategising into the business as 
usual mindset.  Our approach suggests 
a way which this end to end process 
could look like incorporating future 
thinking.

Significant confidential interviews were 
conducted by email and phone around 
the world to ascertain the level of current 
AI and AGI development within the 
Engineering sectors areas.  In addition this 
technique was used to identify the market 
levels and strengths.

The purpose of the literature research was 
to identify the key themes and current 
engineering sector  issues as well as all the 
future issues associated with AI and AGI. 
The source documents are listed in the 
appendices.

The purpose of scenarios is to 
differentiate and describe the elements 
that make up possible, probable and 
preferable future. Scenarios are especially 
useful as they can illustrate the many 
possible drivers of change in the global 
environment to 2050 and beyond. For 
this project extensive use has been made 
of the ARUP 2050 Scenarios.

The early stage of the project consisted 
of identifying the drivers of change 
by means of five comprehensive 
STEEP Analysis reports, which cover 
Social, Technological, Economics, 
Environmental and Political trends 
around the world using sources such as 
WEF ARUP and others.

A thematic analysis is a common way to 
organise interview data into descriptive 
categories. The research utilises Basic, 
Organising and Key themes as a way 
to integrate the data into recurring, 
meaningful patterns and concepts. A basic 
theme is the lowest-order theme, which 
details a recurrent experience. Basic themes 
are then placed into coherent groupings to 
construct categories at a more conceptual 
level, forming the organising themes - the 
mega trends. This construct is shown on the 
Transition Maps in the Findings section.

Lastly, the organising themes are then 
grouped into the overall  Waves of 
change key themes, which form the 
basis of the foresighting statement 
driven by the ulitmate BlackRoom 
considerations.  

LITERATURE RESEARCH

SCENARIOS

STEEP ANALYSIS

THEMES

INTERVIEWS

FORESIGHTING

Research Methodology
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• Post Anthropcene  Both people and planet are on the path to a regenerative world.  
Society consumes resources at a rate at which they can be replenished, populations are 
diverse, and societal structures are balanced.

• Greentocracy.  Climate action and biodiversity recuperation are the top line of 
every national and transnational agenda. The results of the global efforts have been 
unprecedented for the environment, but not without significant sacrifice from people 
who are realizing the trade-offs didn’t quite work out for them.  Humanity now lives 
in self imposed servitude to the environment under the mantra happy planet happy 
people.

• Extinction Express Climate change and the inexorable consumption of earth’s resources 
has resulted in fundamental destabilization of natural systems.  Resource, energy, water 
and food shortages are pervasive across the world.  Environmental consciousness is 
largely non-existent.

• Humans Inc. For most people life is as good as it’s ever been.  The planet on the other 
hand is not as healthy.  In many ways, this period reflects a business –as –usual trajectory 
from 2020.  The condition of humanity has continued to improve at the expense of the 
environment.

ARUP 2050 Plausible Futures
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The systematic examination of the future in the sense of modern futures research is not a recent phenomenon “it can be traced back to the 
end of World War II…. futures research per se emerged as a quasi-formal discipline [during] this period…” (Von der Gracht, Vennemann, 
& Inga, 2010) During the 1950s, futures methodologies, such as the scenario or Delphi technique, were developed. In the late 1970s, 
Strategic Issue Management (SIM) emerged as a method to support the corporate planning process and to cope with uncertainty in the 
business environment (Von der Gracht, Vennemann, & Inga, 2010).  

Since the late 1980s the term ‘foresight’ 
has increasingly been used. It describes 
an inherent human activity used every 
day by individuals throughout society 
and business and draws on wider 
social networks than ‘futures studies’ 
view foresight less as a technical and 
analytic process, but as ‘‘a human process 
permeated by a dialectic between the 
need to know and the fear of knowing’’ 
Corporate foresight has become the 
prevalent term used by many companies 
for their futures research activities (Von der 
Gracht, Vennemann, & Inga, 2010).
Foresighting has been defined as “the 
learned thinking capacity to explore 
possible futures to inform decision making 
today” (Conway, About Foresight - Thinking 
Futures, N.D).  Foresighting is a way of 
future thinking which is open, long term, 
collaborative and expansive.  It moves 
beyond mainstream, short term, strategic, 
cross disciplinary and cross industry current 
thinking into long term patterns which 
take notice of changes focuses, interactions 
and patterns (Conway, About Foresight - 
Thinking Futures, N.D).   Using foresighting 
as a planning tool allows for proactive 
responses to issues and problems, rather 
than a reactive, subjective and emotive 
response to change.  Using foresighting 
helps drive strategic future thinking around 
long term future change.  Such as “what 
changes are coming that will undermine 
our current business model, or who will 
our clients be in 10-20 years…” (Conway, 
About Foresight - Thinking Futures, N.D).  
Foresight is first and foremost a state 
of mind that determines how you think 
about the future (Conway, Foresight: An 
Introduction, 2014).  It is a way of doing and 
thinking that is unlike current conventional 
strategic planning.  It is essentially a new 
mindset which is required by organisations 
to anticipate and prepare for the future. 
A mindset that embraces individualism, 
collaboration and innovation. A mindset 
that addresses societal and environmental, 
as well as economic, imperatives. Above 
all, a however, a mindset that can tackle 
complexity, uncertainty and change 
(Ratcliffe, 2008).
Foresighting done well expands future 
options available and enhances the 
operational context of the strategy.  It uses 
new ideas and options to develop into 
proactive responses to change. Done less 
well, it results in an “interesting experience 
but there is little change to how strategy 

is developed or the understanding of the 
scope of change shaping the organisation’s 
future” (Conway, Foresight: An Introduction, 
2014).

The main principals of the foresighting 
approach according to Ratcliffe is to: 
-“Look far way, as prospective is a long term 
activity;
-To look breadthways, in order to examine 
interactions;
-To look in-depth, so as to become aware of 
the most important trends and issues; 
-To take risks, because new adventures can 
lead to the change of long-term plans; and  
-To take care of humanity, as prospective 
should fundamentally be concerned with 
implication for people”. (Ratcliffe, 2008)
However major challenges do face decision 
makers in adopting a futures orientated 
approach as a result of fragmented, 
unstructured and bias information.  
Ratcliffe’s suggestion to overcome 
these challenges is to adopt the five key 
fields: “fostering a culture of foresight, 
envisioning change, exploring creativity, 
communicating futures, and championing 
prospectives” (Ratcliffe, 2008).
Further to this Ratcliffe believes that “we 
can shape the future if we can first imagine 
it” and then by having a value – driven 
system that fosters the evolution of the 
socially sustainable organisation.
Foresighting can be used in two different 
situations where it can add to the 
innovation process. The first is before the 
idea is born and the second is when the idea 
is already established. In the first situation, 
foresighting is applied as a concept to 
inspire and create new ideas for innovation 
or services. In the second situation, 
foresighting can help to assess either the 
commercial and technological viability 
and/or to adjust or abandon the innovation 
process (Von der Gracht, Vennemann, & 
Inga, 2010). There are in addition a range 
of tools within foresighting which can be 
utilized to strengthen the foresighting 
process and cut through the sheer volume 
of raw data at part of the innovation 
process. Milojevic and Inayallullah believe 
foresighting focuses not on the veracity of 
the future—is a future true or false—but 
on discovering and creating new stories 
that better meet needs and desires of the 
preferred/wished for future (Milojevic & 
Inayatullah, 2015). 
Furthermore, Milojevic et al. believe; the 
foresighting concept balances between 

the empirical, interpretive, critical, and 
action learning concepts of futures studies. 
It uses the forecasts of the empirical but 
recasts them as possible stories. That is, 
unlike the empirical approach of futures 
studies, which sees narratives or qua data 
as accurate and a precise description of an 
objective reality and sees reality as being 
constantly negotiated by stakeholders. 
Like the critical, it challenges assumptions 
and interests but does so to transform or 
enrich the worldview of the questioner, not 
just to disrupt the categories of that which 
is being questioned. Action emerges from 
this deep questioning of data, meaning, 
worldview and metaphor (Milojevic & 
Inayatullah, 2015). 
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Diagram basic model  licensed from WEF and used under WEF terms and conditions 
Academic purposes only Do not reproduce.
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FINDINGS 
Global Mega-Trends 

A number of trends  finally emerged from the findings, which highlight the responses from the participants of the study, literature research, 
STEEP and research interpretations along with the excellent work done by ARUP . Each Basic Theme was treated with the same level of 
importance, including critical uncertainties and predetermined aspects, and therefore are not differentiated by the number of references. 
The Basic Themes were formed into Organising Themes which were then collected together as Key or Mega/Meta Trends.   The basic themes 
will be placed within this report for completeness within the appendices.  The Basic Themes are presented on a Transitions Map in this 
section.  The Transitions Map follows the World Economic Forum Mapping concept.

The Meta-trends (key themes) are taken into the BlackRoom for consideration by the research team as disruptive "Waves of Change".  The 
BlackRoom process is described  below.   The developed “Waves of Change” are taken from the Meta-trends into the BlackRoom and the final 
Strategic Foresighting statement derived during the BlackRoom deliberation.  The resulting Foresighting statement and the backcasting 
with road maps is the subject of the final report.  For the overall Global Waves of change we have referenced the ARUP four plausible 2050 
scenarios and the waves that will affect out businesses, organisations, countries and people are noted below.Jo Da Silva ARUP Fellow and 
Director puts it like this. " It is now recognised that human systems are putting our planetary systems under significant stress. Thus, we 
thought it appropriate to consider four worlds in which these two systems would be juxtaposed as the axes. The world today is marked 
by rapid change. Some trends point towards human progress, others indicate an increasingly perilous outlook for the planet  Each of the 
resulting scenarios are compelling for different reasons: from a world in which both the societal systems and natural systems move towards 
collapse, to one where sympathetic symbiosis is the baseline for all activities on our planet. We believe that these four worlds are consistent, 
coherent and plausible. Indeed, there are indications that each scenario can already be found somewhere on Earth. 

Wave One: We live in a world characterised by increasing complexity and uncertainty. Climate change, biodiversity loss and resource scarcity 
threaten future generations and will require urgent global action and collaboration over the next decade. Meanwhile, digital technology, 
urbanisation and changing demographics will impact communities, businesses and economies, radically affecting every aspect of our lives. 
The future, 2050 and beyond, will be determined by our ability to address today’s environmental challenges and social changes to meet the 
needs of nearly ten billion people who will be primarily living in urban areas.

Wave two: Both people and planet are on the path to a regenerative world. Society consumes resources at the rate at which they can be 
replenished, populations are diverse, and societal structures are balanced. Humanity is well on its way towards a shared consciousness and 
an understanding of Earth’s limited resources – that production and consumption are intrinsically linked to the natural environment. There 
is no ‘away’ to throw discarded things. Global ecosystem services are recognised and valued, helping to improve the quality of both planet 
and society. Circular processing measures are in place and most nations abide by them. Full life-cycle and ecological resource assessments 
are mandatory for all new products. Global biodiversity loss has halted, and protected areas are seeing ecosystem recovery. Everyone has, 
and knows, their carbon quota and daily spend; AI provides daily updates, and state governments penalise overspend. The multi-stakeholder 
vision for an equitable and thriving future has prevailed. All global leaders are proud to wear the ‘thriving planet = thriving people’ symbol 
showing their support for the drive towards the post-Anthropocene epoch. Cities around the world have transitioned from being in conflict 
with nature to something approaching symbiosis.

FINDINGS 
Global Waves of Change (Scenarios)

Wave three: Climate action and biodiversity recuperation are the top-line of every national and transnational agenda. The results of the 
galvanised global efforts have been unprecedented for the environment, but not without significant sacrifice from people who are realising 
the trade-offs did not quite work out for them. Humanity now lives in self-imposed servitude to the environment under the mantra of ‘happy 
planet, happy people.’ For most of the last two decades, the Earth and its health have enjoyed the highest priority in the public consciousness. 
The scale and speed of environmental degradation of the first quarter of the century, with extreme weather events, rising urban air pollution 
and climate migration, drove governments and major global cities to act swiftly, and strictly, on climate  action. Popular unrest and ardent 
civil demand led to unanimous agreement that everyone must help the planet to heal. Protected lands have expanded worldwide, and 
significant resources have been allocated to restoring ecosystems. The extinction curve is flat and many species previously on the brink of 
extinction are regenerating. The effects of climate change can still be felt and sea levels continue to rise, yet the impacts are less severe than 
expected.  Achievement of the targets came at a much greater expense to society than expected. The changes to where people lived, what 
they ate and how they travelled were sudden and extreme. They permeated every aspect of daily life. A myriad of new job types was created 
but most were dangerous and undesirable, as workers were tasked with cleaning up environmental pollutants and processing materials for 
re-use. Extreme urban densification, driven by urban growth boundaries for land-use regeneration, led to a premium on space. Pervasive 
carbon taxation and individual carbon allowances have severely slowed consumerism for the aspiring global middle-class. To save on their 
carbon allowance, people regularly repurpose used items and upcycling is at an all-time high, with a thriving ’Do Everything Yourself (DEY)’ 
culture. In many countries, rubbish collection and prospecting are a reliable income stream.

Wave Four: Climate change and the inexorable consumption of Earth’s resources has resulted in fundamental destabilisation of natural 
systems. Resource, energy, water and food shortages are pervasive across the world. Environmental consciousness is largely non-existent. 
The established world order has shifted, and the global centre of power has moved to the East. China has a strong economic presence and 
position globally and dominates the research and manufacturing of technologies. The incentive to reach and operate in these inaccessible 
and inhospitable locations is greater than ever; access means the ability to harvest rare materials and resources that are increasingly scarce 
on Earth. While the USA, China, Russia and Europe conduct the vast majority of extractions, Japan, India, Indonesia, Iran, Brazil and others 
are expanding their presence, leading to an increase in resource conflicts.  Natural resources that were previously taken for granted and 
considered basic human rights – such as water, air, ozone, land and the oceans – are now genuine commodities. Water sources are highly 
regulated with restricted access; corporations now hold a monopoly over the majority of the global water supply. Those who can’t afford to 
pay for the premium cost of water must rely on localised, often contaminated water sources. Similarly, clean air is accessible only to those 
who can afford it.  Agricultural systems suffer extensively from the transformed climate and regularity of extreme weather. Geo-engineering 
and GMO crop development are the only way to feed the global population.

Wave Five: For most people, life is as good as it’s ever been. The planet, on the other hand, is not as healthy. In many ways, this period reflects 
a business-as-usual trajectory from 2020: the condition of humanity has continued to improve at the expense of the environment. Climate 
considerations have come third, subordinate to economic development and societal wellbeing. When coordinated action continued to falter 
on a global level, the super-economies settled for ambitious adaptation programmes. Future-proofing their own critical
infrastructure while protecting their populations is a priority. A sense of urgency for climate action is palpable, but “Why should we go 
first?” or “Not in My Backyard” dominates the dialogue. Thus, most national governments hesitate or delay the needed large-scale actions. 
The Netherlands, most of Scandinavia and Germany are a few places that have started trying to mitigate their impacts on the planet by 
introducing carbon-free transport weeks complete with penalties and fees for those who do not comply. Norway, Finland, Singapore, Costa 
Rica, and California have implemented Personal Carbon Limits. Many cities are taking an active role in developing urban agriculture in an 
attempt to secure their populations’ food supplies and reduce reliance on surrounding areas.  Despite these localised efforts, the exploitation 
of planetary resources continues almost unabated.
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This meta trend is driven by the convergence of: low-cost space launches. hardware 
advancements, 5G networks, artificial intelligence, materials science and surging computing 
power, global connectivity, dematerialization, demonetization and democratization. and the 
convergence of: various biotechnologies (CRISPR, Gene Therapy), genome sequencing, and 

 As can be seen from the previous page the themes from the research were grouped into organising themes which were further grouped into Key themes 
or meta-trends.  These mega-trends are translated into the "Waves of Change"  that will affect all business and industry sectors over the period 2020 to 
2050.  The Waves of  Change  with their explanations are as below:

 The  Waves of Change - World Engineering

Wave One :  Hyper Velocity Automation

In the decade ahead, waves of exponential  technological advancements are stacking atop one another, eclipsing 
decades of breakthroughs in scale and impact.  The speed of this activity exceeds the exponential pace most were 
expecting and is called hyper-velocity by this report.  Applying advanced intelligence and cognitive technologies 
enables organisations to respond dynamically to changes in demand and customise product, ensure high product 
quality, and optimise production processes in real time. Autonomy for all systems is the end game and all process 
manufacturing companies need to start on this journey now. Cognitive intelligent networks are ubiquitous and fully 
integrated within and across all sectors. Congregation of Industrial 4.0 and big data systems.

Wave Two : Deep Sector Disruption

Severe disruption of all manual and people operations of all processing and harvesting industries as cognitive 
automation is applied from 2025.  Within the Food industry and many others this is acute and has already commenced 
and will be intensified over the next two decades.  A driver of this disruption is the COVID 19 pandemic.  Food supply 
over the next three decades, given the extreme volumes required, will be hyper-efficient and artificial general 
intelligence and autonomous systems are required to make it happen. Wherever possible humans will be removed 
from the production lines.

Wave Three : Interdependent Synchronous Innovation

At a pace never seen before the market demand for synchronous and interdependent automation development is 
unprecedented.  Funding for Natural Language Processing, Artificial General Intelligence and Cognitive intelligent 
systems to be developed synchronously is at a level not seen before in automation development.  In the next decade 
massive funding of start-ups in this area will be astonishing.   Much of the development will be open-source given the 
speed and synchronicity of it. Most autonomous systems will be open source.  

Wave Four : Mandated Carbon Neutrality

Climate change, carbon neutrality will be fully mandated against all manufacturing companies worldwide over the 
next two decades starting immediately.  Sustainability will be the market entry price for many jurisdictions. As the 
planet moves to a Hydrogen or electric economy manufacturing will move with it.

Wave Five: Cognitive Collabouration

As Natural Language Processing is fully developed the demand for cognitive intelligence collabouration will occur with 
rapid application for all human-machine interfacing.  Consumer demand for this facility will drive system design for all 
consumer systems. All consumer facing systems by 2050 will be autonomous. All retail and commercial operations will 
be light out along with most manufacturing. There will be no human operators in call centres, information facilities, 
banks, insurance, local government, super-markets, etc.

Wave Six : The Perfect Storm

For Engineering NZ all of the above 'Waves of Change' are in a state of flux with all the elements happening at the 
same time.  All these elements occur as the world population and food demand goes exponential and the imperative 
of climate change along with the need for cognitive intelligence, sustainability, resilience in manufacturing  6.0 and 
big data. 

FINDINGS 
World Engineering Trends 

FINDINGS 
World Engineering Waves of Change 

WORLD 
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Diagram basic model  licensed from WEF and used under WEF terms and conditions 
Academic purposes only Do not reproduce.
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This meta trend is driven by the convergence of: low-cost space launches. hardware 
advancements, 5G networks, artificial intelligence, materials science and surging computing 
power, global connectivity, dematerialization, demonetization and democratization. and the 
convergence of: various biotechnologies (CRISPR, Gene Therapy), genome sequencing, and 

 As can be seen from the previous page the themes from the research were grouped into organising themes which were further grouped into Key 
themes or meta-trends.  These mega-trends are translated into the "Waves of Change"  that will affect all business and industry sectors over the period 
2020 to 2050.  The Waves of  Change  with their explanations are as below:

FINDINGS 
Professional Engineer Trends 

FINDINGS 
Professional Engineer Waves of Change 
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 The  Waves of Change - Professional Engineer

Wave One :  Design systems Automation
Applying advanced intelligence and cognitive technologies enables engineers to respond dynamically to changes in demand 
and customise product, ensure high product quality, and optimise production processes in real time. Autonomy for all systems 
is the end game and all engineers of all disciplines need to start on this journey now. Cognitive intelligent networks are 
ubiquitous and fully integrated within and across all sectors. 

Wave Two : Sector Disruption
Severe disruption within engineering consultancy groups at all levels , large and small.  Consolidation not only of practices 
but also of type.  Examples include Fire consultancy taking over building design and starting with AI assisted passive materials 
design before the structure is designed.   BIM will be AI assisted for all services and design and may indeed not involve engineers 
as we know them.  A new class of technologists will evolve. as cognitive automation is applied from 2025 and will be guild 
based.  Within the Food industry and many others this is acute and has already commenced and will be intensified over the next 
two decades.   Food supply security over the next three decades, given the extreme volumes required, will be hyper-efficient 
and artificial general intelligence and autonomous systems are required to make it happen. The scale of this phenomenon is so 
vast that it can only be done by AI an AGI  assist.

Wave Three : Interdependent Synchronous Design
At a pace never seen before the market demand for synchronous and interdependent automation development is 
unprecedented.  Funding for Natural Language Processing, Artificial General Intelligence and Cognitive intelligent systems to 
be developed synchronously is at a level not seen before in automation development.  In the next decade massive funding of 
start-ups in this area will be astonishing.   Much of the development will be open-source given the speed and synchronicity of 
it. Most autonomous systems will be open source.  If engineers do not pivot to this reality with all design engineering they will 
not be participating at any level at all in a few years. BY 2030 all engineering design, calculation and analysis will be performed 
by AGI.

Wave Four : Mandated Carbon Neutrality
The big complex questions of unknown unknowns is the basis for all engineering beyond 2030.  Climate change, carbon 
neutrality will be fully mandated against all manufacturing and energy companies and organisations  worldwide over the next 
two decades starting immediately.  Sustainability engineering and resilience and transition engineering will be the market 
entry price for many jurisdictions and will require complexity engineering at all levels  The society expectation of engineers in 
this regard will peak around 2035 and the demand for engineers to answer the complex climate questions will never go away. 

Wave Five: Cognitive Collabouration
As Natural Language Processing is fully developed by 2030 the demand for cognitive intelligence collabouration will occur with 
rapid application for all human-machine interfacing.  Engineers must front this as there are a myriad of ethical questions within 
the complexity questions.  Consumer demand for this facility will drive system design for all consumer systems. All consumer 
facing systems by 2050 will be autonomous. There will be no human operators in call centres, information facilities, banks, 
insurance, local government, super-markets, etc. Engineers will be deeply involved with job loss design and new job creation.
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The Meta-trends (key themes) are taken into the BlackRoom for consideration by the research team as disruptive "Waves of Change".  The BlackRoom 
process is as shown below.  The methodology of the BlackRoom is explained later in this report.  The developed “Waves of Disruption” are taken from the 
Meta-trends into the BlackRoom and the final Strategic Foresighting statement derived during the BlackRoom deliberation.  The resulting Foresighting 
statement and the backcasting with road maps is the subject of the final report.

This meta trend is driven by the convergence of: low-cost space launches. hardware 
advancements, 5G networks, artificial intelligence, materials science and surging computing 
power, global connectivity, dematerialization, demonetization and democratization. and the 
convergence of: various biotechnologies (CRISPR, Gene Therapy), genome sequencing, and 

FINDINGS 
Member Institution Trends 
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 The  Waves of Change - The Institution 

Wave One :  Society Expectations
There is an unspoken expectation that engineers and their institutions must deliver for the planet in the same way they did 
back at the beginning of the industrial revolution in the 1800s and the green revolution in the 1960s.  It is generally accepted 
that the near and far future have serious questions of complexity where many of the answers are in the realm of unknown 
unknowns and in fact may border the unknowable.  Society expects that engineers will operate in this realm and provide 
answers to these difficult questions regarding Climate, decarbonisation, renewables, engineering transitions, AI, AGI and 
singularity.  The faith that communities have towards engineers to solve these issues is far greater than for the science fraternity 
in general.  Communities worldwide believe that all ethical considerations involving autonomy will be solved by engineers and 
their institutions. Autonomy for all systems is the end game and all engineers of all disciplines need to start on this journey now. 
Cognitive intelligent networks are ubiquitous and fully integrated within and across all sectors. 

Wave Two : Decision making leadership for society
Decision making in the complexity field on 'unknown unknowns' will become the Institution's main future work.  This will 
involve large scale AI assist algorithms initially and then the Institution will develop its own AGI to make these enormous 
decisions regarding autonomy and surveillance systems etc. If the Institution does not pivot to assume leadership of the 
complex unknown unknowns questions at a technical laboratory level, then engineering will dissolve into a mass of specialist 
guilds and all general engineering membership institutions will vanish by 2030.

Wave Three : Engineering Unknown unknowns leadership 
At a pace never seen before the market demand for synchronous and interdependent automation development is 
unprecedented.  Funding for Natural Language Processing, Artificial General Intelligence and Cognitive intelligent systems to 
be developed synchronously is at a level not seen before in automation development.  If engineers do not pivot to this reality 
with all design engineering they will not be participating at any level at all in a few years. BY 2030 all engineering design, 
calculations and analysis will be performed by AGI.  It is this reality that the Institution must lead.

Wave Four : Climate and carbon Neutrality leadership
The big complex questions of unknown unknowns is the basis for all engineering beyond 2030.  Climate change, carbon 
neutrality will be fully mandated against all manufacturing and energy companies and organisations  worldwide over the next 
two decades starting immediately.  Sustainability Engineering and resilience and transition engineering will be the market 
entry price for many jurisdictions and will require complexity engineering at all levels  The society expectation of engineers in 
this regard will peak around 2035 and the demand for engineering institutions  to answer the complex climate questions and 
carbon neutrality will never go away. 

Wave Five: Social licence
As Natural Language Processing is fully developed by 2030 the demand for cognitive intelligence collabouration will occur 
with rapid application for all human-machine interfacing.  The Engineering Institution  must front this as there are a myriad 
of ethical questions within the complexity questions.  There will be no human operators in call centres, information facilities, 
banks, insurance, local government, super-markets, etc. Engineers will be deeply involved with job loss design and new job 
creation.  To operate as engineers in this environment will require a new type of engineer and this must be set up, technically 
managed and supported by the Institution.  It's possible that the standard four year engineering degree must be added to  by 
a post graduate level professional qualification.
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The 2050 Plausible Scenarios provided by ARUP Engineering and others have provided us with a basis to compress our thinking for this 
report into four main so called likely or plausible working scenarios. Given the very short time frame for this work we have used the ARUP 
2050 report as our baseline document.   ARUP call these scenarios Post Anthropocene, Greentocracy, Human Inc and Extinction express.  
All of these scenarios travel through the continuum of complexity from simple systems to complex systems and onto chaos.  There many 
other scenarios that have been painted by a plethora of organisations but they are in the main of a similar base.  The ARUP scenarios are 
useful for this report for ENG NZ in that they are from a world point of view rather generic and give a wide out picture of the world system 
in 2050.  This helps us in that it allows us to visualise what Professional Engineers might be doing in 2050 if the environment is at least one 
of the ARUP four scenarios. The overall research we fall back on for this report has been gathered in 2020 and 2021 and is an extensive 
detailed understanding of world engineering , professional engineering, individual involvement and engineering organisations.

If you think for a moment about the climate issues, decarbonisation, sustainability, zero emissions, zero waste, resilience, declining 
biodiversity, massive species loss, significant changes to all food and the agriculture industry, loss of petrochemical and plastics  
industries and the massive changes to the automative and transportation industry, new fuels ,Hydrogen, EVs or ammonia, continued 
climate heating, flooding, desertification, storms and cyclones the advent of AI, AGI and singularity and all of it shrouded in massive 
population increases (3.5 Billion extra by 2048) with housing, increasing inequality and declining food security issues then one can see 
easily that the global questions for the next several decades to 2050 and beyond is characterised by deep complexity of a degree and 
level we certainly have not seen since the green revolution in agriculture in the 1960s when the planet required a four fold increase in 
food production.  The production increases (volume as well as rate) we have researched indicate that we are entering a zone of unknown 
unknowns and we will have societal divisions on an unprecedented scale.  The question we must ponder at the BlackRoom strategy 
meeting is where does the engineer fit in this future and what should their membership organisation be reshaped to or repurposed  in 
order to remain relevant to these engineers.  Engineers are generally across all sectors of the society from infrastructure, generation, 
transmission, buildings, hospitals ,housing , inequality and poverty, bio diversity loss, automation and autonomy etc.  As such their 
impact going right up to 2050 is highly significant but we believe, substantially different from now in 2021.  Engineers are characterised 
by their problem solving ability.  In the future however as the research tells us they will be still problem solving but in the area of complex 
unknowables.  This reality is the key to what the organisation (Eng NZ)  will need to pivot to. We have done it before.

 It is clear to us that due to the extent of the research we have conducted,  the next four decades will be characterised by complexity 
where the society expects the answers to be forthcoming from the Engineering sector as it has traditionally come from before.  As major 
world activity and events occur, essentially simultaneously, the issues of complexity magnify and we very quickly get into the situation 
where all of our systems fall into the categories of known unknowns , unknown unknowns and the unknowable.  For the Engineering NZ 
to remain relevant clearly they must reorganise ourselves into an organisation that studies, researches and solves the unknowable for all 
of engineering here in NZ and worldwide.  As was shown above in the Findings section there are 'waves of change' coming from all four 
structural sectors for engineers and engineering that is clearly seen on the transitions maps.  As these waves of change will be dynamic 
and very fast in their arrival and impactful in their effect and as a result the  organisation must make a fundamental decision urgently.  
This decision should be made very soon as the system changes will arrive with breakneck speed.  The decision that the institution must 
make is the degree to which the organisation  wants to get involved with the new Scenarios eg Post Anthropocene.  There are three 
strategic decisions points of which the organisation must pick one.  Given the research and deliberation for this work we have assumed 
Eng NZ supports the ARUP 2050 Scenario Post Anthropocene and because of that we have assumed that Eng NZ will support "be the 
wave" as it's primary strategy.  The other two options in our opinion are unsatisfactory in that they will render the organisation irrelevant 
in short order as they are simply business as usual.

  Let the waves of change simply overwhelm us
  Ride the waves for as long as we can
  Be the wave.

So while it is clear to us what Engineering NZ must evolve into, rather than wait for the BlackRoom meeting  to determine the Strategic 
Foresighting statement for the unknowable we will ‘paint'  a preliminary 'Steel mann' prior rather than expect attendees to develop this in 
the short period of the BlackRoom meeting because of the very complexity we are talking about.  This must also make sense to our most 
reticent members and the writing of the strategic foresighting statement and the justifications and implications of complex systems and 
having (and your why) to be involved in resolving the unknowable must be written in a critical thinking sensemaking manner. 

Preliminary

Primary Strategic Foresighting Report
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In order to develop a Strategic Foresighting statement (Steel Mann) for a distant time frame and in this case focussed on deep complexity 
and problem solving the unknowable within the Post Anthropocene we need to explore a bit of just what it is we are talking about when 
we use the expression 'unknowable'.

Simple contexts are characterised by stability and clear cause-and-effect relationships that are easily discernible by everyone. Often, 
the right answer is self-evident and undisputed. In this realm of “known knowns,” decisions are unquestioned because all parties share 
an understanding. Areas that are little subject to change, such as problems with order processing and fulfilment, usually belong here.
Complicated contexts, unlike simple ones, may contain multiple right answers, and though there is a clear relationship between cause 
and effect, not everyone can see it. This is the realm of “known unknowns.” While leaders in a simple context must sense, categorise, and 
respond to a situation, those in a complicated context must sense, analyse, and respond. This approach is not easy and often requires 
expertise: A motorist may know that something is wrong with his car because the engine is knocking, but he has to take it to a mechanic 
to diagnose the problem.
In a complicated context, at least one right answer exists. In a complex context, however, right answers can’t be ferreted out. It’s like the 
difference between, say, a Ferrari and the Brazilian rainforest. Ferraris are complicated machines, but an expert mechanic can take one 
apart and reassemble it without changing a thing. The car is static, and the whole is the sum of its parts. The rainforest, on the other hand, 
is in constant flux—a species becomes extinct, weather patterns change, an agricultural project reroutes a water source—and the whole 
is far more than the sum of its parts. This is the realm of “unknown unknowns,” 
In a chaotic context, searching for right answers would be pointless: The relationships between cause and effect are impossible to 
determine because they shift constantly and no manageable patterns exist—only turbulence. This is the realm of unknowables. Ref 
David Snowden.

The research we have completed in the past year or so alludes to the global engineering situation going forward is in the realm of 
chaotic and as Snowden says this is where the unknowables reside.  If Eng NZ  is to 'be the wave' in this zone then the organisation must 
be reshaped to resolve critical decisions in the chaotic field much engineering will find itself in.  It is because of this complexity that 
the Engineer will likely not have to tools of the complex decision making horsepower to be effective and he/she needs that from the 
membership organisation.  It is also clearly society's expectation that it is engineers that will need to solve the unknown unknowns of 
the future and expect them to do so.

We are now confronting a complex network of interdependent global problems which we seem increasingly incapable of dealing with 
effectively at either the national or international levels, and arguably it is the very successes of human intelligence that have ratcheted 
the complexity of the challenges we face to a level that unaided human intelligence is now unable to cope with.  What has changed in 
the last few decades?  While the scale and urgency of the global problems we face have certainly intensified, what we have since learned 
in the germane fields of complexity science, evolutionary psychology, brain and behavioural science, and artificial intelligence, suggests 
that we may be close to another tipping point where we could possibly drive the emergence of advanced artificial intelligence systems 
that can effectively support human decision-making in managing such problems, by a combination of mitigating human fallibilities 
and complementing human shortcomings. The decision-maker needs to be able to give the system some initial direction about the 
problem, its scope, context, and goals and then develop them through dialogue, with intuitive visualisations presented by the interface 
to anchor and stimulate his participation. As these take shape the dialogue should extend to exploration of possible actions and their 
consequences, the development of courses of action, the building of necessary support from stakeholders and eventually monitoring 
the implementation of decisions made, and revising all above as more is learned and as the situation evolves.  Ref Anne-Marie Grisogono

Since the interface is also the locus of the metacognitive support that the system can provide to the decision-maker, its design must be 
informed by an understanding of human limitations and shortcomings. Overall what is being described here is a cooperative system 
where learning and adaptation occurs at the levels of both the human and the AI support system. Importantly, it also occurs at the level 
of the combined system—the interface supporting the decision-maker's learning by setting the example of its own learning behaviour, 
in particular by continuously making predictions based on its current conceptual model, monitoring for the real world outcomes and 
revising its models in the light of what has been learned, and the human decision-maker being willing to expose their reasoning and 
ideas and subject them to analysis in their dialogue with the AI support system.

This combined advanced cognitive AI assisted decision making support system is what Eng NZ  should evolve into.  All Engineers in the 
next 30 years will need this to function at any level.  Only this way will we be able to resolve the unknowables in this sector.  The next 
section of this work builds on this part and proposes a Steel Mann. Make no mistake! to build an organisation with this capacity is both 
intense, focussed, time consuming and expensive.
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Fundamentally a 'Steel Mann' is a more robust model than a 'Straw Man'.  A 'Straw Man' models an opposing argument in a manner that is weak and 
can  easily be knocked down and as such has significant flaws.  A 'Steel Mann' model on the other hand is a strong argument or model that is based on 
the research brought forward with the idea that that the plenary strives to make the model universal and stronger.  With this in mind the ultimate 'Steel 
Mann' is indeed the Final Strategic Foresighting Statement.  Instead of substituting what someone else is saying with a lousy proposition, we’ll do better 
by reinforcing their basic argument. This is known as the Steel Manning. Put simply, it’s building the best form of the other side’s argument and then 
engaging with it. It’s being charitable and patching up the weaknesses in the other side’s proposition so that they can bring the best counter-argument 
to your point of view.  In this situation the other side is the "let the waves overwhelm us' rather than 'Be the wave'.

People want to have their thoughts taken seriously and not brushed aside. The best way to do this is to show that you understand the thrust of their 
arguments by improving on the way the core idea is expressed. Anything less and you’ll merely be attacking a weak manifestation of an idea, and not 
the idea itself.
Second, and more importantly, you need to constantly test our assumptions and beliefs in order to build a better mental model of the world. If you can’t 
respond to the strongest argument from the other side, there’s a good chance you’re wrong. That’s okay, as long as you’re willing to adjust to the evidence 
and change your worldview. Otherwise, you’ll be little different from someone who thinks that the sun revolves around the Earth.
One problem is that the best form of the argument often doesn’t make sense to the other person. This doesn’t mean he’s stupid. An argument can make 
more or less sense to a person depending on his worldviews, values, and the premises that he works with. What this means is that we need to listen and 
understand where others are coming from. The best way to do this is what Bryan Caplan calls the Ideological Turing Test.
In a Turing test, a computer tries to pass off as a human:

A human judge engages in a natural language conversation with one human and one machine, each emulating human responses. All 
participants are separated from one another. If the judge cannot reliably tell the machine from the human, the machine is said to have 
passed the test.

The Ideological Turing test is similar. If you can state opposing views as clearly and persuasive as your opponents, you pass. You’re as good an emissary 
of that idea as anyone. That’s the standard we should be striving for. As John Stuart Mill said, “he who knows only his own side of the case knows little of 
that.”

Radical changes to present production and consumption systems, especially in the developed world, are required to achieve appropriate exponential 
development. These changes on a system level are referred to as industrial transformations, while also terms like sustainable system innovations or 
transitions towards sustainability are being used. Such system changes or transitions require combinations of technological, cultural, social, institutional 
and organisational changes, while affecting many stakeholders when diffusing into society and involving complex processes of social change on the 
long term. Engineers will be involved at all levels of this reality.  However, system innovations (or industrial transformations or transitions) are very 
complex phenomena, due to the inherent uncertainty of the future and the inherent ambiguity of stakeholders having different value sets and mental 
frameworks. As we have iterated within this report the future is characterised by deep complexity.  The Engineering Institution organisation required by 
the future does not exist at present.  

The model we paint here is a deliberate fabrication of what we expect an engineering membership organisation will look like if it survives and maintains 
relevancy.  Given the expected degree of complexity in 2050 it will be an entirely new model that has no precedence in the world never mind New 
Zealand.  This Steel Mann is entirely new.  It is based on months of intense Future System State research and analysis in the field of engineering in all 
four sectors.  We make no apology that the proposed model (Steel Mann) is radical.  If Engineering NZ wishes to avoid irrelevancy then in our opinion 
it has little choice but to adopt this radical approach as its members travel into what are largely  unknown unknowns. The Steel Mann proposed here is 
taken into the BlackRoom and the attendees of the BlackRoom are then required to consider it and strengthen it. When discussing the Steel Mann there 
are no responses that are considered too radical or out of court, or too silly or not based on fact.  All views are encouraged and indeed essential in fully 
establishing the Steel Mann and embedding it in order ti propose the Final Strategic Foresighting statement for Engineering NZ 2050.

In 2050  the global situation has entered the Post Anthropocene phase where both people and planet 
are on the pathway to a regenerative sustainable and resilient world and society consumes resources at 
a rate at which they can be replenished. Humanity is well on its way towards a shared consciousness and 
an understanding of Earth’s limited resources – that production and consumption are intrinsically linked 
to the natural environment. Global ecosystem services are recognised and valued, helping to improve the 
quality of both planet and society. Circular processing measures are in place and most nations abide by 
them. Full life-cycle and ecological and carbon resource assessments are mandatory for all new products. 
Global biodiversity loss has halted, and protected areas are seeing ecosystem recovery. Everyone has, and 
knows, their quota and daily spend for critical planetary resources; AI provides daily updates, and state 
governments penalise overspend. The multi-stakeholder vision for an equitable and thriving future has 
prevailed. All global leaders are proud to wear the ‘thriving planet = thriving people’ symbol showing their 
support for the drive towards the post-Anthropocene epoch. Cities around the world have transitioned 
from being in conflict with nature to something approaching symbiosis.

It was understood by the Institution in 2022 that there was no chance, however, for these hopes to 
become a reality unless the technical means created by engineering are integrated toward a common 
global purpose. If our society was to mount an intelligent all-out attack on some of its most enduring and 
elusive problems, stronger engineering and technological influence and a better sense of technological 
possibilities were needed in the planning and execution of social interventions worldwide, both public 
and private.

It was realised by the board of Engineering New Zealand in 2022 that engineering has an unprecedented 
opportunity to exercise leadership in showing how technology can offer the means for creating a better 
world out of the ashes of collapsing or obsolete political and economic systems. The involvement of the 
engineer as a committed, scientifically knowledgeable problem solver and manager of nature is our best 
hope for solving the problems of poverty and hunger, for eliminating the atavistic recourse to war and 
violence, and for addressing the environmental climate problems.

In 2022 there was an expectation that engineers and their institutions must deliver for the planet in the 
same way they did back at the beginning of the industrial revolution in the 1800s and the green revolution 
in the 1960s.  It was generally accepted that the near and far future at that time had serious questions of 
complexity where many of the answers are in the realm of unknown unknowns and in fact bordered on 
the unknowable.  Society expected engineers to operate in this realm and provide the answers to these 
difficult questions.  The big complex questions of unknown unknowns was the basis for all engineering 
beyond 2030.  The society expectation of engineers in this regard peaked around 2035 and the demand 
for engineering institutions to answer the complex climate questions and carbon neutrality never went 
away.

By utilising the special character of New Zealand that was founded on the principles of Te Triti o Waitangi 
and Te Ao Maori the Institution was able to establish a unique high level socio-technical institution 
that by 2035 has broadened our social role and assumed the lead in developing more integrated socio-
technological approaches to society's problems. Our Membership by 2035 are truly diverse, reflecting 
the make up of the society we serve and welcoming of engineering professionals from all disciplines and 
backgrounds. Te Ao Maori principles is integral in our cultural approach as we embrace members from all 
genders, cultures and beliefs. 

Engineering NZ is by 2050 a global-focused international entity that has made a significant positive 
contribution to the realisation of the post anthropocene environment and a mature and sophisticated 
research and development facility that is fully engaged with the complex nature of the planet's business 
with respect to a sustainable, resilient, secure food system, balanced and equitable world, devoid of 
human division, poverty, famine, war and a stabilised climate. 
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N.B Continued from previous page.  

Engineering NZ is the' go to' socio-technical society lab (STSL) facility by all engineers, government and society for 
solutions to the complex issues regarding the planet, materials and its people.  The institution has by 2050 assumed 
the engineering leadership role in all aspects of the expectations of society with respect to providing answers to the 
questions of complexity that plague the planet. Members of the institution are a source of professional work with regards 
to complexity issues and where members are not able, then the institution with its international collaboration engages 
directly to provide the planet’s solutions. While the institution operates in 2050 on an international basis, professional work 
on the complex unknown unknowns is made available to NZ engineers for research and development.

The members of the Institution not only comprise traditional engineers, but engineers who perform a valuable role of 
integrating technical solutions into the social and cultural expectations of society.  Non-engineering members of society 
who adhere to the principles of Engineering NZ are encouraged to become members.

Its members are engaged with critical decision making in all sectors, multiple levels of society, reflect society’s diversity and 
are aligned with other like organisations around the world on the principles of post anthropocene. The institution has kept 
to its enduring visionary pillars established in the early 2020s, namely Collaboration, Credibility, Influence, Recognition 
and Thriving.

Many of society's critical decision making will be enabled by Engineering NZ’s STSL facility using AI assisted complexity 
decision making AGI methodologies which it has developed itself over the last 30 years.  The backbone of Engineering NZ’s  
STSL facility was developed by its own engineers and members from big data capture and the development of IOT, AI, AGI 
and autonomous systems in the 30s and 40s since the time when society expectations became obvious to engineers and 
engineering. 

The Engineering NZ STSL facility has reached the point in 2050 where it is now developing and leading critical decision 
making structures and systems for societal needs using its own version of singularity and is a major implementor of this 
technology throughout the world.

The organisation commenced the construction of its socio-technological society lab (STSL) with significant funding from 
Government in the late 20s after it had employed new technologists and creating its own big data systems and AI capability 
and with the establishment of its own Strategic Intelligence network.

Please note : This version of the Steel Mann model was discussed by the EPAC team who also attended the BlackRoom 

Session and they considered the 'argument' presented by the model and proposed a summarised version which appears 

on the page opposite.  It is this version that is taken into the Final Foresighting Statement exercise and then the subsequent 

backcasting.

In 2050 Engineering NZ is a sophisticated, global focussed, pan engineering membership organisation that 
has made a significant positive contribution to the realisation of the post anthropocene environment.  It is fully 
engaged with the complex nature of society's and the planet's challenges with respect to energy supply, resilience, 
environmental rehabilitation, economic circularity, a secure food system, and a balanced and equitable world, 
devoid of human division, poverty, famine and war. The backbone of ENZ's facilitation of it's work is through 
it's local and global connectivity, its role as a trusted advisor to government, and its close relationship with 
communities. Since realised, a critical contribution has been to lead the development of engineering capability 
to meet this goal. 

The members of the Institution not only comprise traditional engineers, but engineers who perform a valuable 
role of integrating technical solutions into the social and cultural expectations of society.  Members of society 
who adhere to the principles of Engineering NZ are encouraged to become members.  

Engineering NZ is the 'go to' socio-technical membership organisation for engineers, government and society, for 
solutions from its members to the complex issues regarding the planet, materials and its people. The organisation 
provides leadership and coordination of technical, ethical, and societal perspectives to provide solutions to the 
complex issues facing the planet.  While the institution operates in 2050 on an international basis, professional 
work on the ‘complex unknown unknowns’ is carried out by NZ engineers including research and development. 

By utilising the special character of New Zealand that was founded on the principles of Te Triti o Waitangi and Te 
Ao Maori the Institution has broadened our social role and assumed the lead in developing more integrated socio-
technological approaches to society's problems. Te Ao Māori principles are integral in our cultural approach as we 
embrace members from all genders, cultures and beliefs. Our Membership is truly diverse, reflecting the make up 
of the society we serve and welcoming of engineering professionals from all disciplines and backgrounds.  

Our members are engaged with critical decision making in all sectors, multiple levels of society.  We reflect society’s 
diversity and are aligned with other like organisations around the world on the principles of post anthropocene. 
The institution has kept to its enduring visionary pillars established in the early 2020s, namely Collaboration, 
Credibility, Influence, Recognition and Thriving. 

Much of society's critical decision making will be enabled by Engineering NZ’s STSL facility using AI assisted 
complexity decision making AGI methodologies which it has developed itself over the last 30 years.  The backbone 
of Engineering NZ’s STSL facility was developed by its own engineers and members from big data capture and the 
development of IOT, AI, AGI and autonomous systems in the 30s and 40s since the time when society expectations 
became obvious to engineers and engineering.  

The Engineering NZ organisation has reached the point in 2050 where it is now developing and leading critical 
decision-making structures and systems for societal needs using its own version of singularity and is a major 
implementor of this technology throughout the world. 

The organisation commenced the construction of its socio-technological society lab (STSL) with significant 
funding from Government in the late 20s after it had employed new technologists and creating its own big data 
systems and AI capability and with the establishment of its own Strategic Intelligence network.

2050 Steel Mann Model Continued 2050 Steel Mann Model post EPAC 
considerations

 
 In 2050
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Fundamentally Black Rooming is about the notion of defining a future system state. The elements of a blackRoom are complex, integrated and 
indeed interdependent.  When the sub-components of each element and their deeply connected interrelationships are taken into consideration, 
it is realised that both the global ecological, economic, and social meta-system and related sub-systems are in themselves complex systems. Even 
though the meta-system of global ecological, economic, and social relationships can be analysed in more manageable scales, any attempt to 
provide a definition of a future system state will be meaningless if this analysis is carried out by not taking these interdependent complex systems 
into account. It is into this environment we take the meta-trends discussed above and resolve exactly what Engineering NZ should be doing in 
the decades to come.

A blackRoom is: “Over the Horizon” 
strategic planning and product design 
tool and entails four fundamental futures  
planning tools that support strategic 
decision-making which enable firms to 
transition  towards real levels of future 
product design. These are foresight, 
backcasting, scenario  planning and most 
importantly the creation of “Black rooms” 
for research and development  - protected 
spaces or niches working independently 
of current business activities involving  
innovative actors from a diverse range of 
sectors who develop and conceptualise 
alternative  visions, agendas, and ideas 
for the industry sector.  
To create the future one must first be 
capable of imagining it. Not predicting,  
not planning, not forecasting – imagining.   
A mindset that embraces individualism, 
collaboration and innovation. A 
mindset that addresses societal and 
environmental, as well as economic 
imperatives. Above all, however, a 
mindset that can tackle complexity, 
uncertainty and change.
Successful Future System State 
definitions  depend on a combination 
of advances in scientific understanding, 
appropriate political programmes, social 
reforms and other institutional changes.  
Organisational and social innovations 
would always have to accompany any 
technical innovations and some would 
have to come first. 
The one thing we can be sure of is when 
formulating Future System States that 
the world will emerge from the present 
arrangement of values, of beliefs, of social 

and economic structures, of political 
concepts and systems, indeed of world 
views, will all be different from anything 
anyone today imagines.
This implies a mindset that is oriented 
to process rather than to structure; 
that is ecologically driven rather than 
hierarchically driven; that is value added 
rather than competitive; that is holistic 
rather than functional; and that is 
collaborative and innovative rather than 
adversarial and derivative.
Radical changes to present production 
and consumption systems, especially 
in the developed world, are required 
to achieve exponential development. 
These changes on a system level are 
referred to as industrial transformations, 
while also terms like sustainable 
system innovations or transitions 
towards sustainability are being used. 
Such system changes or transitions 
require combinations of technological, 
cultural, social, institutional and 
organisational changes, while affecting 
many stakeholders when diffusing 
into society and involving complex 
processes of social change on the long 
term. However, system innovations (or 
industrial transformations or transitions) 
are very complex phenomena, due to the 
inherent uncertainty of the future and 
the inherent ambiguity of stakeholders 
having different value sets and mental 
frameworks.

A futures orientation, with strong 
foresighting capability and capacity, 
founded on flexible and adaptable 

systems, is the secret of success.
Furthermore….there should be 
three distinct phases in any “futures” 
exercise – divergence, emergence, and 
convergence and that far too many 
foresighting studies place too much 
emphasis on the present.  The mega-
trends researched in this project will 
form the agenda for the BlackRoom 
discussions.  Questions have been raised 
about what kind of approaches could 
be applied to such complicated issues, 
how to identify attractive and desirable 
system changes (system innovations, 
industrial transformations or transitions), 
how to explore these, how to get these 
started and implemented in practice and 
about the role of different stakeholder 
groups and stakeholder co-operation.
Current models have all been designed 
to accommodate strategies derived 
from present business and usual practice 
driven from the base of today therefore 
only accustomed to short-term, current 
thinking influenced by past and present 
trends and events.   The premise upon 
which the Over the Horizon model 
operates however is the exact opposite. 
Instead of using the current paradigm 
as the basis for future change, Over the 
Horizon starts by going out into the future 
to establish where success will be and 
then comes back to the present – a form 
of simulated hindsight that embraces 
long term planning and design.
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BlackRoom Explanation

Day One - Scenarios (Breakout groups) 

Morning Afternoon

Group 1 Breakout “Global Future system state 
Scenarios”

Group 2 Breakout “The profession’s Future 
system state scenarios”

Group 3 Breakout “Engineer’s Future system 
state Scenarios”
Group 4 Breakout “Institution’s Future system 
state Scenarios”

Group1 Breakout “Global Plausible/preferred 
scenarios Implications to Engineering”

4 Ps 
Scenarios
Possible
Probable 
Plausible
Preferred 
as shown 

in final 
research 

report 
considered

Group 2 Breakout “The profession’s Plausible/
preferred scenarios implications to Engineering ”

Group 3 Breakout “Engineer’s Plausible/preferred  
scenarios implications to Engineering ”

Group 4 Breakout “Institution’s plausible/preferred 
scenarios implications to Engineering ”

Note : Breakout groups rotate after lunch.  ie members of group 1 become Group 4 after lunch break etc.  Each 
breakout group produces a single summary paragraph of its deliberations for use in subsequent sessions.

Day Two - Plenary (ALL) 

Morning (ALL) Afternoon (ALL)

Summary and discussion of Preferred Futures.

Deep Thought Analysis (DTA)  on Plausible/
Preferred scenarios and their implications

DTA on The Multiple horizons and Black Swans 
and their implications

DTA on Implications for engineering and 
institutions

Open and free discussion of the 2050 System state 
Visualisation and production of the ‘Strawman’. 

Morning 
Summary 

report 
presented 

to 
afternoon 
session

Welcome, Introduction and research summary Welcome and Summary

Day Three - Plenary (ALL) 

Morning (ALL)

Deconstruction and Sensemaking of the 
‘Strawman’.

Afternoon (ALL)

Final construction of the Strategic Foresighting 
statement 2050 and backcasting/milestone 
considerations and suggestions.

Morning 
Summary 

report 
presented 

to 
afternoon 
session

OUTPUT Strategic Foresighting Statement for 2050 Engineering NZ

BlackRoom Agenda

Please Note: Because of the number of attendees and complexity of the BlackRoom we used the MURAL software.  Each of the principles were 
discussed using Mural and the opinions and preferences of all the attendees was placed on the Mural graphics.  At the end the murals were 
combined together in one graphical file and this appears on pages 46-47 below.  A full five metre printout is available.
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The purpose of this research project was to identify and describe global meta-trends, critical uncertainties, market's innovations and their 
implications that are likely to influence the business and sectors that Engineering New Zealand are currently involved with and to propose, given 
the meta-trends, new directions for the Organisation in the coming decades. The Organisation’s executive felt that with the astonishing rate of 
change in their sector that a view of the future was in order, so that the existing corporate paradigm did not become irrelevant to its members.

BlackRoom Mural - on Line Meeting BlackRoom Mural

Because of the interconnectedness 
of engineers, its institutions to global 
engineering the scope of this work is large.  
For the last 120 days we have been collecting 
and cataloguing hundreds of papers and 
articles from around the planet as well 
as interviewing engineers and owners of 
major engineering companies in order to 
get a handle of where our profession and 
its membership Institution fits in the future 
both near and far.  As the future is fast 
approaching in terms of technology we will 
be looking right out until 2070 but focusing 
the Strategic foresighting statements and 
backcasting on 2050 as this is still within the 
working life of the majority of our younger 
generation engineers.  

For any foresighting project the secret 
sauce is research, and this project where 
the Institution is subject to many sets of 
mega trends the research scans were widely 
set.  A five month research program has 
investigated all the likely trends, disruption 
and impacts of systems development, 
the global future system state, climate, 
decarbonising etc, and the market's 
innovations from a futures point of view.  
Global knowledge and information-based 
environments require strategic-thinking 
leaders to utilise this knowledge to define 
their organisational and innovation strategy. 
This supports organisations in responding 
to changes in their environment, e.g. social, 

technological, market, regulatory, policy.

To this extent, it is necessary to isolate 
or synthesise data and information with 
high-confidence and to convert it into 
knowledge for driving strategic decisions.  
We (and others) call this process on 
which this document is based, ‘Strategic 
Intelligence’.  It is our view that Consulting 
Engineering practices are now in the midst 
of rapid exponential change and that they 
will not survive with-out performing regular 
Strategic Foresighting and establishing and 
utilising Strategic Intelligence (SI).

Within the research documentation which 
is included for reasons of record in the 
appendices of the draft report are the 
2050 plausible scenarios of where the 
planet might be going from ARUP.  ARUP 
is an originally UK based engineering 
consultancy group and it seemed to us to 
be entirely appropriate that we are mindful 
of their superb work.

Strategic Foresighting
The concept of strategic foresighting 
involves at the front end a substantial 
amount of research.  This research is best 
described as Strategic Intelligence.  In the 
usual way we researched basic themes in the 
engineering sector both global and local.  
There are some 20,000 basic themes which 
are arranged into hundreds of Organising 

Themes, placed onto transitional maps and 
then synthesised into disruptive Waves of 
change or scenarios.  

All this information is available within the 
Draft report issued in December 2021. 
When the reality of the future was known 
Engineering NZ was required to make and 
overall strategic decision either to ‘ride 
the waves’, allow them to overwhelm the 
institution or to “Be the wave”. (See Fig 1. 
below)  In the event Eng. NZ decided to 
“be the wave”. It is with that imperative 
that we go forward to the next step - The 
BlackRoom.  It is in the ‘BlackRoom’ that the 
researcher steps back and the members 
then take over to consider the implications 
of the researcher’s conclusions, which are in 
the form of a ‘Steel Mann’.

There are several steps to this project and we 
have now arrived at the penultimate step, 
the ‘BlackRoom’.  Because of the pandemic 
this exercise which normally would be 
conducted face to face , will be attempted 
on line using the software ‘Mural.’ along 
with an experienced facilitator.

The purpose of the BlackRoom is to deliver the following steps:

 • Breakdown the scenarios (Possible, Probable, Plausible, Preferred) 
 • Deep thought analysis (multiple horizons views)DTA *
 • Visualisation of the future system State (Steel Mann)
 • Sensemaking and the Final  Strategic Foresighting Statement (2050)  

Post the workshop will be the production of the following in the form of a second final report:

 • Strategic foresighting statement (From the BlackRoom)
 • Backcasting from 2050 back to present
  
•  Final Roadmap.
  
Final Recommendations to Engineering NZ Executive.

*DTA System 1, aka fast thinking, is essentially the frontlines of your perception and decision-making. It can also be 
described as superficial, intuition-based and norm-based. 
System 2 , aka Slow thinking or DTA is our analytical consciousness.  We use System 2 thinking to work through more 
complicated tasks, to think about ideas at length, and to flesh out the information retrieved by System1.  System 1 
sketches the outline of the world around us, and system 2 fills in the lines with colour. Ref: Danial Kahneman.
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BlackRoom Mural BlackRoomMural

FACILITATORS

PARTICIPANTS

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)
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yourself (optional)
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yourself (optional)
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yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

UPPER
HUTT

Kennie Tsui

Ka mua, Ka
muri,

Walking
backwards into

the future

Craig Price

Christchurch Beca Group craig.price@beca.com

Rebecca Mather

Wellington Engineering
New Zealand

rebecca.mather@engineeringnnz.org

Tim Fisher
Auckland

Tonkin +
Taylor | ENZ

Board

tfisher@tonkintaylor.co.nz

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tim-
fisher-6597602b/

CRAIG LEWIS

Christchurch

Lewis
Bradford

Consulting
Structural
Engineers

craigl@lewisbradford.com

Martin Pratchett

Wellington

Originally
from Iran,
living in

Christchurch

Working
with GHD

sheila.karimi@ghd.com

Sheila Karimi
Peter Lourie

Engineering
New Zealand

Te Ao
Rangahau

Wellington Email or
linkedin

(optional)

Lachlan McKenzie

I'm from
Wellington,

Te
Whanganui-

a-Tara

Tania Williams

Wellington Engineering
New Zealand

tanianmw@gmail.com

021 558 173

Eleanor Laban

Engineering
New Zealand

Te Ao
Rangahau staff

member

Whanganui-
a-tara

eleanor.laban@egnineeringnz.org

Engineering
New Zealand

martin.pratchett@engineeringnz.org

Engineering
New Zealand

Te Ao
Rangahao

https://www.linkehttps://www.linkedin.com/in/lachlan-
mckenzie-753b5566/din.com/in/lachlan-mckenzie-753b5566/

KELVIN

kelvin@kelbar.engr.nz

Rosalind Archer

My heritage is from
Taranaki, lived in

Auckland, the US, then
Auckland, and now
based on the Gold

Coast (commuting to
Brisbane at least once a

week),

Griffith
University - as

Head of
Engineering and

Built
Environment

rosalind.archer@griffith.edu.au

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rosalind-
archer-86a130/

Matt Ensor

Auckland

FranklyAI,
Beca

matt@frankly.ai
 

matthew.ensor
@beca.com

Matt Ensor - Founder - Frankly AI |
LinkedIn

Our Mission is "No voice left behind". I am
Business Director for Frankly AI, an AI tool for
engaging and listening to diverse and
indigenous communities and improving
social equity. I speak on the future of AI in
business. I am the author of the 2021 Waka
Kotahi research report 674 on the growth

Linkedin

Suzanne Roff

Wellington Engineering
New Zealand

https://www.linkedin.com/in/suzanne-roff/

Pravin Dayaram

EPAC
Piritahi
Alliance

pravin.dayaram22@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pravin-
dayaram/

Andrew Read

Christchurch
Pedersen

Read
andrew.read@pedersenread.co.nz

Donna Bridgman

Auckland but
live in

Christchurch

NDY

https://www.linkedin.com/in/donna-
bridgman-9a29a65/

Aidan C

Waitakere GHD https://www.linkedin.com/feed/

Ben Vaughan

ENZ - CFO Wellington ben.vaughan@engineeringnz.org

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Add a photo of
yourself (optional)

Stacey Campbell

Wellington Engineering
New Zealand

stacey.campbell@engineeringnz.org

Justin Brownlie

Taranaki Engineering
NZ

https://www.linkedin.com/in/justin-
brownlie-2836114/

Richard Templer

Engineering
New ZealandWellington richard.templer@engineeringnz.org

Sue-Ellen Fenelon

Auckland
MfE / Te

Waihanga
Sue-

Ellen.Fenelon@mfe.govt.nz

BLACKROOM ATTENDEES

OLIVIA BURRELL

Kia ora. I'm a Wellington-based management consultant at
MartinJenkins. I'm looking forward to spending the next few days
with you, thinking outside of the box and far into the unknown. I'll
be working alongside Ron, guiding you through the session and
making sure we're achieving the objectives we've set out to do. 

DR RON MCDOWALL ONZM

Ron is a Chartered Professional Engineer and a Professional Member of the Royal
Society of NZ. Ron is a co-founder of Rutherford Business Group and its subsidiaries,
teaches in the AUT MBA programme and is an adjunct Senior Lecturer at the University
of Waikato. He has more than 30 years of industrial consulting engineering and
management experience and was awarded the ONZM for services to science.

Engineering NZ
Strategic Foresighting BlackRoom

Welcome to the BlackRoom. Our objective over the three day workshop is to develop the 2050 Strategic
Foresighting Statement which will underpin Engineering NZ's strategy and planning for the years to come. To
do this forward looking exercise, we must remove ourselves from our current environment, use our
imagination, and think critically about the possibilities the future may bring.

You can find more information about the BlackRoom and Strategic Foresighting Project in the Resources
section of this MURAL.

INTRODUCTION

RESOURCES AGENDA

DAY ONE: THURSDAY 17 FEBRUARY
GLOBAL FUTURE  SYSTEM STATE

Welcome and introduction9.00am

Ground rules and Autonomous Shuttle Bay10.10am

Waves of change and implications2.00pm

2050 Plausible Global Future System States11.00am

DAY TWO: FRIDAY 18 FEBRUARY
DRAFT STEEL MANN

Welcome and recap9.00am

Waves of change and implications9.15am

Deep thought analysis11.30am

A letter from our future (2050 Visualisation)1.30pm

DAY THREE: SATURDAY 19 FEBRUARY
STRATEGIC FORESIGHTING STATEMENT

Welcome and recap9.00am

Set criteria to test the STEEL MANN9.30am

BlackRoom finishes2.30pm

Strategic Foresighting Statement 11.30am

1

2

3

4

5

Approach this with an open mindset /
positive mindset

Encourage creativity

Have fun!

Be bold

No wrong ideas

Patience

Remove
distractions

Integrity

be open to
everyone's

ideas, no matter
how batty they

might seem 

expect the
future to be
positive, but
challenging

Ask
questions to
understand

No limits to
what 2050
may offer

all views are
welcome

Listen to all
points of

view

open to all
opinions

Focus

Respect

Respect the
opinions of

others

Respect

No wrong
ideas

Be future
focussed

Have an
open-

learning
mindset

keep your
cameras on

No future
focuses idea

is
"impossible"

No idea is a
bad idea

Be bold

think outside
your

engineering
specialisation

No question
is a dumb
question

Let people
finish

speaking

Approach this
with an open

mindset /
positive
mindset

Try and stay
off the

phone/email

Encourage
creativity

No
comments or
questions are

irrelevent

Have fun!

Be grateful - for
being asked to
participate and

add value

stay
hydrated

Let the
inntoverts
get a word

in

Avoid
doom-

scrolling

Have fun

Open honest
communications

Be
physically
an mental
present

be real

Think of the
world we
want our

grandkids to
inherit

open your
mind

The five most-voted sticky notes from the
brainstorm (left) were agreed as the
BlackRoom's ground rules:

GLOBAL PLAUSIBLE FUTURES
Key points about ARUP's plausible global future system states.

a wide range of
plausible futures - or

combination of

For me COP26
provided a

guide as to what
our future might

be

Diverse
choices driven

by ethical /
socail

conscience 

How can we get
humans to stop
being greedy
and share the

worrld's
resouces?

Diverse
outcomes,

potential for
extreme

outcomes

People will
make the

decisions on
our future

climate
change!

We will need to
understand the

complex moving parts
if we are to really be
able to influence the
changes and create a

balanced future

The future
will likely be
a blend of
scenarios?

I worry about what
can be done to
stem increasing

inequality between
the top 1% and
everyone else

Pressure
on

resources

th future is
in our hands

The effects of the pandemic
in the two years since this
video was made has really

highlighted the critical
juncture humanity is

currently at....ie the divide
that is growing between the

haves and have nots.

Risk of
intergenerational

conflict about
visions of the

future

engineering is
key on each

future.  but how
can we direct it -

be the wave

Change is
unlikely to
be natural

You can see a bit of
each happening at
present. Will we go

for one of
someehere in

between.

Different
countries seem
to be heading

towards different
futures

People
make the

future

transport
changes -

cycling and
carbon zero

public transport

People - the best ,
the worst and

totally
incomprehensible

All
modelling
are wrong

Engineers have a
huge part to play

humans are
reactionary -
mind shift to

proactive

There appears to be
little inclination by

governments for any
real commitment to
climate change. Our
govt and Australia's

are good examples of
lipservice

Huamnity may have
already determined its fate

Technology
may not be
in line with

sustainability

we can
make a

difference

People will
be in the

driving seat 

The role of
Engineers ...

going to take
incredible leadership

to get the change
required

A bit of
each seems

likely

Humans need
to stop

behaving as we
have in the

past and look

It will require
global

cooperation (&
governance?) to

land in a
balanced future

what we do
now affects

our childrens
future

When Planetary
boundary has

reached its limit,
our options will
quickly run out 

Increasing
differences in

the 'haves'
and 'have

nots'

A much more equitable,
accessible playing field
for Humans - to control

their quality of life

 Are we
considering

what is
affordable?

where would a
professional

organisation sit
in any of these

futures

politics will
be critical as
big choices
need to be

made

Leadership
across all

walks of life
is key.

how we treat the
environment needs

to balance the
rapid speed of new

technology

We have
options

our actions
now have

huge effect
on the future

state

engineering the world over will
be about People and livable

solutions - less or more
government control (??) around
lives / standardisation of living

and commuter solutions

Technology, and
technological fixes, can

impact negatively or
positively on the natural

environment - we as
engineers need to be

mindful of this

Is this just the developed
world or do we assume

that the developing world
is following

Balance between
saving the planet
and developing

technology 

The current
thinking on

climate change
could be

completely
wrong 

How different
will the world
actually be?

Will we need world
governance to

change the planet,
will that every be

acceptable?

Focus on the future
and stop looking
backwards all the
time. Learn from

mistakes but stop
trying to right all old

wrongs.

we haven't made
the necessary

change to date -
will our behaviors
actually change?

Are we thinking
globally?  First

world
economies

only?

How do we
bring the worlds

population
together on

this?

major behaviour change
usually occurs after a
crisis - how do we get
the behaviour change

we need, without crises,
to live in a balanced

world

Large over-
consuming

countries must
effect the most
change: FAST.

Acceptable of
the truth/

science will
be important

Culture is
precious but is
homogenized

by the
scenarios

Have to build
the social
license for

post
anthropcene

Politics- iand
engineers ability to
influence political
direction.  We are

the silent
profession!!

radar chart
to find the
ENZ future

Who will take
the lead in

addressing the
massive ethical
issues with AI?

The role of
Engineering
NZ will be
different to

now

ecological decline
and the the

changing climate
are already causing

major weather
related disruption 

How can
engineers
influence

our future?

Needs collective
action motivated

by rousing
messaging

HUMANS
WILL BE

LIVING TO
100 ON

AVERAGE

Technology will
save us or

destroy us. How
do we

anticipate it and
control it

Doughnut
economics

a future driven
by greed,

selfishness and
closed minds

will be an awful
reality

the planet needs
to be rewilded to

provide the
climate

moderation that is
needed

a future that is good to
live in will have a small
difference between rich
and poor - financial and

social equity

its hard to imagine how life
will continue on the planet if
we go to the Humans Inc or

Extinction Express
pathways - loss of

ecosystems, let alone GHG
induced climate change,
will lead to loss of a valid

operating space for humans
and animals 

how stop
the 1%Hunams are

not
necessarily

healthier

We really
need

innovation

GROUND RULES

Greentocracy Post Anthropocene

Extinction Express Humans Inc

Greentocracy. Climate action and biodiversity recuperation are the top line of every national and transnational agenda. The
results of the global efforts have been unprecedented for the environment, but not without significant sacrifice from people
who are realizing the trade-offs didn’t quite work out for them. Humanity now lives in self imposed servitude to the
environment under the mantra happy planet happy people.

Post Anthropcene Both people and planet are on the path to a regenerative world. Society consumes resources at a rate
at which they can be replenished, populations are diverse, and societal structures are balanced.

Extinction Express Climate change and the inexorable consumption of earth’s resources has resulted in fundamental
destabilization of natural systems. Resource, energy, water and food shortages are pervasive across the world.
Environmental consciousness is largely non-existent.

Humans Inc. For most people life is as good as it’s ever been. The planet on the other hand is not as healthy. In many ways,
this period reflects a business –as –usual trajectory from 2020. The condition of humanity has continued to improve at the
expense of the environment.

Likelihood it
will happen 

will there be
a 'pill' for

everything?

very real option
from collapse (3
waters reform is
start to avoid?) 

 cultural and
environmerntal

focus

Big
environmental 

shock/crisis
causes society
to go down this

path

engineers focus on integrated
design and wider

understanding of the wider
picture to be advisor - and

interaction with env -
generalists with specialist
input.  profession focus on

people that can see comlpexity
and understand interactions

international
experience
reliant on

technology to
share ideas

The rising up of the
swamp creatures:

they won't let
humans get away
with our wasteful

indulgences

The planet
rules: not
people

digital space and
continued to reduce

reliance on NZ
membership -

globalisation and
internation advice ability
to work from home - no

travel (carbon)

Engineering
skills in

greening,
rehabiltiation,

bio-engineering

Tuning into
Indigenous

knowledge will
help us exist in
this scenario

Need really strong
government,

governance and
planning to

determine urban
and green spaces/

rules

The quality of
life has been

greatly
improved and

extended

The gap between
poorest and richest has

continued to widen.
Resentment between
'haves' and 'have nots'

has built.

a challenging future for
society and engineers -

we will deplete the
planet of ecosystems

and resources, pushing
us to the edge of

human and all species 
extinction.

Governments
influence people to
think 'everything is
ok' (anti-science,
anti-engineering)

Virtual worlds
designed to

reduce need to
use the physical

world.

Automation
and

technology
has made life

easier

robots will
take over and
do majority of

the work

A significant % of the
population no longer

live in the 'real'
world. The spend

the majority of their
time in the Meta

This scenario does
not require radical

changes to the
power structures
we have in place

today.

This scenario may
be the 'easiest' to

get to, since there is
already a lot of
inertia and/or

momentum in this
direction.

Humans
continue to

transform the
planet

This would
seen to be
the most
desirable

outcome for

As an organisation we
have recognised the

dangers and  argued hard
for changes to the

procurement process to
be more heavily slanted
towards biodiversity and

carbon neutrality

We have successfully
worked to bring people

who aren't currently
considered traditional

engineers into the
institution

Engineering NZ has
changed to an

organisation that
coordinates and
delivers societal

solutions

Understanding and
working in
harmony /

symbiosis with
nature will help us

exist in this
scenario

We have broadened the
institution to bring in
people who brings in
solutions to society -
economic - climate -

social - to make it
function well

Innovation and
new jobs will be
based around

reusing,
repurpoosing
waste and all

resources

must
continue to

upskill

good - that we
will all,

apparently,
have whatever

we like.  

lowest
society

conditions

Engineers need to
to integrate their

designs and
outcomes with

others. Can we lead
and direct this type

of work?

Need far
greater public

profile for
engineers.

This is NOT a human-
centred future. This

radically new outlook will
crush the spirits of many

but others will adapt to not
being at the centre of the

universe. How will
engineers & engineering

respond?

food is close to
urban areas -
less reliant on

transport and oil
to transport

ENZ recognising
that we are dealing

with an energy
crisis rather than a

warming crisis.

Engineers are
not focussed

on  the
enfironment

engineers will be
required to create

technologies to help
us breath, to replace
pollinators, to create

artifical food

Monitoring, data 
management and

application of it (AI)
will be the future of

Engineering 

Engineers need
to develop

isolated living
systems

How do we have influence - crisis
helps, deep problems, - be more
publicly accessible. Don't have

the degress of freedom of
acadmics - we should? We need
new /different ways to engage.
May need to redefine what our
professionalism is (not staying
silent) and change the types of

Engineers we have

Efficiency is
valued (too)

highly, leading
to lowest cost

solutions

Needs to be
strong

intergration
with other

professions

Working with
other

specialist -
ecologists,
scientists

unknowable - how
the climate change
impacts; ecosystem
collapse; will affect

our ability to live and
grow food

Progress
towards a high

intellect and high
wage economy

We should all focus
on developing new

energy and
technology to make

this scenario
happen 

Not much
evidence that

we will
change - too

selfish

Climate change
has been slowed

by CO2
extraction

Processes are
automated,

jobs lost to AI

Global
population is

likely to decline
if birth rate

trends continue
more use of
Uber type

services rather
than hard

infrastructure

can humans
survive in a

sterile
planet?

Engineers dont
need to think

about planet or
renewable
energies 

Construction
thriving with

smarter
engineering

solutions required
due to climate

change

NZ engineers have driven
hard for increased

geothermal electricity and
regained position of world

leader.  A number of wealthy
geothermal engineering

consultancies and
implementation businesses

have evolved.

The importance of gas
as a transition fuel is

eventually recognised
and offshore gas
exploration and

extraction resumes

Engineering and
science

organisations
combine to solve

the methane issue
related to cattle.

Poorer
countries have

become the
workforce of the

rich

the pressure on
our water

resources will
increase - we will

begin reusing
(black) wastewater

Online medical
services.

Advanced
testing at local

clinics

how do we
(globally)
generate

sufficient money
for the UBI?

Private infrastructure
much better than

Public /  public
infrastructure

funding drops away
Security /

resilience of
infrastructure

has max
importance

at what point
willd we start

acting to
address this

scenario?

One global
'Amazon' of
engineering

design, with the
best AI, so not

much local input

to start this
occurring we

need to totally
ingore the

natural world

Increased
density

around city
centres

there is no time to take a
break from technology

and escape to the
nature! Will there be any
green escape, possibly
the man made green

environment 

Wealth will be
almost entirely
inherited, not

earned.

good that
the plant

can sustain
people

We may be
funded by a

global entity that
enables us to not
charge members.

Urban design
provides incredible
access via walking
to ammenities and

services

Eng NZ will need to
respond to help engineers

to meet the demands of
society - there will be

huge expectations, and
people will expect all

things to solved/provided

what happens
when the planet is

no longer self
sustaining - this

will be at the
expense of

humans

The definition of an
engineer has

changed to more
broadly reflect all
those who deliver

solutions to society.

We are
looking to
space for

more
resources

life is good for
most people -

what about the
others?  how

deplorable is it? 

cities will be dense
urban hubs without
the requirement for

major
transportation

systems

the 'have-nots' will
suffer - natural

selection will take
on a different

meaning

Education has a
focus on producing
the skills needed

for the high
intellect/high wage

economy

Engineering is an
intrinsically part of

our society -
irrespective of how

they are trained

Central govt
believes it knows

best and implements
ever increasing

controls.  Reduced
democracy

Engineering
NZ is now
call Society

Inc?

He Puapua has driven
a separatist society

leading to a decade of
civil unrest and

violence.  The majority
manage to restore

democracy.

The risk for ENZ is that it does not
evolve its membership beyond

those who are traditional
engineers. If they do not

encompass more disciplines then
ENZ will become redundant.

Traditional engineering
degree has vanished

and is now
complemented by post

grads in social
sciences and planning

etc.

Currently engineers are
working towards saving

the planet by using
sustainable materials,

zero carbon emissions,
etc. but in future

engineers will focus on
technology 

The importance
of PR grows,
infrastructure

becomes
populist

Cybersecurity is
important, will

dominate designs

Will be digital
equivalents of

everything,
enabling lots of

optimising

ENZ is part of
a collaborating

group world
wide

Good 

ENZ has invested
heavily in technology

and foresighting. There
are clear benefits for
people to join and we

lead the field in
solutions thinking

Bad 

Different
from now?

Start or stop
happening

ENZ regains
position as a

respected
thought
leader

What it
means for

engineers /
Eng NZ

Certain?

Less likely?
Risky?

unknowable?

ENZ in its
morphed form is

part of global
group of societal

solutions
providers.  The

broader group is

ENZ need to
regulate to protect

engineering
profession from

overseas massive
low cost suppliers.

The world
has moved

past warfare
and the

nations are

Relationship
with global
insurance

sector

universities have
an important role

in developing
best practice
information

Risky - this
scernario

inevitably leads
to Extinction

Express

Decreased democracy
will lead to reduction in
individual freedom and
an eventual return to

democracy.  Not a long
term sustainable

scenario

people get more
isolated if they

cant rely on
technology 

no international
experiences 

Lots of need for
active mode
transport and

public transport

Engineers need to
seek position s of
political power to
drive this scenario

New group:
Engineers for lease

democracy

engineers need to be
more proactive in

urban design - helping
to make sure that the

intense dwellings
function for all human

needs 

Potential food
shortages from
pastoral land

being converted
back to 'wild'

opportunity to
act as "lobbyist"

to govt and
solution finding

deliverables
provide

mulitple /
balanced
outcomes

membership is balanced
with embracing new
specialisations and

technology / health and
generalist problem

solvers.  redefine what
an engineer is 

Need to get the
majority behind
getting to this
state and what

we need to do to
get there.

Power of
the young

people

For ENZ - Engineers
definition needs to widen

all those that reason
information and

recommend/solve complex
problems (not just BEs) . 
Multiple deep skills and

general. We are a platform
that brings them together

The role of ENZ may be
to really engage with

societies/communities to
understand what works
for them, not what we

think works for them or
based on our own

experience.

Maybe ENZ becomes a
reasoning organisation,
assimilates and digests

information and puts
forward

recommendations to
governing bodies.

Engineers
have never
been busier

Engineering NZ
is in its present

form but possibly
with a more

technical bent

Eng NZ is less
relevant.  We are not

attracting the
broader technology

and solution
providers

ENZ are only
attracting those

from university but
not those from

some of the new
disciplines ENZ is

gradually
decaying

ENZ has continued to
miss the fact that many

of its members are
providing solutions
using many more

disciplines and types of
indivuals

ENZ did not
understand what was
happening in 2023

with many of its
members and

therefore became
irrelevant quickly

Need
common

regulation
globally

Requires
substantial

political force
for this to be

possible

Political and
global will is

key

Engineers
design solutions

for self-
sufficiency -
global scale

A lot of trust
would be

required and
a lot of

enforcement

This scenario can only
happen with significant

changes to current
power and wealth
settings, otherwise

there is no incentive
for a shift in direction.

Engineering NZ
needs to be

fundamentally
supporting the

delivery of economic,
social and

environmental
outcomes

This is a new
definition of
think big for

ENZ.

ENZ needs to
analyse the need

and scale of
engineering

resource needed
20yrs from now

Achieving this scenario
with 5-8B people will
require solution of a
number of massive

engineering challenges:
Power, Water, Sanitation,
Comms, Transport etc.

ENZ needs to
promote

technologies
which are

beneficial for
NZ society

Vegetables
should be
cheap to
purchase

More of the
happy weed

Changing the
narrative of what
an engineer is -

their role will
look different

Engineers
are seen as

peers to
doctors or

lawyers

Good standard
of living if we
compare with

Singapore

If Singapore was an
example of the model  on a

global scale then what
they currently have a

highly educated workforce
to the benefit of society
and the environment.

Engineers would be very
busy

strengthening of
engineers

ethical
requirements to
avoid extinction

Strengthen ethics
and engineering

credibility is critical
to reverse current

trajectory

enhancing
human

lifestyle at
cost of

environment

simpler
engineering - less
complex- cheaper
, tried and tested. 
NO balance with

environment

Strong engineering role in
society but ENZ would

become a crown entity that
supports government

programmes for climate
programs, etc

This assumes there is a
competent government

engineering
services are

required to fortify
against nature -

ENZ is as relevant
as ever

Would this
suit the Kiwi

sychy

This scenario may be
disrupted or difficult
to get to if there are
crises that humanity

must respond to
urgently.

likelihood

Less
centralisation
and greater

consideration to
cost benefit of

initiatives

Humans Inc is the preferred option
for Engineering New Zealand why?

Group Summary

WHY
- Planet first
- Sustainability for future
generations
- Only possible solution
because humanity is
constrained (protected from
destroying our habitat)
Acceptance that planet/
mother-nature is paramount to
our survival (only one planet)
- Not trust in human condition
- Desizing of marginal urban
areas. 

ENZ
- ENZ needs broader
membership 
- T specialists and generalist 
- wider to include reasoners
and problem solvers (not just
BE/Geols) 
-ENZ needs to have strong
public messaging to influence
and set direction

ADJUST
We are advocating for a softer
boundary

What does it mean
for society? Closest to BAU

Focus on efficiency and
potentially wider

societal procurement

Allows countries
to follow individual

agendas

Not fighting
human nature

Consistent with human
history

What does this
mean for ENZ?

Allows people to focus on
engineering technology rather

than more complex stuff

Engineers still
important

Consistent with the
history of engineering

Not a stretch for
members

Acceptable to members and
believable, so easy to transition

from

Engineering NZ remains
but with a shift

Still requires regulation
so ENZ remains

relevant

ENZ more
relevant

Summary

Failed to
change and/
or failed to

develop
solutions

Societal /
professional
responsibility

Populating other
planet - opportunities

for engineers to
develop solutions for
society to populate

other planets

Balance
between

quality and
quantity of

life

Resources are
further limited
or no-existent

Extinction -
will happen

Environmental
commitment - is

non-existent

To avoid this we need
to have strong ethics

and standup for
sustainability.  Need
strong influencing
skills  intosociety

Requires
substantial

societal change
to not find

ourselves in this
reality

Unknowable -
where the planet

will be in its
natural cycles 

Increased
engineering and

technical
representation at

central Government
level

Can be avoided if
nations meet the

committments
they have already

made

Need engineers to
influence procurement
processes and demand

clients expect better
outcomes for the planet

and communities -
solutions need to be

enduring which may not
necessarily meets the

'wants' of society 

Societal trust
in science 
to increase

Brilliant for
engineers as we

are very busy
and are living in

the 1% group.

A great place
for engineers
but not good

for society

We may be so
busy doing the
work that we

dont have time
for an instiution

or for fun.

Engiineering
NZ does not

exist anymore

Another view is that
engineers in NZ will

have no work as
infrastructure solutions

will be able to be
delivered by AI or

international providers.

Institution
possibly gone

in 10 year /
definitely in

2050

Engineers
will be

blamed by
society for all

failures

Lots of competition
so that people will
not want to work
together.  More
individuallism.

Anarchistic
society.

Therefore who
cares?

All countries
in it for

themselves

ENZ will have 1)
deminishing
powers, or 2)
pressure will

empower us? 
Lowest price
procurement

rules

We have
followed the

money an
enabled this

This is the track
humanity seems
to currently be

on.

is ENZ an
ethical

lobbyist to
lead and
protect?

Does Te Ao
Rangahau need to

create an
environment where

engineers can
enable 

Engineering NZ has not been
effective in engaging with

government to get appropriate
procurement structures

if 1% live inside the
dome, presumably so

that they can
continue to live, then
how are the 99% on
the outside able to

survive?  

Engineering
NZ has failed

in its role

The end result of
a self centered
approach ad

concentration of
wealth & power

Overall a better version of
the present with education

prioritised to raise  the lower
socioeconomic group

standard of living

EXPLORING THE PLAUSIBLE FUTURES PREFERRED FUTURE

Greentocracy

Post Anthropocene

Extinction Express Humans Inc

Summary of votes and comments

Key:

Vote - No               Vote - Yes

"Conflit in society will determine what ENZ will morph to." "An alternative view is that we must plan for all scenarios"

Unsustainable
AC - not just a balance to the environ, but also repair of damage to increase
regeneration of enviro while achieving fortification of assets against climate effect. 
ENZ playing the role of lobbyist and trusted advisor to repair issues and sustainably
provide development,  membership is international with a broad understanding of
issues and solutiosn, technology is mobile and controlled from around the world to
enable development (autonomous vehicle /drones).   

\
both of these come at price tags we can't afford

\

 I believe we should go for a balance
human/nature but we need to allow
some of the planet to rewild. This will
require countries and engineers to work
together.
This is the most realistic option. A mix of
Singapore and a national park. Where
you can still go hunting. Engineers are
trusted advisors, our services are not
commodities to be bought at the
cheapest price.It's unlikely we can get to
post-anthropacene by 2050 but we can
be working towards it.

NOT FUN!!!
We have kids
The end
Mankind wiill be decimated
Irresponsible, unethical
Extinction is not acceptable
Giving up our future for more in the present can't be the answer.
realistic is not acceptable if we are extinct

Only if we incline towards a major shift in philosophy to priotise planetary wellbeing
will be get even halfway to change and ultimately survival. There is the most scope for
innovation here and the most assurance of human survival.
the ideal world - that we can use to inform how we make it happen - no other option is
sustainable or achievable
aim high, and even if we fall short, we will still be better off
We may need to tip towards the extinction express (further) to self correct.  We will
need a global environmental exestential trheat to bring humans togoether to have
more governance and rules to act together
Once we decide what we would like the planet to look like, ENZ must adapt to 
contribute to enable this.
If we accept all four scenarios ARE plausible, there's no way that this option is not the
most preferable, for engineers and society like - engineers are part of society.
This is the best for planet (including humans). This presumes that ENZ morphes into a
much broader organisation with representation from all technical disciplines but also
humanities, finance, and politics.
This is the most balanced outcome but I feel we need to head slightly more in the
Greentocracy approach than we think to sustain this ideal
 Craig L  really does require EngNZ to leverage ties with other like minded global
organisations so that we can bring others along with us. No point being aspirational if
we are brought down by other elements of our and other societies.
More harmony with the planet but still greed in society
Lachlan - a balanced place with good outcomes, need to make sure we maintain this
balanced approach for society and maintain the planets needs
Predominantly Post Anthropocene but there needs to be some human sacrifice to
preserve our planet for Post Anthropocene to be a reality 

While PA is  ideal, Humans inc. is more realistic
At the end of the day will we just follow the money??$$$$$$$$
A realistic goal and one that Engineers will buy into
Society woul dbe so much worse off if we have to restart and reuild each  after each
natural diaster

Trying not to sound like a
techological denier ... but will
the waves of change really go

at the projectd rate. 35 Years in
the indusrty and I feel that
change has only ever been

incremental. Maybe that is the
challenge for the profession ...
to lead the rte of acceleration

of change for good! 

but change also occurs, at
pace, in response to 'crises'
- to wit the on-line tools in

response to the covid
pandemic.  There is highly

likely to be a global crisis of
some sort in the next 5-10
years, which will trigger a

raft of changes. 

What OpenAI says:  https://openai.com/

WAVES OF CHANGE

WORLD ENGINEERING

In the decade ahead,
waves of exponential

technological
advancements are
stacking atop one
another, eclipsing

decades of
breakthroughs in scale

and impact. 

The speed of this
activity exceeds the

exponential pace
most were

expecting and is
called hyper-

velocity. 

Applying advanced
intelligence and cognitive

technologies enables
organisations to respond
dynamically to changes in

demand and customise
product, ensure high product

quality, and optimise
production processes in real

time. 

Autonomy for all
systems is the end

game and all process
manufacturing

companies need to
start on this journey

now. 

Cognitive
intelligent networks
are ubiquitous and

fully integrated
within and across

all sectors

Congregation
of Industrial
4.0 and big

data systems.

Wave One : Hyper Velocity Automation

Severe disruption of all
manual and people

operations of all
processing and

harvesting industries as
cognitive automation is

applied from 2025.

Within the Food
industry and many
others this is acute

and has already
commenced and will

be intensified over the
next two decades.

A driver of this
disruption is

the COVID 19
pandemic.

Food supply over the next
three decades, given the

extreme volumes required,
will be hyper-efficient and

artificial general
intelligence and

autonomous systems are
required to make it happen

Wherever
possible humans
will be removed

from the
production lines.

Wave Two : Deep Sector Disruption

At a pace never seen
before the market

demand for
synchronous and
interdependent

automation
development is
unprecedented

Funding for Natural
Language Processing,

Artificial General Intelligence
and Cognitive intelligent
systems to be developed
synchronously is at a level

not seen before in
automation development.

In the next decade
massive funding of

start-ups in this
area will be
astonishing.

Much of the
development will
be open-source
given the speed

and synchronicity
of it. 

Wave Three : Interdependent Synchronous Innovation

Climate change, carbon
neutrality will be fully
mandated against all

manufacturing
companies worldwide

over the next two
decades starting

immediately.

Sustainability
will be the

market entry
price for many

jurisdictions

As the planet
moves to a

Hydrogen or
electric economy
manufacturing will

move with it.

Much of the
development will be

open-source given the
speed and

synchronicity of it.
Most autonomous

systems will be open
source.

Wave Four : Mandated Carbon Neutrality

As Natural Language
Processing is fully

developed the demand for
cognitive intelligence

collabouration will occur
with rapid application for all

human-machine
interfacing.

Consumer
demand for this
facility will drive

system design for
all consumer

systems

All consumer
facing systems

by 2050 will
be

autonomous

All retail and
commercial

operations will be
light out along

with most
manufacturing

Wave Five: Cognitive Collaboration

There will be no
human operators in

call centres,
information facilities,

banks, insurance, local
government, super-

markets, etc

For Engineering NZ all
of the above 'Waves of
Change' are in a state

of flux with all the
elements happening

at the same time.

All these elements occur as the
world population and food

demand goes exponential and
the imperative of climate

change along with the need for
cognitive intelligence,

sustainability, resilience in
manufacturing 6.0 and big

data.

Wave Six: The Perfect Storm

 Most
autonomous
systems will

be open
source.

ENZ promoting the
research of automation
with universities - public

promtion and recognition

Who controls
the ethical

issues
associated with
AI progression

algorithms are
developed to do
repetitive tasks
and drafting.   

There are global
ethics org.s already
looking at this now
with digitial labour

AI

what control
does this give
the funders of

these start ups?

Do these Waves
apply to the whole
world or only the
developed world?

We are starting to see
the British Govt and
NZ Treasury having
increasing concern

about the affordability
of NetZero by 2050

What is ENZ's role is
supporting upskilling
of workers who were

working in manual
roles that no longer

exist?

Agreed, although it will take
longer than anticipated and

the rate of social acceptance
will be key. One thing the

pandemic has taught us is that
it is the constraints on manual

labour that are a key issue

need to remember that, in
tandem with the much

publicised climate change
issues, is the less publicised,

but arguably more
foundational, potential
collapse of the global

ecosystems - potentially
affecting our ability to live on

this plant

What will we do when
automation takes over task
based / formulaic work? We

will also need to think
differently using data/AI to
solve problems rather than

enginering rules, old
emphirical and even

deterministic and probablistic
modelling  

i.e. for above -
"Amelia"

cognitive AI

McKinsey  reports could
require USD2trillion per

year on 5 groups of
technologies by 2025

to deliver 40%
reduction in GHG
emissions.  Is this

viable?

Definite role
for ENZ in
supporting

this.

Potential that
Wave 5 will

happen very
quickly and

perhaps early

...and deployed
at the "Edge" of

every sector
(from a tech
perspective)

At about this
time - the point
of singularity

occurs - a world
govt may form

Agree - this does not
seem like a big

stretch at all with
advances in

cognitive AI today.
So very "plausible"

McKinsey reports that
a century of electricity
grid upgrade will be

needed to be
undertaken in

decade.  Is this viable?

Trust will need
to be gained

and assurance
will need to be

given

Do they cost
the counter

factual of not
doing it?

will nZ standards be
relevant or will a global
set be developed for
design solutions. how

will standard be
developed and

monitored for best
practise

Challenge that open
source will win - it

hasn't to date and too
much money at stake.
Big five (FAAMG) Te(or

their 

We need to be
mindful of equitable
outcomes across all

society - will all  parts
of society be able to

pay?

Challenge - I don't think
open source will win. It

hasn't so far with FAAMG
(big five tech) dominating. It
would need governments

and regulations to do more,
but since they always follow
technology this isn't likely 

ENZ can advocate
that the NZ

Government take a
stronger hand to

realise this
outcome

NZ can lead
here with high
% renewable
electricity?

NZ - and ENZ - needs
to walk a line

between people
displaced  from

employment and
advancing future

technologies

Nearly everyone
lives in urban
areas that are
increasingly

efficient

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

Applying advanced intelligence
and cognitive technologies

enables engineers to respond
dynamically to changes in

demand
and customise product, ensure

high product quality, and
optimise production processes

in real time.

Autonomy for all
systems is the end

game and all
engineers of all

disciplines need to
start on this
journey now.

Cognitive intelligent
networks

are ubiquitous and
fully integrated within

and across all
sectors.

Wave One : Design systems Automation

Severe disruption
within engineering
consultancy groups
at all levels , large

and small

Consolidation
not only of

practices but
also of type.

Examples include Fire
consultancy taking over

building design and
starting with AI assisted

passive materials
design before the

stucture is designed.

BIM will be AI
assisted for all

services and design
and may indeed not

involve
engineers as we

know them.

A new class of
technologists will

evolve. as cognitive
automation is applied

from 2025 and will
be guild based.

Wave Two : Deep Sector Disruption

At a pace never seen
before the market

demand for
synchronous and
interdependent

automation
development is
unprecedented

Funding for Natural
Language Processing,

Artificial General Intelligence
and Cognitive intelligent

systems to
be developed synchronously
is at a level not seen before
in automation development.

In the next decade
massive funding of

start-ups in this
area will be
astonishing.

Much of the
development will
be open-source
given the speed

and synchronicity
of it. 

Wave Three : Interdependent Synchronous Design

The big complex
questions of

unknown
unknowns is the

basis for all
engineering

beyond 2030.

Climate change, carbon
neutrality will be fully
mandated against all

manufacturing and energy
companies and

organisations worldwide
over the

next two decades starting
immediately

Sustainability engineering
and resilience and

transition engineering will
be the

market entry price for many
jurisdictions and will
require complexity

engineering at all levels

The society expectation
of engineers in this

regard will peak around
2035 and the demand for
engineers to answer the

complex climate
questions will

never go away.

Wave Four : Mandated Carbon Neutrality

As Natural Language
Processing is fully

developed the demand for
cognitive intelligence

collabouration will occur
with rapid application for all

human-machine
interfacing.

Engineers must
front this as there

are a myriad of
ethical questions

within the
complexity
questions.

Consumer
demand for this
facility will drive

system design for
all consumer

systems.

All
consumer facing
systems by 2050

will be
autonomous.

Wave Five: Cognitive Collaboration

There will be no
human operators in

call centres,
information facilities,

banks, insurance, local
government, super-

markets, etc.

Within the Food
industry and many
others this is acute

and has already
commenced and will

be intensified
over the next two

decades

Food supply security over
the next three decades,

given the extreme volumes
required, will be

hyper-efficient and artificial
general intelligence and
autonomous systems are

required to make it happen

The scale of this
phenomenon is so

vast that it can
only be done by
AI an AGI assist.

 Most
autonomous
systems will

be open
source.

Engineers will be
deeply involved

with job loss
design and new

job
creation.

People may suffer from
a lack of human

interaction - how will
engineers (and

everyone else) balance
increasing automation
against the need for a

'human element'

remote and
internaltion working

.  maintaining an
ethical oversight of

membership

Engineers can't
solve these

problems alone -
increasing need for

cross-discipline
collaboration 

enabling the
focus of prof
engineers for

complex solving
and interaction

leading to the
eng being a

jack of all
trades and
master of 1

Professionalism  will be
understood as leading
societal change for the

betterment of people and
the planet and being
responsible for that

change to better the life
of the planet and people

sorry, agree that professional
engineers will provide bridge

between clients and AI,
providing judgement, advice

and reasoning

We are already seeing so-
called 'soft skills' becoming

more important, and this
will increase - engineers

will have to think about the
social and cultural aspects
of their work as much as or

more than the technical
side.

polytechs are
leading to this

already with their
development of
focussed task

operators

The present focus with
Bodies of Knowledge for

categorising engineers will
need to be much broader as
the membership disciplines

grow.

Climate change is not just about
carbon neutrality.  Changes to
the weather systems already

have an impact globally - there
is a lot of engineering related
issues tied up in the need for
communities to adapt and/or
retreat - new infrastructure

systems; interim coastal
defences; etc

short term ethical dilemma . 
developing automation tools

and reducing work
opportunities.  retrain and

direct universities / polytechs
and schools now.

This disruption has been
evolving over the past two

decades, with the formation
of "mega" consultancies.

Will it be an ongoing
evolution or a revolution?

Much of what is being proposed
here will not be undertaken by

traditional Engineering NZ
members.  Eng NZ will need to

change its membership structure
and focus to welcome all involved

in these sectors.

One scenario is an integrated
supply chain ... engineers

primarily being a part of a single
entity that designs and builds a
project (it is starting to happen
now and makes a lot of sense,

especially wit the use of a single
BIM approach

lobbyist to central
govt to direct

policy to achieve
positive outcome

for NZ inc

we have already seen
the impacts of

reduced human
interaction through
extended periods of

working
remotely......we are a

social species.

Most easily
repeatable

tasks will be
undertaken
by AI or AGI

Insurance industry
and risk transference
- from engineers to

machines (that's
positive at least for

engineers!)

Do we have the needed
engineering talent at present

and are the Engineering
schools producing graduates

with the required future
skills?

Yes - this does
not appear too
ambitious - can

be achieved

The organisation
won't consist of so

many legal /
regulatory staff -

depends if
you designed
the machine!!

will engineers sign off
AI design?  will

engineers be held
accountable for an AI

design? when the
algorithm is

developed overseas

Many of the people delivering the
waves below will not see

themselves as engineers.  Do we
need to connect to them and if so

how.  What is the value proposition
for them being part of Society Inc

(the new Eng NZ)?

ENGINEERING INSTITUTIONS

There is an unspoken
expectation that engineers
and their institutions must

deliver for the planet in the
same way they did

back at the beginning of the
industrial revolution in the

1800s and the green
revolution in the 1960s

It is generally accepted
that the near and far future
have serious questions of
complexity where many of

the answers are in the
realm of unknown

unknowns and in fact may
border the unknowable

Society expects thst
engineers will operate in
this realm and provide

these difficult questions
regarding Climate,
decarboniastion,

renewables, engineering
transitions, AI, AGI and

singularity.

Wave One : Society Expectations

Decision making in
the complexity field

on 'unknown
unknowns' will

become the
Institution's main

future work

This will
involve large scale AI assist
algorithms initially and then
the Institution will develop
its own AGI to make these

enormous
decisions regarding

autonomy and surveillance
systems etc

If the Institution does not pivot to
assume leadership of the

complex unknown unknowns
questions at a technical laboratory
level, then enginering will dissolve

into a mass of specialist
guilds and all general engineering

membership institutions will
vanish by 2030

Wave Two : Decision making leadership for society

At a pace never seen
before the market

demand for
synchronous and
interdependent

automation
development is
unprecedented.

Funding for Natural
Language Processing,

Artificial General Intelligence
and Cognitive intelligent

systems to
be developed synchronously
is at a level not seen before
in automation development

If engineers do not
pivot to this reality

with all design
engineering they will
not be participating at
any level at all in a few

years

By 2030 all
engineering design,

calculations and
analysis will be

performed by AGI. It is
this reality that the

Institution must lead.

Wave Three : Engineering Unknown unknowns leadership

The big complex
questions of

unknown
unknowns is the

basis for all
engineering

beyond 2030.

Climate change, carbon
neutrality will be fully
mandated against all

manufacturing and energy
companies and

organisations worldwide
over the

next two decades starting
immediately.

Sustainability engineering
and resilience and

transition engineering will
be the market

entry price for many
jurisdictions and will
require complexity

engineering at all levels

The society expectation of
engineers in

this regard will peak
around 2035 and the

demand for engineering
institutions to answer the

complex climate questions
and

carbon nutrality will never
go away.

Wave Four : Climate and carbon Neutrality leadership

As Natural Language
Processing is fully

developed the demand for
cognitive intelligence

collabouration will occur
with rapid application for all

human-machine
interfacing.

The Engineering
Institution must front

this there are a
myriad of ethical

questions within the
complexity
questions. 

Consumer
demand for this
facility will drive

system design for
all consumer

systems.

Engineers
deeply involved

in job loss
design and new

job creation.

Wave Five: Social licence

To operate as engineers
in this environment will
require a new type of

engineer and this must
be set up, technically

managed and supported
by the Institution

It's possible that the
standard four year

engineering degree
must be added to by
a post graduate level

professional
qualification.

The faith that
communities have

towards engineers to
solve these issues is

far greater than for the
science fraternity in

general.

Communities worldwide
believe that all ethical

considerations involving
autonomony will be
solved by engineers

and
their institutions.

Autonomy for all
systems is the end

game and all
engineers of all

disciplines need to
start on this journey

now

Cognitive
intelligent networks
are ubiquitous and

fully integrated
within and across

all sectors

More important than
learning specific skills at
uni, will be learning how

to learn - preparing
students for an ever-
changing profession

The procurement process must
change - more weight towards

carbon neutrality and biodiversity

https://time.com/5681661/climate-
change-ozone-history/ 

How do we (ENZ)
support engineers to

manage this
increasing pressure,
and ensure people

don't burn out in the
face of society's
expectations?

What is ENZ's
role is

creating that
"faith"?

Absolutely!

opportunity to
reduce being "risk
adverse" and start
to put head above
the trench to lead

from the front

Including more
ethics, AI and? 

ENZ's role in
shaping that?

More nuanced ethical
training and guidance will

be needed - many
engineers (and others)
currently think ethics
means "being a good

person" but don't think
any deeper than that

about it.

The young
will be

essential 

ENZ must start looking
at the amount of R&D

and focus of large
engineering firms in
order to understand
their customer base

there., 

become front and
centre in society and

become a trusted
advisor at all levels. 

be as known as
dorctors, lawyers,

accountants

Diversity
will be

essential

Most of what is outlined will
occur on a global scale with
no boarder restrictions.  Eng
NZ needs to evolve to be an

international organization.

ENZ must define
and  understand its
current and future

client base in order
to serve it and

society. 

Is
Engineering
Groupthink
a risk (good

point)

By 2030 - in
8n years

time -
unlikely

We need to take all
cultures and peoples
of the world on the

journey

we like to think
that is the case

but is it
currently the

reality.

For engineers to
increase influence the
capability to analyse
and present on cost

benefit has to
accelerate.  Particularly
in Govt organisations.

How will Engineering NZ make itself
relevant to the broader rang of people

delivering the technology solutions? Will
this be through becoming a technological
hub, through legislated rules, or through

some common thread across all
disciplines around ethics and societal

responsibility?

international code of
ethical standing for
engineers - global

Key is for collaboration
between national professional
bodies (eg ENZ) and Technical

professional bodies (eg
IChemE) ... an engineer needs

to be enabled to belong to
both by making this financially

attractive (viable)

How can ENZ
actively promote

sustainable
soultions to

society? Think
Wonder project but

bigger?

Diversity of
views  - global

and local
perspectives

are considered

Engineering NZ will morph
to Society Inc.

This could be a global
institution in collaboration
with similar bodies in other

countries

ENZ becomes a
vocal supported

through all
channels for
Climate and
Biodiversity

change

Liability for failure is
becoming a core societal
expectation.  How might

this influence the world in
2050?

I disagree - highly
likely in my view (it's
well underway now
with AI / machine

learning technology)

Why don't we
comment on the

Govt's approach to
emissions reduction
by buying offshore

carbon credits?

This guy makes engineering really
interesting and promotes it. Why can't
we do this? Is there a reason we can't

launch a project(s) to make a
difference?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
koKOsabud5o 

What thought
leadership
should ENZ
focus on?

Likely to be
driven by
Western

countries - a
new form of
colonialism? 

How do
engineering
institutions
transition to

taking that role?

In NZ up to 40% of a
project cost is being spent

on pre-commencement
activity to achieve

consenting.  Do we accept
this?  Could the engineers
involved in this phase be

better deployed?

We already have the
technology. What is

required is the will. By
helping shape societal
expectationst, we can

be the wave

Maybe ENZ is a
Technical society and

engineers are
managed by the

Government through
Occupational
Regulation?

Or be heavily
linked with

international
organisations

Will society care
who provides the
solutions or will
they just want

someone to be
responsible when it

fails?

NZ is a land of small
(by global

standards) under
capitalised

businesses.  8yrs?

Does society really value us
that highly.  Certainly the

commercial sector does but
general society has less of an
understanding of what we do.

our small and centralised
universitie increase collaboration

and become a learning hub of
excellence and innovation.  in bio

engineering , medical and
automation.  providing ENZ the
opportuntiy to lead international

standards and ethical
development

A different cultural lens
might change many of

these items.  They would
become more people

focused?

Engineering NZ
has a good start
on this and can
strengthen and

build connections

This positioning of
engineers as having far
greater expectations on
them than scientists in

general may not be
consistent with our future

vision of a collaborative and
interdisciplinary mode of

working. Possibly a bit
elitist?

can we mention
ecosystems, biodiversity

- the opportunities for
engineers to contribute

to improving and fixing  -
without ecosystems
there is no human

species

the engineering
profession will need to

promote itself as an
objective participant to
guide the planet to this

scenario

Adaptable / 'soft' skills,
creativity, cross-

collaboration  & empathy
increasingly needed by

engineers once
calculatory tasks are

automated. STEAM not
STEM

The education system needs
to ensure the engineering
profession (or whatever it

becomes) has the right mix of
problem solving, technical
and social capability.  That

starts with children, through
tertiary and into CPD 

engineers will
need to be

adaptable to
increase their rate
of learning to new

levels

Engineers in 2050 will need
to be as epidemiologist are

today. The experts that
advise govt and from the

media. Trusted to outline the
next path of action and

reassuring society this is the
right way to go. 

Engineering will be an even
more global talent pool. It is
likely to be a 'gig' economy,

similar to software. Even major
projects will involve multiple

firms

Engineering stays
as problem

solving / solution
finding activity

As an analogy consider
digital effects in movies.

They are now done scene
by scene and image by

image by multiple firms in
parallel

engineers need
to be (this is

not an
incomplete
sentence!).

The ability to design in
a carbon neutral

manner will be a core
skill for engineers

engineers
must walk
the talk...

Lots of focus on
technological advancements

with all this. will be vital to
not let social and

communication skills suffer.

become less (or not
at all) self serving/

interested

the role of an engineer
will differ as some tasks

will be automated.
Giving the engineer

more time to focus on
bigger issues and

innovation

engineers skills
will develop
and overlap
further than
ever before

Quote from Einstein - change
science to engineering.  "For
science can only ascertain

what is, but not what should
be, and outside of its domain
value judgments of all kinds

remain necessary".

AC -
Maintain
future of

profession 

because we
helped create this
mess, we owe it to
future generations
to help clean up

the mess.

Because our future
Post Anthropcene

status depends upon
it!

More addressing of
climate issues and
looking to enhance

how we do things and
improve the lives of

humans and the planet
to co-exist

Fix the mess:
climate, energy,

waste, water,
resources, inequity,
discrimination and

disease 

Transition
engineering

start nurturing our
future problem

solvers as early as
possible...promote

inspriring role models

Upskilling and
convincing society
this is the right way

To instill the
narrative of what it

means to be a
responsible
professional

engineer

We need the
ability to

communicate
to be listened

to

AC - provides a 24 hour
research or production

within a global economy

refer our code of ethical
conduct

Engineers are
essential for
the planet

Nothing
works better
than to show
by example

If we can't talk to clients
we won't be hired and we

won't get to save the
world

Because this needs
to be a collective

movement - locally,
nationally and
internationally

because there will be
more need to

collaberate and grow
understanding of
complex problem

solving utilising digital
software

How many smaller
engineering firms care?
How do we know? How
can we make this front
of mind when they're
also running a small

business?

Articulate and
empathetic
engineering

professionals

consistent standards and
common ethical outcomes

More
engineers

Code of ethics,
responsibilities,

etc

Behaviour
change

Greater and more
innovative solutions

to climate issues,
cures for disease,
housing issues etc

True life long learning
will be vital for

engineers as the
skills and attributes
required to do the

job change.

Both through nature
(selecting the right

minded people) and
nuture (educating

them)

Global connections and
interactions becoming

more common place and
acceptable practice

Removing
barriers to

engineering
for all

include in ENZ
membership

rules

Communications and
cultural awareness

training

Thinking about
the quad

bottom line for
all projects

Tertiary institutions
specialties

morphing to
inlcude more than
one spacialisation

Why?  Pace of
change will be

unprecedented.

What? 
Learning

communities
facilitated by

ENZ

How?  Anytime,
anywhere

connection to
learning resources
and connections.

Why?  "Human
dimension" more

important than
ever before.

What?  Change in
expectations from
education system
and professional

competency
recognition.  

People will need to
be helped in their
understanding of

solutions provided
by engineers

Recognizing and
respecting society

is far more
complex socially
than in the past.

Never-ending
challenge of
profession

being
undervalued

Push for global
standardisation of

standards and
regulations.

Standardization
allowing us to be

inclusive of a
broader range of

people 

Engineering is
a critical voice
that needs to

inform
decisions

This is happening in most
technology spaces at

present.  We need to find a
common global view as most
of the engineering outcomes
will be delivered by a diverse

global workforce (both
human and AI)

Encourage
engineers to see

themselves as
connected to other
disciplines, not set

apart.

Engage with society -
proactively.

Listen to what different
sections of society -
locally and globally -

want.
Communicate the options

that are available

Be better at
demonstrating
relevance from
the perspective

of others

We need to have
dialogue with our
fellow institutions
around the globe

How have
national

standards
worked in the

education
sector?..so far

but we are trained
to be focussed on
the main task - this

is too hard to
change our brain

but then why
do an

engineering
degree

we'll be the
villains who

can be
blamed

Engineers
will be the
heroes of
society!

Won't be able
to agree on

common
outcomes

Engineers
step up and

take
leadership

roles

Engineers are
insufficiently

bold as to take
clients to a

better solution.

Engineers invest in
continuous training
& upskilling so they

remain relevant

Engineers are too
passive and do

no bang the table
for something

different.

No they
don't

Engineers
are the
wave

how quickly
can tertiary
providers
change?

There is a general lack
of trust across many
parts of society - to

change the narrative is
to try and swim agaisnt

the current

but we are trained to
be focussed on the
main task - it is too
hard to change our
brains to be more

collaboratively minded

what if the definition
of an engineer is

widened to
"problem solver" 

and including
trained persons

We are so
important and
valuable other
sectors want to
work with us.

what if engineers
are known aswell
in the community

as doctors,
accountants and

lawyers

Engineers invest in
continuous training
& upskilling so they

remain relevant

Engineers invest in
continuous training
& upskilling so they

remain relevant

Engineers invest in
continuous training
& upskilling so they

remain relevant

what if engineers
are an open

organisation and
known in the

community and
trusted at all

advisors

It's about systems
thinking across the

profession.
Engineering NZ does

not have a pan-
engineering
perspective

The world
needs

engineers

how does
this get
taught?

The global talent pool exists at
present but we do not pay

enough to attract it.  For how long
can we rely on our clean green
image to attract people to NZ?

how does the
education system
change when the

governments looks at
goals and plans in 3

year stints?

They need to be
more than that.  They
need to strive further,

not just meet the
status quo

How do you get an
engineer to embrace new

technology and
everything else required
to operate in this future
state with so many stale
males that are opposed

to change?

What if we
strengthened the
code of ethics on

this topic?

Only AI-
Enabled

engineering
will be cost
effective.

More local
barriers to

protect local
engineering

professionals

Socio-economic implications
where AI is replacing human
interaction - job loss, loss of

social interaction and the
skills that come with that, loss

of motivation and purpose.
Humanitarian crisis.

Should
engineers keep

designing
weapons in the

future?

Lobbying by large
nations to globalise

standards to
enable export of

professional
services

AC -
standardisation.
time.  24 hour

construction. or 24
hour global

research and
development

think
global, act

local 

Because the global
community is a small

village of skilled,
accessible, talent

which can be
mobilised at scale

(hence global
standards)

Because
technology is

advancing at a
rapid pace

A global centre of excellence
think tank, evolving standards

frequently (agile) not as per
existing bodies (slow review
periods) - adaptive, following
the trends, continually mining

big data,  'enabling' global
practitioners / multi lingual /

cognitive 

Yes, because
they have

always been
needed (reality)

front footing
discussions with
central and local

government.....psuh
our barrow more!

engineers must learn
what it truly means to
engineer "with" nature
and not engineer "to"
nature - there is still a

long way to go to
change this mindset

need to use engineering
projects - esp infrastructure
and urban development - to

improve biodiversity,
especially in cities so that

people have access to nature
for personal wellbeing

enhancement

the changing climate  and the
biodiversity/ecosystem losses

will create chaos of the climate/
weather systems. we already

see the devastating
consequences of mudslides;
sea level increases combined

with low pressure weather
systems.    

We need to reverse
the biodiversity
decline or our

planet will suffer
and us along with it

engineers need to consider how their
project can improve nature; not just
avoid impacts.  NZTA/Waka Kotahi
already provides examples of this -
their SH corridors are providing a

wealth of ecosystems and ecosystem
services, while providing the

necessary eng project requirement of
a buffer alongside the SH.  

Have biodiversity
protection &

enhancement as a
selection criteria

for projects

all projects need to consider how
they will contribute positive

benefits to natural environment. 
The project might be for that
purpose - eg a WWTP; but a

transmission pylon might provide
an opportunity within the larger
space/corridor to grow low lying

plants.   

Quad bottom
line

procurement

we can become
world leaders
and bring the
planet aalong

with us

Remove the need
for people to work

full-time, so that
time can be spent

on human
interaction.

A global charter to guide
behaviours and intended

outputs, high levels of
collaboration, support from AI to
update standards, translate, add

regional nuances (which can't
be designed out or

standardised as part of the
Global standard)

AC --
Professional

trust is greater
than a

computer

Weapons -
biological / cyber /
logistical warfare /
metaverse virtual

warfare

Large global
engineering firms
undercut viability
of local engineers

Invest in technology as
early as possible and

ensure knowledge and
skills are included at
tertiary instituttions. 
Always thing digitally

globally and locally and
diverse (maori)

Because we are global
citizens, demanding the

same rights and
privileges that we see

work elsewhere & we are
guided by global

technology
advancements

Engineers will need to be
fully connected around the
world. Rapidly taking new
ideas from one place and

applying them to another and
keeping the rest of the

profession abreast of the
results/outcomes.

Technology
firms (AI-first)

move into
engineering

using tools not
skills.

Requirement 
for ENZ

Chartered
Engineering

Institution needs to
facilitate the
sharing of

knowledge,
experience, results

globally.

Ensure New Zealand's
unique needs are met

in a global context,
and that we're

bringing the best of
what NZ can offer to

the global table.

ENZ lobby
Govt for

regulation

Highlights issues re
IP ownership by

institutions, vs open-
source knowledge /

innovation that
benefits the world

Think about
global option &
actions before

you act

Knowledge
sharing

enhances the
chances of

correct
solutions

raise the legislative
requirement for

engineering practice
(greater CPD

requirements) and
higher fees/salaries

Need to pick
the correct

model for the
problem at

hand

government
legislation

Engineering is a
great application
for AI and there
is money to be

made

Central AI
database

It is vital that engineers
understand & apply

Indigenous knowledge
in their local practice - 

wherver they work

Open
source or

Patent

Globally we will need
engineering to be a truly

inclusive multi ethnic
profession which has

respect for the tangata
whenua of each nation
and any special rights

under treaties etc.

Understanding Te
Ao Maori & Te Tiriti
will be a core part
of NZ Engineering

education and
REGISTRATION

AI solution
firms offer

Engineering
solutions

Visibility of
profession

dominated by global
commercial solution

providers

what does
the United

Nations look
like in 2050?

Engineers will
need cultural
competency 

AI allows us to tailor
our services for

members' needs,
not apply a one-

size-fits-all
approach.

the institution
must become a

trusted advisor to
government - we

are part way
there...

To honour and
respect all

peoples - and
great ideas come
from anywhere. 

Need to attract
capital, sell the

concept and
host the AI

ENZ to develop a
political advocacy/
lobby objective to
effect meaningful
change without

policians fear of losing
votes

So NZ
engineers

know our own
identity and

unique offering.

Education
of

engineers

To understand which
solutions are truly

going to meet needs
and generate

enduring positive
outcomes

Engineering NZ and
Engineers must be

represented at
decision making tables

including local,
national and

international govt

Need
partnership
with AI firms

To ensure that
good evidence
based policy 
and decisions

are made

Cultural knowledge is
built into education
from day one (this is

already happening but
will increase).

Social media
interference could

derail the best
future focused

plans

Need to have
an influential

voice in order to
make change

Complete and
demonstrate an

understanding of Te
Ao Maori, Te Tiriti,
Mataranga Maori

and Tikanga

what if we embrace
technology and

result in a
paradigm shift -

unemployment vs
retraining

Invest in improving 
cultural competency,

embedding bi-
culturalism and multi-

cultualism in
engineering practice

we cannot
make

changes
otherwise

what if we lead
research and
technology -

known as a go to
expert institution

Understand
the culture of

the places
you work

to lead
society.  for
the good of

nz inc

Soft skills -
understanding all

points of view - will
be vital in a truly
globally capable

society.

Programmes
such as

Engaging Well
and tested by

interview

We will all
be out of

jobs

Engineers in
societal

leadership
roles

AC - soft skill
investment in
universities,

and eng
development 

Most technical
knowledge will

be held by
computers

Public &
political

influence

what if we lead
research and
technology -

known as a go to
expert institution

widen our
focus (as is

being done as
part of this
exercise)

AC - become a
trusted advisor. 

a known
partner.  not

silent

Knowledge, understaning
and practice of Te Ao Maori
will be a unique advantage
and point of difference for

NZ engineering firms

Low
knowledge of
impact of AI
compared to

ICT sector

Eng NZ will need to
support members
to understand and
adhere to treaty

obligations

lobby change
with central

govt.
trusted public

profile.

AI and VR is already
advanced in NZ
and we are not

involved with those
leading companies

Growing a talent pool
of people committed

to taking on the
responsibilities that
come with societal

leadership

New Zealand firms
should be owned in part

or in wholly by Iwi
entities for longevity and

credability

AI can
create new
jobs for us

All media
channels

Need to
understand the

founding
document of

NZ

use connections in
central govt. 
encourage

profession to enter
politics and

maintain
membership

Engineering will be more
global. What will set NZ

Engineering apart? Our USP
Te Ao Maori. Without it we

are completing in a
commodity market.

not if you are
living in an
authoritian

country

We don't
have the

capability to
build

reputation 

If Te Ao Maori is our
USP, then being real

and credible is
critical

We don't
have

enough
influence

Māori are at the table
and represented in key

decision-making and
development of

strategy.

Engineers must represent / be
in all parts of the global society

to live, experience and
understand local and global

problems to be able to resolve
them/communicate them/be

relatable and trusted.

When has a
politican not
chased the

vote- we can
use them as an

example  

Engineering firms
should JV, partner or
part-sell to or with Iwi

organisations 

Will the UN govern world
stnards?  the WHO have
increased standing and
recognition.  it makes

sense an organisation will
govern eng standrads

but then we
would be
open to

critiscims and
blame

JDI

If we can't
communicate
we wont be

heard 

Severe climate
events could

grow the profiles
of leading
engineers

It must be real. So it starts with
education, engagement,

acknowledgement, understanding
and committment. It requires JVs

and ownership of projects and
organisations.

what if ENZ is a
trusted advisor to
central govt and is
givena frot seat of

decision making and
polciy development

Get your head around
the idea start building a
relationship with Mana

Whenua

Maori/indigenous
community needs to
be brought  along as
part of the solution

what if we become a
global problem solving

source - seamless
around the world with
shared standards and

ideas.   

public profile. 
engineers are

in the
community

Does ENZ
understand

and adhere to
treaty

obligations-?

What if 30% of
our Parliament is

made up of
Engineers?

(Including the
PM))

Democracies are
always short term

thinkers. We cannot
achieve change

without a change of
government type.

Take the
1000 year

view.

Be a good
ancestor

we actively
insert ourselves
into the issues

that matter

Totally disagree. 
This would never

work for small
privately owned

firms.

An impossible
compromise/sacrifice - and
something we can't live up

to and/or won't tolerate.

We cannot
achieve our

outcome with
engineering
skills alone

this should be
specific and

critically
supported

item 

Will this
USP pay
the bills?

Engineering NZ
don't see

themselves as
political, so wont

get profile as
decision makers

Engineering
education and

training must be
attractive,

inclusive and
available to all.

what if we can
operate outside of a

political cycle and are
thought long term

vision for NZ inc and
the global community

Te Tiriti
training

A strong multi-
national entity

that helps solve
global problems

ENZ can influence
govt. regarding
licencing and

CPEng, we can
also reinforce with

ethics

Can engineer and
cultural competency
be used in the same

sentence?

engineers
are too

inwardly
focussed

this won't
happen with
the wave of a

wand!

What if they had no
choice but to care?

Regulation, legislation,
leadership

AC - wider
community

engagement and
media- leaders in

community not just
developers.

procurement. we need
case studies and

information proving that
low carbon and

biodiverse is equal to or
lower cost than the

alternative.

Engagement - our
marketing team must

understand the problems,
be onboard, work with the
policy, engagement and

practice teams to drive the
message out. 

Both through nature
(selecting the right

minded people) and
nuture (educating

them)

If we can't
listen, we won't

understand
others'

problems. 

Supporting
engineers to have
culturally different
experiences as a
core capability.

How?  Changes in
University programs. 

Changes to
competency

assessment process to
probe soft skills?

include community in
cultural.  This is global,

regional and NZ
specific so

membership can
operate overseas 

Why? 
Global

profession

What?  Easy exchange
of information, design,
tools, algorithms etc.

across national
borders (assuming

borders exists).

How?  ENZ
collaborates and

connects
effectively with

other similar
bodies

internationally.

it will be vital for the
institution to collaborate

with other institutions that
are important in the

delivery of urban
development "for people

and nature" eg the
planning institute

being globally minded, and
even if there is global

governance, doesn't mean
that we need to all be one

culture.  A mature approach to
global issues will also allow
for the unique and special
attributes of all different

cultures.  

Closer
partnership with

education
institutions to set

curriculum 

reinforces the need to
work as a diverse

organisation -
engineering disciplines

and demographics. 
Otherwise a diverse
society will see us as

irrelivant.

Diversity
increases the

chances of
innovative
solutions

Be a connector
and a conduit for
knowledge and

perspectives
across society.

Engineers are active
and encouraged to

involve themselves in
outreach and
engagement
programmes

The make up of the
profession reflects

the society it
represents and

serves

Engineering solutions
are tailored to suit the
diverse communities

wherever they are
around the globe

The makeup of the
engineering group
does not represent

society. It is
predominantly white

male.

What if a
diverse

approach to
engineering

was the norm

how do we push
diversity when the

profession is largely
represented with
stale pale male?

Without
collaboration
the end result

will not work as
intended

to stay in the lead
of research and
changing tech. 
promote, adopt
and become an
early champion

the global issues - climate change,
ecosystem collapse, cultural

genocides - will require global
agreements / tolerance /

collaboration of some sort if
people are to survive on the

planet.  As with biodiversity, a
healthy human population will

recognise diversity - to make us
stronger 

Project teams
expanded to
include other
professionals

AC - maintain currency
of standards, but

maintain connection
with research to see
where tech is going.

Global
connections

Easy - assume
doing this now to
some degree?  If

not, then too
microscopic so just

start now

Work in
partnership with

educators to
inform strategies

as well as cirricula

Get
connected

Some engineers
will be self taught.
We will welcome

them into the
profession.

we need to share
ideas, results, and
solutions to ensure

that it can be
implemented globally

We are known
and recognised
for our expertise

and advice -
globally

>> society
will trust us

We have
overcome the
short political

cycles that
prioritize
solutions

Engineers seek
and can

communicate
with a diverse
range of ideas
and people 

Global
view,

efficiency 

There is not the
capacity or will in

smaller engineering
firms to re-orientate

and reskill in the
timeframe.

what if we are an
international

organisation within
international

members and
specilisation 

what if we embrace
research and technolgoy

as an organisation /
proession becoming a

wider group.  more
inclusive, keeping

members from univserity
level

what if we
value our
worth as
problem
solvers 

what if the
profession

incorporated
community and

cultural
understanding as

BAU

what if we can
operate outside of a

political cycle and are
thought long term

vision for NZ inc and
the global community

UN loose creditability as
not aligned.

Not the default
settig for many

who choose
engineering as

a career

The outward facing
publications we have
are not fulfilling what

they could be used for.
E.g. EG does not
promote cross-

disciplinary focus 

Engineers
value

themselves
and sell the

dreams

what if the
profession

incorporated
community and

cultural
understanding as

BAU

what if we embrace
technology and

result in a
paradigm shift -

unemployment vs
retraining

Engineers do not
like change -

being adaptable is
not in our nature

Why would the
providers of
technology

solutions want to
be a part of

engineering NZ?

Engineers are good adopters
of technology provided there

are peer-reviewed papers
and tests for what they're

adopting. We need to work
with insurance to reduce

liability risk for early adoption

If we assume that
regulation will
make things

good for us then
we will fail

New jobs will be
created - focused
more on human
interaction and
than system 

this alone will not
be enough with

advancing
technological
ability within
engineering

really?
engineers wtih

so much of
training are too
self-important

this expects too
much of

individuals to
undertake all
these roles

Engineers don;t like
to innovate too far

ahead. They want to
play it safe and solve

problems but not
forsee future

problems

TechnologyCapability and Training Collaboration EnvironmentCulture Government / PoliticsDiversity

be articulate
and empathetic

engineering
professionals

be relevant
to what's

important to
society

The needs that
should be met have

less diverse
solutions

start talking to the
growing number of

mega wealthy
philanthropists.

significant funding will
be required to realise
this possible future.

raise our game -
bring along the
membership to

accept this

Have we got time for
this future state focus

when we have so
many large pressing
issues......such as our

occupational
regulation.

So many challenges,
capacity issues -

where do you focus
first to make the

biggest impact and
add value?

Have we got the capacity
for Systems thinking

across the NZ engineering
profession - needs a pan-
engineering perspective

(all parts to make the
whole)

General
lack of
Trust

Inherent
element of

greed /
competition -

derailers 

Passive
bystanders -

consciousness vs
commitment

Will always be little
visibility / 

acknowledgement of
engineering in
infrastructure
(unbranded)

YOUR view
is not MY

view.

We do not have
the will to insert
opurselves into

these issues

When Aidan retires a
millionaire in 2047, EnZ

will be a 24hour
operation delivering

solutions globally.  We
provide seamless
solutions globally

Engineers are
known,

connected
and

recognised

we actively
insert ourselves
into the issues

that matter

Unfortunately people don't
behave as water does.
We need to understand
what makes people tick.
How do we make them

follow us and our ideas of
the future?

Not enough
resources, will

slow down
progress

NZ market
too small.

Will not be a
focus

 ensure we are
the 'go to

orgnanisation'?

how will their global
citizens think of this
and will companies

have Staff to sell
under a gig

model??)

Do we have the
capacity and
capability to
respond to

engineers in the
broadest defintiion

How to do (Free
membership) this when a
significant income comes
into EngNZ - and not be

scared to take a
leadership position - i.e.

not being tied by the
purse strings

This could and
should already
ben happening,

but it is not, what
is going to change

complex organisation - providing
for foundational engineering (ie

technical excellence); for
understanding of systems (and

the engineering purpose in each
space); what else???

broaden our
scope and

address system
issues, as a

matter of ethics

what if the definition
of an engineer is

widened to "problem
solver"  and including

trained persons

ENZ does not have
the connections or

credibility in the
required sectors -

Electrical energy for
example

It's about systems
thinking across the

profession.
Engineering NZ does

not have a pan-
engineering
perspective

No 
consolidated

approach

what about my
intelectual

property - how
will i make

money off this

what if we lose
all this to

overseas -
we're

consumed

There are too
many engineers
in the passive

camp.

Engineers share
ideas to solve the

worlds big
problem - and are
open to offshore

ideas

but i show up
, fix the

problme and
go home

but it's too
big, we can't

solve the
worlds

problems

what if we
value our
worth as
problem
solvers 

what if we lead
research and
technology -

known as a go to
expert institution

Inherent greed
and self serving
society - will be
difficult to shift

behaviour

Organisations
want their own

brand on
projects and

infrastructure not
ENZ's

Engineering
New Zealand
somewhat risk

adverse

Engineering NZ
membership will be

free and will be
open to anyone

who identifies as an
engineer

Lack of  positive
storytelling

opportunities to
engage the public

(too boring!?)

It's about systems
thinking across the

profession.
Engineering NZ does

not have a pan-
engineering
perspective

ENZ does not have
the connections or

credibility in the
required sectors -

Electrical energy for
example

Won't be able
to agree on

common
outcomes

There will always be
the minority

demanding engineers
stop changing things
and growing herbs
camping outside

parliament

the world is full of
peasants who

will never
understand
complexity 

objectives are
different and
sometimes

diametrically
opposite

But sterotypically
Engineers are
intoverted and

not good
networkers

Engineers will
always want to

follow the money
rather than take
risks to work on

the global needs.

The one percent
will pay for

engineers to do
what they want not

what is needed.

Members wont want
ENZ to change from

what we are now and
we will miss the
opportunity and

become irrelevant 

Our members will not
pay for us to do

something that is not
self serving i.e. work
on global solutions

WHAT COULD STOP US? WHAT IF...

what if we lead
research and
technology -

known as a go to
expert institution

ENZ COULD.. 

IMPLICATIONS & DEEP THOUGHT ANALYSIS
General themes

Implications

Key: ENZ
IMPLICATION

GLOBAL
IMPLICATION

WHY IS IT
IMPORTANT?

WHAT IT
WILL MEAN

HOW IT WILL
BE DONE

IDEAS /
OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS /
CHALLENGES

This personal letter seeks to inspire positive action in
Engineering New Zealand in 2022 by conveying a sense
of possibility while at the same time illustrating how
radical systemic change may unfold in the coming
decades.

A LETTER FROM THE FUTURE

CONSIDERATIONS

The letter should conceive a transition path as a
sequence of interlinked, cascading events or ‘shocks’
rather than just the result of purposeful action getting
us there unscared.
Try to avoid painting possible distant horizons/trends
with the broad brushstrokes rather, try and speak from
your personal experience, knowledge, and position.
Tempered hope – try to maintain a sense of
possibility.  

In the letter, you need to have addressed the following
questions:

What kind of engineering projects are you advising
on?
How different is engineering in 2050 compared to
2022?
What are some of the main things you have learned
since 2022?
What are some of the main events and transition
points since 2022?
What have been the profession's greatest
achievements during this time?
What should the institution /engineers look out for?
What would you tell them to get through some of the
challenges that you and the profession have faced?
What would you tell them about the professions
successes, and the way it dealt with them?
What is the best advice you could give Engineering
New Zealand in 2022?
What type of people/organisations/stakeholders have
helped you along the way? What type have made life
harder?
What do you wish you had spent more time on?

possibility.  

2050 VISUALISATION

It has all come about
because of the changes

that have happened in the
engineering profession and
particularly the Academy of
Positive Problems Solvers

(APPS) – that had its
genesis with ENZ.

Its not just the
environment that

has benefited,
improved
equality

And the thing that has
underpinned all this? 

The growth of the
engineering profession

as it expanded its
wings:

be that disciplines
and knowledge

bases, as well as the
demographics within

the profession

Stepping up and
owning the big

social,
environmental and
economic issues

that the world
faced

Stepping up and
owning the big

social,
environmental and
economic issues

that the world
faced "

We were but small, yet
mighty both at a

national and
international level.  It

all started here in
Aotearoa, but our

reputation and mana
soon spread

The changes we
made were soon

being modelled in
many other

countries and were
based on two pillars:

We realised that we needed to reflect the
society we were ultimately seeking to

serve, so became demographically
diverse.   We opened and expanded our
scope to include a much wider range of

disciplines and thinking – not just
technical, but also embracing sociologists,

planners, psychologists, economists,
communicators, etc.

People The international
competition for talent

became intense and the
training demands

required to be a great
engineer/problem solver

expanded

NZ organisations got to
choose from the pick of the
bunch internationally.  This
was helped by supportive
immigration settings put in

place by the government who
by now really understood why

it was a good idea.

Eventually once we
had built up our
information and

knowledge assets
the money came.

If I was to talk to that
group of people now, I

would say that
Engineers can be
leaders, they don’t

need to exist on the
sidelines,

There are so many
people doing great things
in our little country and if

we join them on this
exciting technological

journey, we will achieve
amazing things together

for Aotearoa

There will be
challenges
along the

way.

Lets break
the mould of
the typical
engineer.

they can be excited and
expressive, they can be
female, gender neutral
or male, they can be

extroverts, they can be
risk takers and story

tellers.

, within Engineering
Membership, the

sooner we can really
take the lead and

achieve some great
things together.

Thanks to your
leadership and
boldness, it’s an
exciting time in

2050 – don’t be
scared to think big!

Importantly, we’ve moved way
beyond the carbon neutral

aspirations that we talked about
endlessly in the 2020’s, we’re

now producing truly sustainable
regenerative projects that have

led us to the “Post
Anthropocene” era.

The real breakthrough
came around 2032

when the engineering
profession really started

to get some
acknowledgment,

A key development in
New Zealand was the
election of engineer

Steel Person (nee
Mann) to Prime

Minister in 2034.

When I look back, after
more than 100 years of the

engineering profession
feeling undervalued and
under recognised, what it

took was a simple
reorientation of the thinking

of those within the
profession.

As I was saying,
Engineering New

Zealand and the wider
profession has a much

more diverse
membership, both in

terms of:

The educational standards have been
reassessed, they’ve actually been lifted to a
higher level due to the complexities of the

technology and the world today, so we now
have the Huntley (Engineering Technician),

Clyde (Engineering Technologist) and Waitangi
(Professional Engineer) Accords.  I was really

proud to see the Accords all signed in our
largest New Zealand Cities, it is a

demonstration of New Zealand’s and in
particular Engineering New Zealand’s standing
in the world of engineering, indeed the world

today.

Likewise Professional Standards are
maintained by a range of international
agreements, which define the required

competencies.  There is no form of
occupational regulation, as the profession
is self-regulating and standards are very
high, we really don’t experience rogue

engineers, although I suspect the
automatic artificial intelligence and digital
twinning of every engineering design with
a either a safety or significant commercial

consequence plays a large role in that.

One of the best things
engineers have done is to

work with other professions
to build infrastructure that

creates opportunities for all
people and does not make
a few people wealthy at the

expense of the majority.

A major milestone was
convincing people not
to be seduced by 'sexy'

technology that did
nothing to efficiently
reallocate our limited

resources.

The profession worked
hard to move away from

engineers with their
heads down only

looking to develop a
solution to a

requirement, need, want
or problem.

The profession became
more political in warning
the world of the impacts
if we did not change our

resource-consuming
and wasteful habits.

Some great people
put their names

forward to
advocate for the

planet and
engineers;

of which a
significant portion

was used for
regular continuing

professional
development.

We were
successful in
getting the

world to share
all the food

grown.

By changing people's minds and
habits engineering became a
beautiful vocation - we were

designing things that were joyful,
of benefit to all the population,

engineers were ecstatic and their
innovation made us the richer for

it!  Everyone wanted to become an
engineer!

We are now enjoying
our planet, weather

systems are more stable
and we can truly
'undertake our

engineering' for a
genuinely better quality

of life for all.

You already know that humanity are capable of
enormous change in our life times. Embrass the need
to keep changing, keep improving and help others to
see the need also. It is crazy now to think of your time
in history when we believed we could power our lives
with the Earths finite fossil fuel resources and that our

oceans were the answer for all the waste we
generated.  The journey to net zero carbon and zero
waste have been very difficult. Most nations are there

now, some are very close, but inevitably some still
need help to get there. In 2050 the world does work
together, because we must. Humanity know we will

live or die by our collective actions.

Engineers are
committed to the

environment where
they were once only

conscious. In fact, this
is true for society too.

Our pipeline of engineers is
booming with the prospect

and plethora of opportunities
to practice on other planets.

To explore how we can
further reduce the

humanitarian burden on
Earth.

To those back in 2022, my
encouragement is that you
keep future focussed. Feel

empowered to be the wave,
to be the first, to follow the
value (not money) and to
start committing to the

environment.

Engineers are more generally are outward
looking and engaged with society – that took a
cultural shift, but it was worth it.  Forces within

the profession struggled to avoid getting drawn
into political debate – and instead to take a
measured trusted advisor role – now matter
what political ideologies are in Government.
Everyone can name NZ engineers who are

game changers, especially so because it is easy
to work across national boundaries from a

home base in NZ.  Aotearoa has produced it’s
own Elon Musk.

Pepe (your daughter, born 2010) is now an established engineer. She
designs beautiful houses that are passive, made from fully re-useable and
modular components, and apply low damage design principles including

for both climate and seismic damage. Housing design, property /
community development and urban planning are adopting ideas drawn
from the pā and villages of our ancestors, with efficiencies for common
outdoor spaces including gardens, surrounding wetlands and restored
bush, and spaces for communities to come together for discussions,

debates, trading, and even performances – with plenty of consideration
for personal privacy and autonomy. Design styles such as the Samoan

‘fale’ have been used to increase breeze flow since New Zealand is
considerably hotter now. Some communities are built into the ground –
redeploying ancient ideas such as from Nushabad in Iran, with vents for

natural air flow and air conditioning. Communities of houses are
technologically connected, and self-powering, with wind and solar key

energy sources at the individual house level, and hydrogen for transport.
Automated / self-driving electric vehicles are all over Wellington and are
used like public transport – except that you can summon them on cue.

Houses are responsive with connected devices such as lighting,
temperature and ventilation.

There are the constants that we
must deal with the needs of

humankind, water, waste,
habitation, electrical,

transportation, mechanical,
medical. However, there will be

completely new branches of
engineering that we have no
understanding of currently.

Greatest
achievements

With more money than anyone else in the
world, and none of his father’s

megalomania, X Æ A-12 employed
engineers (and others) around the world to
work on whatever they wanted, as long as
it was for social good. They were paid well

for their work, but all of their inventions
were open source and unpatented,

leading to the huge growth in knowledge
you’ll come to know as the Tesla Age (it

sounded better than the Musk Age).

My advice? Give it time – it’s not going
to be an easy road, but you’ll get

there. There will be some who won’t
want to give up the old way of doing

things, but those voices will grow
fainter. We still have people here in
2050 who refuse to do holo-calls or

eat lab-grown meat, but we mostly just
smile and nod at them. People are
living longer these days, but not

forever.

In service of
communities
who listened

and were
appreciate of
our expertise

As sustainability
experts who taught the

world what this
practically looked like
including maintaining
incomes and welfare

Total design skills
to partner with

other experts and
we have new

platforms for this

Leadership.

To get here:

We agreed in
2025 that we
needed to be

learning all the
time.

We increased the
diversity of our
Engineers to be

representative of our
communities at

university entrance
by 2025

Without engineers, we couldn’t
have survived The Great

Transition to a vastly different
and often savage climate.

Helping find solutions for those
people most impacted by The
Great Transition, has been the
pinnacle of the profession in

over the last 30 years.

Because of our efforts in The
Great Transition, we engineers
came to be seen by society for
the potential we truly hold, as

problem solvers. Problem-
solvers that uphold the common
good, where ultruism is as much

a motivator as money.

How times
change. And

thankfully
they did.

I hope this letter
finds you well
and thriving in
your chosen

field!

I'm proud to say that I've
been a part of the

engineering community
for the past 30 years

and I can tell you that it's
only gotten better and

more exciting with time.

In particular, I'm excited about the progress that has
been made in the field of renewable energy. It turned
out that climate change really brought engineering to
the top of the public’s mind.  Engineers have played a
pivotal role in developing new technologies that allow
us to harness energy from natural sources like the sun
and wind, and this has helped us reduce our reliance
on fossil fuels. We were a little reticent about saying

technology was the solution to climate change, but it’s
turned out that the more we raised the issue, the more

support we got.  Politicians were happy to fund
projects led by celebrity engineers! In fact many of
those engineers became politicians because they

were trusted household names.

What would you tell
them about the

profession’s
successes, and the

way it dealt with
them?

Well, we are doing alright. 
The 20’s turned out to be
quite rocky, but when I say

we are doing alright, I mean
that we are heading in a
positive direction for the

planet.  Its not perfect yet!!

I’m glad we stuck to our guns,
and resisted the infrastructure

providers who argues that
this would make projects too
expensive, and too difficult,

despite the Waka Kotahi
exemplar projects that

delivered already on that
purpose.

Institutions died years ago.  The position description
of an engineer died in 2023.  Great well-meaning

organisation was Engineering NZ – it was a pity when
it took a stand and stood up for the big issues against

the government in 2025, that its major commercial
contracts were pulled, leaving just training and

membership fees.  Training was not relevant enough
and many members had long since joined competing
global organisations, who offered open source, free

access to global knowledge hubs – and so the
institution reflected on it’s great work over past

decades, but also lamented why it did not act faster
and earlier to protect its demise (and the role it sought
during the Black room session of February 202),  to be

involved in devising a sustainable future for the
engineering profession.

2035 SA starts
networking with

other Ais,
creating a unique

position in NZ

What have been
the profession's

greatest
achievements

during this time?

Focus on solutions
for your children

and grandchildren,
not the current rich

One thing that stood out for me was the
change in focus from what we wanted to
do for engineers and the profession to
what we wanted to achieve for society.

Recognising the diversity and richness of
the global population helped us to look

outward rather than inward and focus on
the benefit to society and not ourselves.

Not surprisingly engineering and
engineers have been taken along on the

wave.

Global diversity has to have been
the greatest achievement for the

profession in the last 28 years. The
profession now represents and is

loved and respected by all
cultures.  The one exception being

a small group of diehard older
white males who sometime long for

the good old days.

The productivity benefits we have
achieved through AI have been amazing.
In the early days, the biggest benefit was

the change to procurement and risk
allocation for projects which saw

engineers selected on the basis of their
qualifications and risk removed from all
projects.  The globally recognized and
used engagement contract freed up so
much engineering resource – both in

design and construction – that there was
never a shortage of engineers again.

It was hard work
because people

are always
resistant to

change.

Engineering is centred around
technological solutions to meet

planetary and humanitarian needs.
Society is taking less from our
planet in the form of natural

resources and renewable energy
generation is kinder to our

environment. Engineers have
innovated and created change to

allow us to do that.

Importantly, we’ve moved way
beyond the carbon neutral

aspirations that we talked about
endlessly in the 2020’s, we’re

now producing truly sustainable
regenerative projects that have

led us to the “Post
Anthropocene” era.

Engineering now encompasses
everything associated with the

construction and maintenance of
the built, natural, and virtual

environments.  Everyone wants to
be involved in societal engineering

as it is now called because it
provides the opportunity to shape

the world.

recognition and traction as
being the profession that

was open to working
globally and collaboratively

with many other
professions and groups of
society to solve the climate

crisis.

Ever since engineering new
Zealand had successfully lobbied

the government for a national
stormwater management standard

things have moved in leaps and
bounds to develop national
standards which have been

adopted globally as best practice
for infrastructure and housing.

We’re now on the news
standing beside the

prime minister
announcing large

infrastructure projects
that are designed to
help the greater New

Zealand.

Thank goodness we started
planning for this in 2030, but it’s

hard to believe the whole
network and plant was

constructed (well more printed)
by drone in only 2 years, its

amazing what can happen when
machines can work 24 hours a

day.

As a result of our engineers
being able to work and

interact remotely via
holograms for work they have
time during the day to engage

with the community groups,
and school boards providing

advice and direction.

I think people know
more about what
engineers can do

now than they
know what

accountants do.

Its interesting to note that the
diversity of what an engineer is

and what we do is much
broader than it was 30 years

ago and certainly much more so
than it was 50 to 100 years ago. 
There are fields of engineering
today that weren’t even thought

of in your time.

Themes
- profession is more encumbancing

- more specialization
- diversion of thinking, disciplines and

connections
-more politically linked

-leadership role for society and government
- leadership through relevance and value/impact

- leadership roles through society
- global connections

-collaboration
- beyond carbon neutral

- more sustainable
- Kalundborg sybiosis project

-voices more heard
- success, pride and growth

Who knew I would still
be satisfied and able to
be working at my age

and that, as has become
the norm, living with our

extend family would
bring so much joy!

Taking on a different
philosophy;

transitioning from
technocrats to

problem solvers"

Links Engineering has
always been an

international endeavour,
but it became even more

so with the increased
sophistication of
communication

technology.

I’m so grateful that
today’s technology

allows young
professionals the

opportunity to work
wherever they please,

Engineers can be the main
act – they just need to

speak up more and
collaborate with

complementary industries
that are also innovators and

entrepreneurs in other
specialised fields.

Engineers need
to dream more
and not always
be so practical.

Push yourselves
beyond what you think
you and NZ is capable
of -  think big! Aim big
and you’ll be surprised

with what you can
achieve.

Listen to the young as well
as the experienced, the

young and up and coming
engineers have youthful

enthusiasm and a positive
and ambitious approach to

the world.

Engineers can
be creative,

not just
practical –

They can be from
various cultural

backgrounds, speak
various languages and

the sooner we can
achieve this diversity
within the profession

I’m pleased to say that all the
“micky mouse” ball tracking

technology, dreamed up by the
television guys in the 2010s is
long gone.  It was the digital
engineers that truly solved

those challenges once and for
all … who else, but an engineer!

On the work front
these days I am
overseeing the

development of a
range of

environmentally
regenerative projects.

It’s got some
incredible

engineering included
in it, technology like I

could never have
imagined in 2022.

What is also
interesting is
that there are

two quite
distinct style of

engineers:

The integrators … these
engineers have a broad

knowledge base and
can work across the

disciplines and beyond
the profession; and

The specialists …
these are the

engineers with
deep and narrow

technical
knowledge and

expertise

I acknowledge that these
distinctions were emerging around
the turn of the century, but I would
note that in those days there was
more of a continuum of engineers

between these two extremes,
whereas now there is much greater
polarity of type of engineer at each

end of the spectrum.

Engineering discipline … the
definition of engineering is
much broader, so that has
opened the door for many

different types of engineers
(However, I am pleased to

note we still don’t let IT
project managers into the

fold)

That brings me to my final point of
reflection … while technologically

engineering and the world is a very
different place from 2022, what
has not changed for each and

every engineer is the fundamental
need for engineers to conduct

themselves in accordance with the
highest professional and ethical

standards.

This has
prompted me

to pen this
letter to you.

still did not radically
increase the capacity of

moving people. One person
in an electric or

autonomous driven car was
no different to one person

in a car with an internal
combustion engine.

The increase in our
profile meant that

our profession was
able to command

more in fees

It was hard work
because people

are always
resistant to

change.

Do believe in
yourself, walk
the talk and
ignore the

naysayers –

I wish I spent more
time on getting all us

engineers to clean the
streams and gullies,

plant more trees
around our cities,

You like many current engineers will spend
much of the rest of your career advocating for

rewilding projects, reclaimation of deserts,
increasing biodiversity, adaptation and

transition. I am now retired by still active in
advising on these projects. I am no longer

known as an engineer, we no longer have the
traditional professions as you have. AI has
developed to a point where most technical

work is not undertaken by humans. The
“Problem solvers” as we are known have many

and varied backgrounds and come together
from around the world to share and work on

projects together.

Our greatest achievements in my mind
have been learning to work and share

globally. Problem Solvers are truly
inclusive and representative, education is

available to all. Ethnicity and cultural
differences are embraced and

celebrated.Through this we finally achieve
safe energy with little waste through
nuclear fusion, global scale carbon
capture, have made great strides in
alleviating povity, and importantly
embraced the circular economy.

Best of luck and I wish I
could tell you what you
should have invested in!
I need another hour of
brainstorming to reach

that precise foresighting
head space!!!

Engineers needed to learn quickly
that the role of the pure engineer
with the calculator was dying. The
new engineer had to work with a
small group of people as an idea

generator and be able to
heuristically check the computer
output, understanding where the

flaws in a system may be.

The new engineer
needs to be an excellent

communicator. The
Institution needed to

work faster than it did to
work with universities to

train the new breed.

As digital
experts we
got smarter

The thinking changed
to reward integrated

outcomes that
achieved for

individuals, society and
the environment.

To do this we
needed to

redefine what
engineering

was:

Traditionally it was about
complex problem solvers

but for narrow briefs, which
we had achieved by deep

knowledge and experiential
empirical relationships,

deterministic and
probabilistic models.

Engineering is still about
complex problem solving
but our “engineers” are
skilled at understanding
context, reasoning, total

design and engaging with
communities.

The new
“engineers” are

much more
rounded while still

having deep
expertise:

Eco-
engineering
in all facets

Humanities,
philosophy,
psychology

Communication
excellence

The engineers are
the superhumans

of the future, but all
peoples have got

better, so not
bragging.

Qualification to
engineering was

by primary
degree in arts or

science.

Engineering NZ
supported these
skill transitions

and also

The mistake we made was listening
too much to our members – they were
right in that they sensed change was
happening. However, they looked for

answers in the past, and we were
distracted by these arguments.  We do
need to put our members at the heart. 

But we best helped them by
anticipating the changing future and

preparing them for it.

As you know, engineering has
come a long way in the past few

decades and there are now
more opportunities than ever for
those passionate about creating
and designing new technologies
while contributing to community

equity and quality of life.

There have also been some major
advances in the field of robotics, which has

allowed us to create machines that can
automate many tasks that were once done

by human beings. This has led to
increased efficiency and productivity in

many industries, and it's only going to get
better in the years to come. As engineers
we needed to be part of the conversation
of the future of work, and luckily we were

able to build trust with our consistent
evidence-based views.

So if you're thinking about becoming an
engineer, I encourage you to go for it! The
field is constantly evolving and there are
plenty of opportunities for those who are
willing to put in the hard work. I wish I had

spent more time learning about how to
measure the impact of the work I did. It felt

right, but I think most people grossly
underestimate the benefits that come from

smart engineering.

I can promise you that
it's a challenging and

rewarding career, and I
look forward to seeing
all the amazing things
you'll achieve in the

years to come.

What type of people/
organisations /

stakeholders have
helped you along the
way?  What type have

made life harder?

My main projects these days are
infrastructure projects centred

around delivery of natural
environment benefits. But despite

having the words in the Act by
2024, the transition to the new RM

system took 10 years, and
changing hearts and minds in the
early days was a herculean effort.

This manifestation of the global problems really
demonstrated to NZ infrastructure operators the value
of the purpose of the NBA, and led by Treasury, they
fully bought into the positive delivery of ecosystem
services as a central part of the delivery of every

infrastructure and urban development project.  Since
then, NZ engineers have led the way globally in

delivery of infrastructure.  We repurpose infrastructure
where we can; if demolition/decommissioning is

required, we reuse, recycle; we have really reduced
the amount of concrete, and have increased the use
of timber for construction – increasing our forestry

industry.

I’d already been exposed to cognitive AI in
the Data Centre sector and as you know,
being a consumer yourself, Amazon was
taking over the world driven by product
and online book sales – and data centre

expansion continued for the next 2
decades at exponentials rates of change.  I

used my global connections in 2022, to
leverage a great role in research with an

international think tank, which accelerated
a step change in my career.

Now collaboration, which I have always thrived on,
feels like an assimilation of my home and professional

lives – my world is all about full time connection,
collaboration in the virtual 90% of my day and 10%

grounded to the physical, when I shower, eat, and pull
back my bed covers.  The rest of my day I am

challenged fantastically as an engineer.  Our greatest
challenge is trust – who to trust? machines versus
humans, the threat of both humans and machines
reprogramming machines or themselves, learning
through poor behaviors or unethical thinking and
exploiting the loopholes in design for gain.  We’ve

started to see some real threats on the AI world and
some humans are running scared.

I’ve loved working with a myriad of diverse
people along my career journey –

innovators, entrepreneurial, economists,
futurists. Cyber experts, coders,

outsourced freelancers, developers, story
tellers, marketers, neuroscientists, and

fatalists – all have shaped my way in the
world and helped me craft engineering

solutions to progress projects I could not
have even imagined in 2022.

When singularity arrived – well that
was something I could never have

imagined.  The fear of machines taking
over the world and humans not having

a place was ill-founded.  There was
huge fear, and I was scared, but over
time and the course of the following 5
years, I learned to embrace working in
harmony with machines as part of life.

Ocean cleaners –
robots that remove

waste from the
oceans and bring it

back to land for
reuse

Try and remember to
spend more time on

yourself. Yes you love
your work, but

remember to take a
break and look after

your health & wellbeing
on a regular basis

Without giving away the
opportunities and hurdles
that life will through at you
between now and then, I

thought you might enjoy an
overview of the world that I
(you in the future) will live

in.

Firstly, I am alive and healthy and,
somewhat surprisingly, still
working.  Whilst you will be

expecting me to retire in the next 5
years or so, the changes that have

occurred to the engineering
profession have kept me engaged

and enthused (I am now 88 )

Gone are the days of engineers,
and engineering companies,

competing for work.  We are all
extremely well paid, do not

compete for work but are able to
choose projects that best suit our
abilities (on a global) scale, and

have removed the risks associated
with design and construction

mistakes through the use of AI.

If I have my time again , as you are about
to do, I would make sure that I would stop

more often to celebrate what we have
achieved and “enjoy the ride”.  I remember

us griping about the lack of appreciation
for engineers by society in general.  It took
us a long time to realise that we became

who we thought we were and until we
valued ourselves and our opinions more

highly – the general public wouldn’t either.

Leadership.

Push yourselves
beyond what you think
you and NZ is capable
of -  think big! Aim big
and you’ll be surprised

with what you can
achieve.

politicians started
listening and acted

on our
recommendations.

Stepping up and
owning the big

social,
environmental and
economic issues

that the world
faced "

Engineers need
to dream more
and not always
be so practical.

I’ll have to dredge my
memory – I’ve resisted
the temptation to have

memory chips
implanted as I’m

protective of our brain.

More tasks are done in collaboration
by AI. Engineers act as

conceptualisers and are high level –
effective collaborators. Number
crunching is done by computers.

There are less engineers, however
they have a broader knowledge of

engineering and are less specialized.
Think Thomas Telford.

Engineers
played a

critical role in
this:

We are now enhancing
our public places so we

can get more people
sharing the spaces to

commute, play, eat and
generally interact with

each other while having
lots of fun!

Focus on solutions
for your children

and grandchildren,
not the current rich

Engineers are
committed to the

environment where
they were once only

conscious. In fact, this
is true for society too.

The projects I am working on are engaging
and diverse however most relate to the
encouragement and guidance of young
engineers – not technically but from an

ethical and professional perspective.
Technically they far outstrip my expertise

and their use of the latest AI and AGI tools
is amazing.  What used to take months or
years to design, the new engineers can

design and construct within days.

The projects I am working on are engaging
and diverse however most relate to the
encouragement and guidance of young
engineers – not technically but from an

ethical and professional perspective.
Technically they far outstrip my expertise

and their use of the latest AI and AGI tools
is amazing.  What used to take months or
years to design, the new engineers can

design and construct within days.

With our professions publicity
and work over the last 30 years

of doing good the public and
communities started to ask

engineers for advice on
everything from what the

children need to be taught at
school, to how to build
community gardens.

All in all I’m proud you
stayed with engineering

and it’s amazing to see how
we’re now the go to
problem solvers for
everything including

communication, energy,
medical.  Well done.

Engineers needed to learn quickly
that the role of the pure engineer
with the calculator was dying. The
new engineer had to work with a
small group of people as an idea

generator and be able to
heuristically check the computer
output, understanding where the

flaws in a system may be.

Our membership base now sits at
85,000, much higher than the

22,000 back in 2022. We did lose
some members during our

transition due to the resistance to
change, but that was ok. We made
the bold decision back in 2022 that

not everyone will follow this
direction and be on board.

Engineers will be digitally empowered with bots able
to respond to complex technical questions, as easily
as a saying “Hey Google what’s the weather today?”

will produce a weather forecast now.  The engineering
professional have become respected advisors and

partners – and people with engineering expertise are
employed at senior levels in Government and in the

corporate world.  Engineers will be far more prevalent
on corporate boards.  The pathway to gaining

recognition as engineer will have changed – an
accredited degree may no longer be required since

higher education has become globalised and
democratised.  Engineers working in 2050 will have

gained their expertise through a range of pathways –
open-source, online open courses etc.  Engineers will

be continually learning and adapting.

Regulation of engineers is very different: it has moved into a
cross-discipline space and is principles-based as well as

performance based. Engineers have career pathways that
underpin good practice and Engineering New Zealand tailors
bespoke learning journeys for every discipline – including a
growing number of engineers who are cross-disciplinary. We

collaborate with diverse membership organisations and
foment cross-pollination of skills, learning and practice,

underpinned by strong professional ethics and accountability
to the environment and communities. It’s been a long journey
to bring engineers along with this concept, since they tend to

get into the detail and innovated on commission to the highest
bidder – there was a point in the mid-2030s when the

profession came to a crossroads between wanting to deliver
innovative work, and being accountable for its long-term

impact on people and the environment. Engineers who applied
foresighting decades ago are considered heroes, and people

gravitate to their work.

Work with people at
the grassroots level -

they are the salt of the
earth and will work
with you to achieve

benefits for all
humanity.

Hang in there. I know it’s a
worrying time, seeing how
splintered everyone is at

the moment, not just in New
Zealand but around the
world. It does get better.

Then worse, for a bit. Then
much, much better.

As leaders in
collaborating and
information/truth

sharing and
communicating so we
had a massive impact
on politics and policy

makers

I am now an advisor to cognitive AI,
specifically advising on ethical decision

making and I develop and monitor
algorithms to test AI trust and perform gap

analysis on a pan-world scale.  I am
employed on a free-lance basis, this is one
of 15 different organizations I contract to,
for AI Global inc., the seed funded global
advisory unit which working to deliver AI
solutions to communicates, governments

and to solve the world’s challenges.

Themes:
-Engineers played a critical role in

achieving the Post Anthropocene state
-better recognition of what Engineers

can do for society has led to far greater
expectation of what Engineers should be

doing
-Engineers are playing a greater role in

the ongoing recovery of the natural
environment

-AI/AGI has freed up considerable time
for Engineers to enhance their softer
skills, community interactions and life

long learning.

The environmental crisis
that is on your horizon is

over for most of the world
and nearly fixed for those
nations who have learnt

and been support by
those of us who lead the

way.

the world economy
gave nations the
resources and

choices to prioritise
eco renewal

and health
outcomes
have also
resulted.

Embracing
diversity,

The transition
did not come
cheap and it

took time.

So look forward
to the next 30
years, they are

going to be
incredible.

It’s February 18th 2050 and I’m sitting
out on the deck looking out to sea at
our beach house in Mt Maunganui on

a lovely Summer’s day. At 69, I’ve
been retired for a few years now and
I’m enjoying plenty of time to explore
our beautiful Aotearoa, spending time
with my family, travelling and spending

a lot of time in nature.

My son (35yrs) has just
retired his career as a

professional footballer and
is now falling back to his
career as a Vet.  He is in

Australia but he holograms
into my living room often
and we have a chat and a

beer together.

And with the efficient
electric plane schedule
between NZ and Aus
(and so much cheaper

than when I was his
age!)

I see him in New Zealand in
person most school

holidays  so I get to spend
sometime with my

grandson while Bjorn is
busy hologramming sick
animals into the house

while he is here!

His lovely wife also
comes over in the

school holidays as she
works as a Virtual

store group manager
for a top Australian

fashion brand.

It’s a brand I wear a lot actually –
they automatically do a virtual body
scan monthly (this is pre-approved
in my setting of course) in case my
body dimensions change and that
way my clothes are customised to
perfection when they are printed

locally. The virtual store is beautiful
to shop in

and it’s amazing
how there is zero

waste as all clothes
are recycled or
morphed into

something else.

My daughter Lulu is
now 30yrs, is travelling

the world by electric
boat – what all the

young ones do these
days as their big OE.

I keep track of her on
my GPS and I simply hit

a button and if she is
free I can hologram in
for a chat on the boat

and I can see where she
is which is cool!

It feels like not long ago that we were
holidaying in Mt Maunganui every summer

with our young kids, it was such a lovely
time.  Our biggest stress on holiday was

for the odd time we wanted to drive to the
main beach to walk up or around the Mt, it
took us 30min to find a park!  It’s hard to
remember it like that now when there are

no cars in sight – given the entire area
from the main beach at the mount, right
through to Papamoa is a car free zone

500m from the coastline.

All that you see now are e-bikes, e-
scooters and people running and
walking.  And a lot more trees and

community gardens!  There are
also pedestrian travelators down
some of the streets leading to the

beach which provides great access
for all including the disabled, the

elderly and the young.

In 2025, Australia (a
little late to the

party) started to look
to us as an example

of what they too
could achieve.

and our
children will

benefit from a
thriving future.

The introduction of
autonomous Umpires
brought about by the
integrated design of

virtual reality and artificial
intelligence in 2025

revolutionised the game,\

with the
complete

removal of the
subjective

judgment of
humans.

One of my favourite ones
is the global docking

terminal in Christchurch –
over the next decade we

are expecting up to 10
intergalactic shuttles from

Mars and Jupiter each
day.

In that regard, the early
30’s were a frightening
time, dark days indeed,
it looked like the world

was heading into
“Extinction Express”.

It wasn’t until the influence of
engineers was realised that all that

changed.  We finally had governments
and their advisors with strong

representation from engineers, it
simply changed the conversation.  As
Don Draper used to say in Mad Men
back last century … “If you don’t like
what's being said, then change the

conversation”, so that is exactly what
we did!

Steel Person had the unenviable task of
succeeding Prime Minister Smiley, who

was loved by the People, but after 18 years
in Office Prime Minister Smiley had been
unable to actually address the Climate

Crisis, despite lots of promises (and
smiles).  The impact of Steel Person in the
role of Prime Minister was such that other
countries also started to elect or appoint
engineers into national and international

leadership roles.

People … these
days we really do

represent the
make-up of the

society we serve,
and

We are now enhancing
our public places so we

can get more people
sharing the spaces to

commute, play, eat and
generally interact with

each other while having
lots of fun!

All the old
motorways and

arterial roads now
have fully

separated bus and
cycle lanes.

There are not many cars
on the roads and the
remaining lanes are

used for freight vehicles.
The private car industry

is practically non-
existent.

The electric car,
while arguably 

more
environmentally

friendly,

politicians started
listening and acted

on our
recommendations.

there are always people
whose greed does not

allow them to think
about future

generations (including
their own grandchildren
and those that follow).

There was
enough grown

to feed the
planet but,

greed!

It was amazing what
this change did to the
world as we knew it -
people and countries
did not need to fight

over resources.

The rivers
swelled again

and there were
no arguments
about water.

We also convinced
people that a high rate

of return on your
investment was not the
best for the planet and
that the capitalism was

just a theory.

A happy population
(whether it is city,

country or continent) is
a prosperous and

content one - this is
beneficial to all.

To get close to and
in touch with nature

did make people
appreciate our
haven and its

fragility.

This might seem that we
were moving backwards

(from a capitalist's
growth point of view)
but in doing that we
were making strides

forward.

This is intended as a letter of
reassurance but also a call to

action. We are at the beginning of
the the post anthropocene period,

the world is recovering and we
have learnt what we need to do to
achieve and maintain the balance.
It is not yet easy, I am not sure it
ever will be but we have come a

long way.

All that you are seeing in 2022 regarding the
pandemic, extreme floods, droughts, storms

and wild fires will continue to increase in
frequency and intensity until the CO2 levels

start to reduce from 2030. This is a frightening
time for many but I encourage you to use it to

get the whole of society on board to the
changes needed. Engineering New Zealand
and like organisations around the world will

gain prominance, in the political halls and with
the media for having the answers. The world
will work more closely together as money is

made available to accelerate the research and
trials.

The year is 2050, I am 59 and still
have another 10+ years in the

workforce.  I am still not an engineer
but I, along with my global community
have a better sense of appreciation,
admiration and trust for the work that
engineers do. They are an important

part of the world’s leadership and
have influence in across all aspects of

society. We can see that now.

Where we were once
banning the use of plastic
straws for consumers, we

are now enforcing
sustainable practices in

design, construction,
manufacturing and

distribution.

IT and AI has allowed communities to
support each other better, to spend
time in the environment and to do

things that had previously felt out of
reach. The gap between first and third
worlds is narrowing for most. Access

to education, solutions for clean
drinking water and warm homes are
accessible by the touch of a button.

In 2050 I will be looking back on career
advising on energy and energy transition.
Fossil fuels will be a distant memory, and

our children will learn of them as
something historical.  New Zealand’s

offshore exploration ban will be
remembered as one of first step of many
similar initiatives worldwide.  Industry and

transport will have been electrified.

Our older housing stock still exists, but by
law, there are no longer wholesale

demolitions of houses or buildings as
everything needs to be reused and put

back into the system. This has
disincentivized the appeal of older housing

as its value needs to be commensurate
with any necessary upgrades and the

resulting waste from that process.
Regulation of materials is tightly managed

– and it’s a colossal business.

Travel is managed
democratically. People self-

organise in groups to
commission passenger

aircraft for long-haul travel.
It’s managed mostly

automatically through
digital apps and other
connected devices.

Compact cities. It’s the ability
to do the same or more while

using less. Transition
engineering – think Susan

Krumdieck and the
Foundation series by Isaac

Asimov. The ability and
necessity to view the whole
project and work holistically.

Increase in collaboration and communication – starting with
the Egan report. Project waste and rework has reduced

through increased collaboration and communication. What
started off as BIM has grown so that it builds into a picture of

the city as a symbiotic relationship. The project is automatically
put into the cloud and energy that would have been waste in

other areas is used efficiently and recycled and reused
throughout the city’s ecosystem. Growing upon the work

started in the kalunberg symbiosis project http://
www.symbiosis.dk/en/ and the Nordic Circular Hubs https://

www.nordicinnovation.org/programs/nordic-circular-hubs# with
the Symbiocity project https://symbiocity.org/resources/ .

I remember thinking back then that we
would need some kind of huge crisis to

pull us out of the cycle of rampant
capitalism we were stuck in, with money

funnelling upwards and billionaires having
more power than governments. And that

was kind of right. When Elon Musk’s brain-
implant started malfunctioning and he

declared war on the sun, I really thought
we were goners. But after he left Earth and

his teen son X Æ A-12 took over the
company, things really shifted gear in a

good way.

Aotearoa formally dropped the “New
Zealand” title in 2040. I remember you

thinking that kids coming through school in
2022 were going to be amazing

advocates for our bicultural identity, and
you were right about that, too. People

around the world know about matauranga
Māori, and our unique voice helped us

guide the international community towards
finding a balance between humanity’s
competitive nature, and respect for the

environment and other people.

Well that Engineering New Zealand
blackroom was right!  At least in

the general sense. We have pretty
much arrived at the Post-

Anthropocene scenario. It is a bit
different and less even across the

world, but the planet is more
balanced than the direction we

were heading in 2022.

What was necessary to make this happen
was the climate change triggered cyclonic
weather accelerations that imperilled our

food, communications and transport
systems.  It put our civilisation on the

edge, and forced us to rebuild our
economic and political models to reward

positive environmental outcomes and
punish poor outcomes.  Things had to get

worse before they got better.

Engineers
played a

critical role in
this:

Digital
enabled

We agreed with
international partners

to sustainability
(standards and
measureable)

commitments for
Engineers in 2030

Supported the
internationisation of

Engineers so we
could work

anywhere on the
planet.

Dear Lachlan, it’s
your 69th birthday
today – next year

you’ll be eligible for
that meagre

pension!

Many younger engineers faced into the
urgency of climate action in a way I’d

never seen younger generations
galvanised before. In New Zealand in the

2030s, suddenly hundreds of thousands of
people were applying to come here under
the Climate Refugee quota every year. By
2035 it was clear we couldn’t absorb them
all – they were camping everywhere in our

parks and streets.

There was another big change, too. New
Zealand had always fancied itself as such
an egalitarian society, but the inequities
became so stark that engineers became

real agitators in policy circles. Jobs
disappeared as AI came to the fore – and
not everyone could find something else to

do. It was almost impossible to find
anywhere to live, food shortages and

supply issues were chronic, and getting
around was difficult. Not everyone could

be retrained. Many were left behind.

At first many New Zealanders were angry and
frustrated. But I think these catalysed action,

first from young engineers, who quickly found a
calling to help with projects – often in poorer

countries – to build up their own defences and
protect their people. They brought back a lot of

cultural knowledge as part of that process,
which has been crucial. It’s also helped us
realise how crucial it is to value our own

indigenous history. And I don’t think we’d have
gotten to this post-anthropocene state without

action of those younger people – some of
which seemed so absurd, risky and malicious at

the time.

Sadly, by then, we had started to see very real decline of
ecosystems – not just due to global warming / climate change,
but also as a manifestation of more than 50 years of extreme

degradation of the environment – afforestation, plastic
pollution, water overuse – especially groundwater sources. 
The changes led to increasing numbers of extreme weather

events.   We also had the crisis of the Global War, triggered by
the combination of tension between the Ukraine and Russia in

2022, along with the disquiet fostered by the Alt right
movement -  which made people realise the potential reality of
a stark future that would arise from such wars, combined with

the global risks that were already manifesting to the planet and
the human species - things like the impacts from changing

climate and the biodiversity crisis.  All of this was exacerbated
by the increasingly rapid change to our social interactions,

driven along by AI and AGI.

The bleak, broken down social and economic systems
triggered a global response – led by China, towards a
global governance model based on the idea of semi-
authoritarian committees in each country, contributing

and participating in global governance through the
United Global Commission.  And so the world is

predominantly improving in social and financial equity,
working towards lighter carbon and ecological

footprints, and developing a social maturity that some
thought should have been achieved in the late 20th

century!!!  It hasn’t all been sweetness and light,
though.  The need for heavy and precious metals for

our technologies led to some hard decisions, and
some of the special ecological systems on the planet

were sacrificed.

This proactive engagement also led to
improved credibility, and in turn influence, in

particular amongst other Ministries – such as Te
Waihanga (the Infrastructure Commission),

Ministry for the Environment and Treasury.  With
the enactment of the climate related financial

disclosure regime in 2021, followed in 2025 by
the nature related financial disclosure regime,

Ministry for the Environment became one of the
central agencies – doing for natural

environment what Treasury does for the
countries’ finances.

It was great never to worry about
public transport being late,

insurance for the car or the price of
petrol (nearing $3 in NZ in 2022)

as by 2029 I was able to enjoy my
global collaboration being

hologrammed around the world.  I
was well travelled, but hell, this

took life and my enjoyment of it to
the next level!

There was that hideous war in Ukraine in late 2023
where we saw an uprising of human greed around
Ukraine’s rich mineral and energy deposits – it was

not until 2025 that we saw the US pull out – only after
the terrible loss of lives in Russia.  For some years
after , engineering human aid and infrastructure

rebuild was top of mind for many engineers globally,
and with machine tools for on ground recovery

missions and reconnaissance, the world was able to
get in fast to really see the extent of destruction and

devise fast thinking solutions to restore the
environment.  3D printed roads, bridges, water

culverts etc. were produced in record speed and
flown in and constructed by remote flying machines,

overseen remotely by the human eye. The changed in
technology over 2024 and 2030 were astounding.

I wish I’d spent more time on appreciating
and touching the physical world, before it
morphed at speed in to the meta in 2025,

and my cognitive mind set was pulled
forward into the future, at the expense of
what I’d not got round to experiencing in

the realty of 2022.  I’d always relished
connections but in hindsight, I probably

underestimate the power of connection to
leverage great ideas until 2025 propelled

our AI embedded future.

Enjoy 2022, and
buckle up,

because you’re
in for a heck of

a ride.

What are some
of the main
events and

transition points
since 2022?

2030 After 5 years of work,
the Government supports

the JARVIS project (of
course it wasn’t called that

then) and Engineering
invests in the first

generation AI. A separate
part of the business SA is

created

2040 The
singularity

and
associated

chaos

2050 now
Fusion
power

Reversal of
climate change
through CO2

scrubbing
technology

To quote Adrienne Miller
“Tokenism. Ego driven

leadership participation
without substance.

Embedded societal norms.
incumbent perceptions of

threat (and lack of
understanding of extent of

privilege enjoyed).

Everyone but
especially
Māori  &
Pacifika

All cultures now
hold

engineering
professionals in

the highest
regard.

The first pandemic in 2022 was seen as very
negative at the beginning, however the change
it brought the understanding that we are all on

the same planet finally brought the world
together.  Five years of pandemic issues, sorry I

must let you know that so that you can plan,
helped guide us to a new global understanding.
Until the developed world stopped focusing on

itself and really started to support the
developing world we didn’t take control of the
virus and truly stamp it out.  The subsequent

pandemics were battled on a global scale and
quickly overcome.

Have fun
and enjoy
the ride.

All the old
motorways and

arterial roads now
have fully

separated bus and
cycle lanes.

Cheap and
efficient
reverse
osmosis
plants

Its not just the
environment that

has benefited,
improved
equality

It feels like not long ago that we were
holidaying in Mt Maunganui every summer

with our young kids, it was such a lovely
time.  Our biggest stress on holiday was

for the odd time we wanted to drive to the
main beach to walk up or around the Mt, it
took us 30min to find a park!  It’s hard to
remember it like that now when there are
no cars in site – given the entire area from
the main beach at the mount, right through
to Papamoa is a car free zone 500m from

the coastline.

It was hard work
because people

are always
resistant to

change.

Engineers are
committed to the

environment where
they were once only

conscious. In fact, this
is true for society too.

The
singularity

We were but small, yet
mighty both at a

national and
international level.  It

all started here in
Aotearoa, but our

reputation and mana
soon spread

There remains unrest however.
Some communities are

disinterested, disconnected and
actively working against this new
normal. They are slipping further

and further out of reach (influence)
and are undoing some of the good
we’ve done to improve planetary

health.

It’s a warm February day
in 2050 and the crickets

are singing while the
Black Caps play a
Cricket Test Match

against the Mars Alien
First Eleven at Hagley

Oval.

What a
period it’s

been since
2022.

In fact it’s just been
announced the completion

and commissioning of a
nuclear fusion plant in

Gisborne that can supply all
of NZ’s energy

requirements via the zero
loss transmission network.

The robotic and printing
technology developed at our
universities has solved our
housing issues and we’re

able to provide rapid, low cost
well sized housing buildings

and truly compact sustainable
communities.

From the intensifying
urban areas

previously developed
suburbs are being
returned back to

farming and bush.

New Zealand is
now exporting

carbon credits and
in 2040 we were

invited in the G30.

Sustainability and
climate change

adaption/mitigation
skills

The rivers
swelled again

and there were
no arguments
about water.

One thing that stood out for me was the
change in focus from what we wanted to
do for engineers and the profession to
what we wanted to achieve for society.

Recognising the diversity and richness of
the global population helped us to look

outward rather than inward and focus on
the benefit to society and not ourselves.

Not surprisingly engineering and
engineers have been taken along on the

wave.

*   Engineers have assumed a leadership role
throughout society and government. We have

achieved this by becoming more relevant through
our diversity of thinking, disciplines and

connections.
*   We have improved our diversity by moving
away from the classification of Engineer as a
traditional B.E. and embracing those who are
described as Professional Problem Solvers.

*   We have great pride in our profession as we
have achieved greater leadership through society

and government.
*   We have global connections through the

Institution and leadership positions.
*   Finally, we have moved far beyond carbon

neutrality and towards the circular economy and
waste cycles using the Kallenberg Project as a

base model.

Thrusting itself into
relevance, thereby
creating the social
license to influence

direction and decision,
no longer just

delivering what others
direct.   "

And the satisfaction
and pride really comes
from the leading role

ENZ played in the
transformation of the

profession.

Creating the political
and social

environment for the
profession to flourish

and deliver to its
potential "

Supporting
the profession

with its own
challenges "

Relevance Whether it was
with politicians, Iwi, industry
or the public we learnt what
was important to them and

aligned the might of the
profession behind it.  All with
the philosophy of coming to

the table with solutions.

Knowledge  Our value to our members
and stakeholders was to be seen as an

authoritative collector and synthesiser of
information; at a time when data exploded

we were able to turn that into valuable
information.  For members it mean having

access to up to date and quality
information to help do their jobs, for

external stakeholder it mean having a
trustworthy source of advice to help them

make decisions.

As the reputation of
engineering in NZ

grew we soon found
NZ organisations got
to choose from the
pick of the bunch

internationally

Our expertise in knowledge
management, the way we

reimagined engineering practice
and our approach to

incorporating indigenous
knowledge bases into the

profession gave us a huge stake
at the international table.

This became self-
fulfilling as organisations
around the world sought

to partner to develop
information, standards

and people.

Our course it
wasn’t all

plain sailing.

The changes required
a change in the DNA
of Engineering New
Zealand – that was
encapsulated in the

name change in 2025.

No longer were we an
inward looking, technical

focused organisation.  That
meant changes in
everything from

governance structures,
organisational design and
our core business model.

Firstly we focused on
government as a greater
source of revenue, that
came after we worked
very hard at identifying

the right issues and
developing workable

solutions.

Once we proved our worth,
we gained special status as

a trusted advisor to
government – and have

eaten the lunch of
consultancies like MJ (just

checking to see if you have
got this far Liv 😊😊….).

not even in the same
time zone while seeing

the world, in fact,
constantly changing
time zones while at

sea.

I recall thinking back to 2022 when I
worked as a Marketing Manager for
Engineering New Zealand and I was
involved in a Blackroom foresighting

strategy session with a bunch of leaders
and engineering experts (people a lot

smarter than me!) and all the ideas we had
about how the future would play out and

how what we do now can effect the
outcome now.  If we had a crystal ball back
then we would have realised that we were

imminent to a very big change.

Engineering New Zealand took a leading role
with the government in reengineering/

developing the urban areas of New Zealand to
totally carbon zero environments with e-
transport only zones.  Post Cop26, Greta

Thunberg tasked Aotearoa, “a small nation that
can make a big difference”, and “approached

the Covid pandemic in a unique way to slow the
spread” and set us with a mission.  For us to set

an example for the world.  To use our
entrepreneurial and no 8 wire mentality to make

urban carbon zero a reality.

Engineering New Zealand then
worked closely with Maori,

Environmental groups and thousands
of other stakeholders and big thinkers
that shared this vision of an ideal state
for our people and the environment.

Engineers truly collaborated and there
was a massive sharing of knowledge

across not just engineering disciplines
but across all walks of society.

It really was an amazing time to
see people work together and for

Engineers to step out of their
comfort zone and lead the way.  By
2030, Engineering New Zealand’s
members had grown significantly
and their was a staggering 10%

Maori representation in
engineering and , 30% female

representation.

This was thanks to the work
ENZ did with the Diversity

Agenda, it’s huge growth and
commitment and by 2024 the
accord extended beyond just

Engineers and Architecture and
was expanded into many other

industries, growing further reach
year on year.

I’ve learnt in the past
30 years that goals
and vision and not

giving up play a HUGE
part in getting to

where we are today.

While the Engineering
Membership may still be

made up of a percentage of
‘pale male stale’ types,

there are plenty of young,
diverse and fresh ideas to
support the leadership that

is already happening.

Give Engineering
students the attention

they need now, promote
STEM in schools in the

most diverse way
possible to ensure there
is a huge mix of pick-up.

I take great pride in the fact that
back in 2022 Engineering New
Zealand had the foresight to get
a group of us together and help
in the conceptual development
of Steel Person … little did we
know the profound impact the

outcome of that Blackroom
Session would have.

The starting point was to
believe in ourselves … wow,
that was a powerful belief

that truly changed the
whole future of engineering

and now we know the
future of the world so much

for the better.

Engineering New
Zealand is in great
heart these days,

its actually a
subsidiary of the

World Engineering Entities Society,
(WEES), which is the umbrella

organisation for all engineering
professionals across the globe. 

The key thing about WEES is that it
sets the professional standards for

engineering professionals on a
global basis.  There are a range of
other bodies, many international

, but also some
regional of national
which focus on the
technical aspects of

engineering –

Education and professional standards are still
maintained by international Accords and Agreements. 

The Accords still focus on the level of mathematics
and science content an individual has, although the

approach to learning is vastly different these days.  It
is truly assessed on the basis of competence (certainly

not inputs or methodologies), so the process of
getting a qualification is determined by a brain scan,

not examination.  Therefore, one can become an
engineer by a range of methods … there is of course

still the traditional university or polytechnic option
(although that looks very different these days), but

more so, people are becoming trained by self-
learning, hands on applications and Live-tube (a virtual

reality version of the vintage You-tube).

Sitting in my rocking chair
watching two lanes of the
cycle motorway reminded

me of the great session we
had in 2022 with the

engineering institution, the
name of which I cannot
recall for the life of me!

I am especially glad that
people of the

institution had the
courage and foresight to
undertake this exercise,
despite the cynicism of

some people.

Am also glad that we had
enthusiastic members

making a valuable
contribution to this work. It

has been a wonderful
journey and our learning
and personal growth has

been phenomenal.

It is indeed wonderful to see the
Papatuanuku Whare Wānanga

embracing professionals from all
disciplines and skill areas working
collaboratively together to rebuild

our planet and starting to turn
around the critical climate change

environment we were facing in
2022.

However, we
pursued and slowly
turned around the

momentum such as
that of a huge cruise

liner.

Don't worry about
high-profile people
and organisations
that talk a lot and

do nothing.

Work with people at
the grassroots level -

they are the salt of the
earth and will work
with you to achieve

benefits for all
humanity.

Tell your institution that
we are the health
professionals of

Papatuanuku and
deserve the mana in

order to save our
planet.

You can make a
lower and

reasonable rate
of return and still
lead a great life.

The last advice I will give is
to start now, 70% of the

technology and solutions
you need exist in 2022. You
need to take these global
challenges on and start
sharing knowledge now.

Our institution, our engineers and our society have
experienced a substantial shift in behaviour and
practice over the last 28 years. Our institution

recognised very early, that collaboration and collective
movement was key to enabling the current

environment in which we live. They have worked with
stakeholders across engineering, science, health and

the economy in New Zealand and internationally –
that’s what we expect from our institutions now, we

can’t work in isolation. The institution has encouraged,
enabled and challenged engineers to be bold, they’ve
worked with clients to educate them on cost-benefit
ratios which have the planet and people front and

centre, they’ve waved goodbye to engineers that are
working against this global movement. They’ve been
bold, they’ve been leaders and with their community,

have made change.

I won’t be in a salaried role anymore – but
I will be enjoying a healthy active

retirement, and will still be able to be well
connected to the engineering community

globally through a wide range of
networking tools.   Engineering New

Zealand has built global partnerships to
make sure its members can access

engineering thought from any corner of
the world.  Engineering New Zealand has a

great relationship with more technically
focused societies such as IChemE and

IEEE.

Since 2022 I’ve continued my
Te Reo journey, and tikanga has

become integral to daily life.
That knowledge supported me

to partner with other indigenous
communities around the world

to find empowering engineering
solutions.

Regulation of engineers is very different: it has moved into a
cross-discipline space and is principles-based as well as

performance based. Engineers have career pathways that
underpin good practice and Engineering New Zealand tailors
bespoke learning journeys for every discipline – including a
growing number of engineers who are cross-disciplinary. We

collaborate with diverse membership organisations and
foment cross-pollination of skills, learning and practice,

underpinned by strong professional ethics and accountability
to the environment and communities. It’s been a long journey
to bring engineers along with this concept, since they tend to

get into the detail and innovated on commission to the highest
bidder – there was a point in the mid-2030s when the

profession came to a crossroads between wanting to deliver
innovative work, and being accountable for its long-term

impact on people and the environment. Engineers who applied
foresighting decades ago are considered heroes, and people

gravitate to their work.

ENZ needs to establish collaboration tools
and either incorporate ACE NZ early or
take over the functions ACE has. ENZ

needs to completely understand both the
needs of companies and those of

individual engineers. Once that occurred,
we could more effectively lobby local and

central government, work with more
institutions and access different funding

sources.

The way the
institution
dealt with
successes

We learned quickly from our
narcissistic viewpoint that our
members weren’t interested in
us. We changed our marketing

strategy, engaged with our
membership and sent them the

information they were interested
in, personalized to them.

We engaged with technology more
and more to allow our members to

engage with ENZ. However,
nothing works quite like human
contact. As holograms became

more lifelike and useful, we
incorporated them into our work

and personalized our visits to
people’s offices. Particularly useful

in the post-covid world.

We were right about automation, too, and that forced another
big shift. With way more people around than jobs that needed
doing, it was obvious we needed a universal income. Freedom

from the 40+ hour working week let people do things for
reasons other than money – they moved away from cities

(remote working made that easier too), they spent their time
making art and music, they strengthened their communities,
and they pursued ideas that didn’t have an obvious dollar-

figure attached. Of course there is still money to be made here
in 2050, but with tighter regulation on extreme wealth, and

narrowing of the gap between rich and poor, it’s not the be all
and end all that it once was. We did worry what it would mean
for membership numbers when no-one was being forced to

work anymore, but it turns out most engineers are doing it for
more than the pay cheque!

Yes, Te Ao Rangahau still exists and wow, you
should see this year’s ENVI Award winners. No
spoilers, but our engineers have really outdone
themselves. You probably wouldn’t recognise
half of them as “engineering” projects back in
2022 – I remember all those conversations we
used to have about who was and wasn’t part of

the “profession”. Happily, future generations
don’t worry so much about labels – our

membership is up over 100,000 now, most
working in large, multi-disciplinary, international

teams.

Deep
expertise in
engineering

area

We committed 20% of our time
was always about learning.  This
made the remaining 80% of our
time more efficient and higher
value, so our productivity when
through the roof.  Our CPD was
structure on get development

areas as listed about.

We achieved
universal CPEng in
2025 and this was

a key leaver to
keep lifting
standards

We strengthened our ethics
to ensure positive

environmental outcomes
from all engineering

activities, starting with
making our businesses
positive climate in 2025

We set up
engineering
knowledge

and data hub
in 2035

We achieved the
international “super-
CPEng” role in 2035
that signs off all work
to the new exacting

standards

Joined and
linked

seamlessly to
international
knowledge

hubs.

There was a strong move away from
‘building stuff’ to creating much more

liveable and efficient urban designs. That
was challenging, as we’d been so used to
working in a ‘meet the clients’ needs at the

lowest cost’ paradigm. But it was savvy
too—it took coordination with engineering

societies across the world to achieve
common policy objectives locally, then
globally as local efforts were energised

and began yielding results.

So, what became of Te Ao Rangahau? Of course, the
technical ‘conventional’ engineering expertise

remained, but its influence grew. It became a think
tank, helping society to solve system problems, a
trusted advisor to government, in a much broader

sense to what we’d ever have previously thought of as
‘engineering’. It also ‘broadened its church’ to all

disciplines, including engineers working in what in the
20s’ was ‘future technologies’. You know, back then

2020s, I would’ve sat down to write and edit this
letter, from its inception to its final form. In the 2050s,
the data that informs AI has done this for me. It knows

me better than I know myself, to create a letter that
truly represents me without me having to do anything

at all.

If you could get a message to Engineering
New Zealand, it’s about becoming more

influential through reinforcing key
engineers in the media.  It will need the
right people, but if they can tell positive

stories that engage the public, engineers
wont just be in the publics eye during

emergencies.  Part of this is getting youth
involved, as their messages really

resonate with the public, they are so
aspirational and future focussed.

There was a dramatic issue that arose in engineering
in the 2030s when Ivan Misk’s firm offered to do all
engineering design globally for free, and even loan
the construction cost if you used his construction

company. It was hard for New Zealand engineers to
survive, as people asked why we needed to charge
any fees.   Luckily, the government introduced anti-
dumping legislation for professional services and
Engineering New Zealand put in place stringent

chartership requirements. Phew. It would have meant
that construction would have thrived, but I am sure
there would have been many mistakes made, you

can’t be too sure on AI doing everything right.

At engineering New Zealand we have had to be
agile and adapt to change. We have had to
work closely with our global counterparts to

advocate for change at a global level.
Engineering New Zealand was a founding

member of the United Engineering Alliance
where all developed world Engineering

Membership bodies are a part of.  New Zealand,
Australia, USA and Canada all signed up to the
common building standards code in 2045, this
was fundamental in enhancing AI technology to

enhance decision making on all construction
projects to ensure human bias and

interpretation is removed.

Our membership base now sits at
85,000, much higher than the

22,000 back in 2022. We did lose
some members during our

transition due to the resistance to
change, but that was ok. We made
the bold decision back in 2022 that

not everyone will follow this
direction and be on board.

We used our industry voice of 85,000 members
to lobby the government into making the

required changes. We are a close government
partner on all engineering related matters. The

appointment of the Director-General of
Engineering was a pivotal move in making the
changes at central government level. Building
application and resource management matters
are now centralised into a single organisation.

We now see more equable decisions being
made on buildings throughout the country.

You know that in 2022, you are writing
policy for how infrastructure should be

developed and delivered, operated and
maintained in NZ, as part of the reform of
the RM system.  The exposure draft of the
Natural and Built Environment Act (NBA)

has already been through Select
Committee, and the purpose of the new

act is agreed as being to both (a) enable te
Oranga o te Taiai and (b) provide for

development for people and communities.

The changes to Eng NZ have been foundational in supporting
the increased sustainability of engineering projects.  While Eng
NZ had made great strides from 2015 onwards, and had built

strong relationships through MBIE, it was still,  in 2022, a
predominantly structural and civil engineering focused

membership.  Following the BlackRoom of 2022, and the
recommendations about needing to be more attune to the
complexity of systems, and the need for engineers to have

multifaceted skills, Eng NZ made a concerted effort to draw in
a broader base of engineers, and to foster the multi-

disciplinary conversations with the membership.  The richness
of ideas and thoughts provided a significant spur to the

organisation itself, and also to the membership, and more
engineers became proactive – through politics, through media

– any way that could be used to tell society what we were
capable of, and engaging the public in feedback so that their

ideas could be given life.

Back in 2022 we were just starting
conversations on how we needed

to collaborate more across
disciplines and across regions, to

capture the best of ideas and
harness knowledge to underpin

‘enabling our best engineers in NZ’.
I left New Zealand in 2025, and

never looked back.

My best advice to engineering NZ for
2022 would be to not operate in a silo,
seek connection and assimilation with

similar organization to know what is really
going on in the world impacting

engineering – strength is in numbers and
the pooling of talent. – there are so many

challenges, but capacity is an issue –
leverage the global counterparts and start
driving the conversation around working

together, to benefit all engineers.

I know you’ve just started our
run as Engineering New

Zealand CE, and I wanted to
bend the rules of the universe

and give you some advice from
the future. It will be in bullet
points with headings just the

way we engineers like it.

These days it’s mainly providing advice on
JARVIS, Solutions Aotearoa’s AI . Solutions

Aotearoa [SA] is what Engineering New
Zealand became and JARVIS is the AI that

helps us find solutions. They are
connected to a worldwide network of Ais
that share data, knowledge, ethics and

solutions. I advise on the creation of
JARVIS and they key values at their core.

Both the same and different. The
challenge remains formulating the right

problem/question. You have to understand
the client and the complete context of the

issue. Solutions are much easier. If
previously exist then JARVIS can find them
instantly. If no current solutions exist, then
AIs with a combined IQ of over 1000 work
one out. They always find a solution BUT it
may reflect the wrong question, which is

where Solution Aotearoa comes in.

Don’t listen to the
doubters, the climate

deniers, the racists, the
whiners, the misogynists

– you know that in
2022, but it’s really

important.

2023 Occupational
Regulation Passed, and
we split the organisation
in two: Engineering New

Zealand and the
Engineers Registration &

Licencing Board

2028 70 000
Registered engineer
members provide the

financial basis to
really change the

game

2042 The SA model
pays off and JARVIS

takes over all
registration and

licencing functions,
plus most of the

backroom functions

What would you tell
them to get

through some of
the challenges that

you and the
profession have

faced?

What would you tell
them about the

profession’s
successes, and the

way it dealt with
them?

SA is a guild for
solutions builders. It is

open to all and has
succeeded by

eliminating barriers to
solutions: lack of
diversity, narrow-

mindedness, short-
termism, CBAs etc.

Don’t listen to the
doubters, the

climate deniers, the
racists, the whiners,
the misogynists etc.

Don't listen to the
doubters, the

climate deniers, the
racists, the whiners,
the misogynists etc.

Make sure you integrate
the Blackroom outputs
with Kimihia Rangahaua
(Te Ao Māori strategy),

otherwise you’ll risk
falling at an obvious

hurdle.

It needs much
more than a
Māori  name

before it goes
public.

It has been 28 years since we
first launched on our journey to

a better future for engineers,
engineering, and the world.

Much has changed since the
days of the first Covid – 19

pandemic and those protests
against the loss of freedom that
you are experiencing at present.

The projects I am working on are engaging
and diverse however most relate to the
encouragement and guidance of young
engineers – not technically but from an

ethical and professional perspective.
Technically they far outstrip my expertise

and their use of the latest AI and AGI tools
is amazing.  What used to take months or
years to design, the new engineers can

design and construct within days.

In thinking back to 2022 (which almost seems a
different world  - certainly from the professions
perspective) the one thing I would say to you is
don’t give up on our vision for a new world. The

vision we had in those Blackroom sessions
seemed like a nirvana that we could never

reach, something that was just a nice idea. With
the backcasting that Ron took us through we

established the key steps that we would follow
to take the world to a better place. Some of

those we got wrong but many were right.  They
key is that we (you and the profession)

continued to advocate and strive for a better
world.

Remember the waves we talked about
and whether we would ride or be the

wave?  We have done both.  By
engaging with the diverse cultures and

societies around the world, we have
started the wave moving but then it
has gained so much momentum that
we have been riding it for the last 10
years – with only the odd tweak in its

direction occasionally required.

In summary, keep
following the path that

we set at the end of the
foresighting and

backcasting events and
believe that we can

engineer a better world.

Became the
engineering

knowledge and
data hub for NZ

engineers

Leadership.

At engineering New Zealand we have had to be
agile and adapt to change. We have had to
work closely with our global counterparts to

advocate for change at a global level.
Engineering New Zealand was a founding

member of the United Engineering Alliance
where all developed world Engineering

Membership bodies are a part of.  New Zealand,
Australia, USA and Canada all signed up to the
common building standards code in 2045, this
was fundamental in enhancing AI technology to

enhance decision making on all construction
projects to ensure human bias and

interpretation is removed.

It has all come about
because of the changes

that have happened in the
engineering profession and
particularly the Academy of
Positive Problems Solvers

(APPS) – that had its
genesis with ENZ.

It wasn’t until the influence of
engineers was realised that all that

changed.  We finally had governments
and their advisors with strong

representation from engineers, it
simply changed the conversation.  As
Don Draper used to say in Mad Men
back last century … “If you don’t like
what's being said, then change the

conversation”, so that is exactly what
we did!

We used our industry voice of 85,000 members
to lobby the government into making the

required changes. We are a close government
partner on all engineering related matters. The

appointment of the Director-General of
Engineering was a pivotal move in making the
changes at central government level. Building
application and resource management matters
are now centralised into a single organisation.

We now see more equable decisions being
made on buildings throughout the country.

We strengthened our ethics
to ensure positive

environmental outcomes
from all engineering

activities, starting with
making our businesses
positive climate in 2025

Eventually once we
had built up our
information and

knowledge assets
the money came.

Engineering New Zealand (formally IPENZ
and NZIE) is now a global entity that helps

guide engineering thought in every
country.  It is now called Global

Engineering and is an amalgamation of all
of the other engineering organisations

around the world.  We all work
collaboratively together.  We share

information, support technological growth
and are the trusted advisors to society.

Engineers are
committed to the

environment where
they were once only

conscious. In fact, this
is true for society too.

We now have limitless
energy to replace our aging
power generator, which are

now being progressively
decommissioned, returning

some of our rivers to a
natural state.

ENZ has been a
member of the Global
society of Engineering
since 2030, and even
better the governing

board of GSE is in
Hamilton NZ.

We have a strong local NZ
chapter that can tap into

members knowledge from
around the world to solve

global and local
problems, a truly global

organization of
proffesionals.

Who would have seen
that by bringing in

medical engineering
into the organization in
2025 would make us

world leaders of medical
engineering innovation.

The world really came
together. And I’m proud to say

how the NZ chapter led the
GSE to design the nano bots,
to heal the damage from that

strain of lung infection that
affected 80% of the planet’s

population in 2035.

Solutions
Aotearoa dealt
with success

humbly and with
growth

Our pipeline of engineers is
booming with the prospect

and plethora of opportunities
to practice on other planets.

To explore how we can
further reduce the

humanitarian burden on
Earth.

I have been at Engineering New Zealand
for 30 years now, and boy has there been

some changes. Long gone are the old
technical interest groups and we now

focus on AI, robotic, autonomous
environmental technical interest groups.
The Global information hub has been a 
vital key in us connecting and aligning to
global standards and principles for the
industry to take advantage of the new

technologies and efficiencies.

2025 we have established
a future focus think-tank to
drive NZ Inc towards our

chosen future - Post-
Anthropocene. It has

independence from ENZ so
we don't overworry about

what it says.

Themes:
- Greater Leadership
- Regulation/Standards/Knowledge Hub/
Training
- Political Influence/advocacy
- Environmental Focus - on environmental
outcomes
- Think global
- Global Working - Connected and working
seamlessly globally 
- Diversity - Cultural & Discipline Te Ao
Māori embraced -Embracing of skill areas
- Technology - Leadership role /
knowledge hub / keep track of technology

THEMES FROM THE LETTERS

ENGINEERING NZ

THE ENGINEER

THE PROFESSION

THE WORLD

In 2050  Engineering NZ will be a mature and sophisticated technical facility that is fully engaged with the complex nature of the
planet's business with respect to a sustainable, resilient, secure food system, balanced and equitable world, devoid of human

division, poverty, famine, war and a stabilised climate.  The organisations has kept to its enduring visionary pillars established in the
early 2020s, namely Collaboration, Credibility, Influence, Recognition and Thriving.

Engineering NZ is the' go to' technical  facility by all engineers, government and society for solutions to the complex issues
regarding the planet, materials and its people.  The institution assumed the engineering leadership role in all aspects of the

expectations of society with respect to providing answers to the questions of complexity that plague the planet.

Its members are engaged with critical decision making in all sectors, multiple levels of society and aligned with other like
organisations.

Many of society's critical decision making will be enabled by the Engineering NZ’s technical facility using AI assisted complexity
decision making AGI methodologies which it has developed itself over the last 30 years.

The backbone of the Engineering NZ’s  technical facility was developed by its own engineers and members from big data capture
and the development of IOT, AI, AGI and autonomous systems in the 30s and 40s since the time when society expectation became

obvious to engineers and engineering.

The Engineering NZ  Technical facility has reached the point in 2050 where it is now developing and leading critical decision
making structures and systems for societal needs using its own version of Singularity and is a major implementor of this technology

throughout the world.

The organisation commenced the construction of its Technical society lab with significant funding from Government in the late 20s
after it had employed new technologists creating its big data systems and AI capability and with the establishment of its own

Cabinet Noir and Strategic Intelligence network.

Diversity

Not engineers -
professional

problem solvers -
be more
inclusive

A body for engineering
professionals (whatever
that means in 2050) ...

what I mean is the
professional dimension

AND the technical
dimension

members
provide a wide
and  diverse 

set of skills and
specialisation

We must be smart with
who to partner with who

may have big data
capability (and other

capability) and not aim
to be the insitute of

everything

Engineering New
Zealand has

educated/upskilled
engineers to do this

and enabled it

Our members are
committed to also
living a sustainable
lifestyle being and
integral part of the
circular economy

need to provide that
Eng NZ in 2050 will

deliver several
different support

types.eg integrating
engineer vs deep

specialist 

and the
community

Engineering NZ is a
membership organisation

that is relevant to its
technically diverse

membership.  It provides a
coordination role between
the technical specialisms

with ethical, political,
financial, and other critical

societal needs

..... technical  facility that
delivers technical,

ethical, and societal,
solutions for the

complex nature .....

The technical facility is
a question for me.

Does EngNZ own the
technical facility?

and
leadership

Yes, need to
meet technical
requirements

a global go
to

that sustain

need to fit in a
statement about

the role /
partnering with

Maori, what te ao
Maori means for
the institution 

Engaged
with ENZ as

a trusted
advisor

IN collabortion
with key

stakeholders and
like

organisations

The technical
facility is a big step
for me. Why are we

focusing on
technical - an
exponentially

changing area?

"ENZ has an active
advisory role within

govt and the
community and

actively lobbies on
behalf of the

membership for the
god of NZ"

The technical facility is not
something that has come out of
our deliberations in the last few

days. Many of our primary
strengths are people focused
and not technically focused

Our values is
based on our
diversity - of

thought,
knowledge 

relationships  and
people

research

Why does Eng NZ want to focus on
the technical rather than the ethical
and professional?  Technical areas
will change potentially in the years
to come - is this something that we

need to follow.

Not technical facility as
a business but

"member enabler" or
belonging, technical

(broad) and leadership

"Technical facility"
positions ENZ as

techocrats.  Visioning
hopes to see

strengthened social
influence, credibility.

Concept of
singularity has
not come up
much in the

black room so
far?

Not a tehnical
laboratory. A

think tank and
sociail

engineering??

Not a tehnical
laboratory. A

think tank and
sociail

engineering??

Not
engineering -

just leadership

and
government

By all means keep the
reference to EngNZ having/

developing technical facilities
but it isnt the right term to
define EngNZ as in 2050.

Something far broader and
aspirational required......social
lab/thought leadership ?????

Saying Govt excludes
many others. What

about industry and the
likes of Callaghan

innovation? Let's look
at multiple funding

sources.

Broader
than

technical

We are much more
than a technical facility

in 2050. A hub for
contributing to global
problem solving and
implementing with
local communities

I agree with this but do
members also need to

be 'involved' in
communities in a way
that is more human-
centric than implied

here? 

How does
ENZ

understand
society's

expectation?

with the
tertiary

institutions

Te Ao Maori
completely

absent?

And the media.
Trusted and
listened to/
influential

Agree - AI and
automated processes

are only as good as the
information that goes

into them, and we need
to ensure they reflect

society's values.

As well as
providing
technical

solutions and
collaboration

And
beyond

Technical
leadership 

Leadership
across

networks

Collaboration

'Making' or 'Designing'? In some
instances, positive outcomes may

require destruction/
disestablishment of structures and

systems.

Think tank /
hub

Te Ao Maori
is integral to

NZ's
engineering

solutions

Engineering NZ is the
'go to' technical, ethical,
and social facility used

by all engineers .....

And members
have been
pivotal in

promoting NZ's
cultural

landscape.

ENZ is fully
engaged with all

engineers, and all
engineers are fully
engaged with ENZ.

ENZ needs to establish
collaboration tools and either

incorporate ACE NZ early or take
over the functions ACE has. ENZ
needs to completely understand

both the needs of companies and
those of individual engineers. 

Think it needs to ensure
the model includes that

engineers are completely
representative of society
and understand and work

with the tangata whenua of
the place we are working

in.

ENZ has grown so that its
technical arm builds new
projects into a picture of
the city as a symbiotic
relationship. Reducing
waste efficiently and

ensuring it's recycled and
reused throughout the

city’s ecosystem

Part of the
foundation of

ENZ is
partnership
with Māori

Engineering New Zealand/Te Ao Rangahau is confident in and committed to Te Ao
Māori and honouring Te Tiriti o Waitangi. We will be a bicultural organisation     and

expect cultural competency of all staff and members. Our members are joining us on
this journey.

In doing so, the people of Te Ao Rangahau and our work, will better serve Iwi and hapū,
communities, our wider society, and te taiao.

Agree.  It feels like
this draft was written

in advance of the
Black Room, and not

in response to the
Black Room?

Te Ao Rangahau supports Māori in engineering and a
culturally diversified profession, valuing diverse ways of

looking at and thinking about the world. Māori will see and
hear themselves – and their values – reflected in engineers

and engineering. Inclusive and equitable treatment of all
members will enhance the mana of not only Māori but, our

profession as a whole.
Te Ao Rangahau will support Tino rangatiratanga, through
actively encouraging members to collaborate with Iwi and

supporting Māori businesses and engineers to be successful
and sustainable within the engineering sector. 

Are we a technical
moderator and support

organisation rather than a
deliverer of technical

solutions per se?

We are (at least now)
a member

organisation - where
does member

experience feature
in our future state?

Greater
leadership

role
Knowledge hub

or integrator/coordinato

Strong
global reach

Political
influence

and
advocacy

Environmental
outcomes

Diversity

Regulation
standards

Global
connectivity

Technology

High
expectations

Soft skills

Post
anthropocene

Ongoing
recovery of

natural
environment

Societal
leadership Better

recognition
of engineers

AI and AGI 

Relevant

Not
traditional

engineering

Beyond
carbon
neutral

Meta
connection

Problem
solvers

Circular
economy

Pride in
profession

Renewable
energy

Environmental
balance

Hope for the
future

but maybe we
need to be
integrated

across
education? 

Aotearoa engineers will be recognised as global leaders
able to proudly bring their unique world view, empathy, and

allyship to bear in contributing to solving the world’s
problems. They will be valued for their human-centred,

cultural intelligence , and holistic approach, attuned to wider
outcomes for people and the environment. 

The world is inspired by what is possible when  Indigenous
values and skills are applied to engineering. Internationally,
engineers learn from the approach taken within engineering

in Aotearoa to better understand and honour their own
Indigenous peoples and cultures.

Umbrella
org?

and
planetary

enz's political arm is
successful in guiding

politicians to introudce
policies to reduce our

footprint on the
planet's resources

Engineering should not be a
Technical Facility, it should be a

Technical Facilitator. It should not
employ all the engineers, it should
network solution providers, world-

wide, to help solve the most
complex problems

Part of ENZ
because it is

fundamental to
connecting with

others

technical leader
and advisor to
government

enz is addressing
causes and not

symptoms - engineer's
are effecting

behavioural change of
our fellow citizens

Membership
organisation

FACILITATION
LAB

Cultural
diversity ...

Te Ao
Rangahau!

What about cultural
capability? Is this an

assumption, one
which makes us more

credible to deliver
great solutions ? 

in 2050, Eng NZ will be a mature
and sophisticated membership
organisation, which supports

members to .... deliver?  on the
expectations of society, and is

fully engaged with the complex
nature....... 

membershp
organisation

membership trust
(considering the

discussion we have
just had this trust

should have a similar
to EPAC or should

EPAC evolve to this?)

Te Ao Maori

not sue tyhat we can
deal with human

division and absence
of war

Coordinating the  the
development and

leadership of critical
....

Not sure
that

ENZ leads the development of
engineering education and post
graduation development which

enables the profession to delver
on the things we are aspiring to

Engineers in 2050
most important

skills -
communication/

teamwork/ planning
/ analysis / creativity

We will not be
doing things for or
to society. We will
be working with
communities to
solve their/our

problems.

ENZ will not have this
capability.  It needs to

ensure that its
members and their

employers have this
capability - can be

world leading

ENZ is NOT the provider
of solutions but rather

the member's hub that's
role is facilitating /

connecting / influencing
/ collating / upholding
standards / integrating

These outcomes sit
under the concept of

wellbeing

Members represent the broadest
definition of engineers, inclusive

of IT specialists, software
developers, AI scientists, social

scientists, human capital
specialists, etc.

This diversity of membership
means that ENZ will be the go to

place for solving the world's
most important  problems

May need to
allude more to soft

skills and
communication in
this paragraph. 

Replace
technical

facilitiy with
"members"

Engineering NZ Members represent the
broadest definition of engineers, inclusive
of IT specialists, software developers, AI
scientists, social scientists, human capital

specialists, etc.
This diversity of membership means that

ENZ will be the go to place for solving the
world's most important  problems

Our role is to be a
problem solver, bring

together diverse
knowledge and skills

to enhance the
wellbeing of people

and the planet.

DRAFT STEEL MODEL

plantt's
problem
solving

business

must have capability to
explain to society how
engineers evaluate the

problems, identify
solutions, and take

people along with us to
solve the key issues 

In 2050 Te Ao Rangahau is comfortable in Te Ao
Māori, Pakeha and other cultural world views.

Cultural understanding and sensitivity is a core
value of Aotearoa's engineers as is mātauranga
Māori. Building on the principles of Te Tiriti, we

grow and support the mana of Māori Engineering
and require all members, staff and stakeholders to

be culturally competent. We are an inclusive
organisation that serves iwi, Hapu, communities,

society and te taiao.

Engineering NZ is the 'go to' membership
organisation for engineers, government
and society synthsising solutions from its

members for the world's complex
problems.

The organisation provides leadership and
coordination of technical, ethical, and

societal perspectives to the complex issues
facing the planet.

Diversity: Our Membership will be truly
diverse, refelecting the make up of the

society we serve and welcoming
engineering professionals from all

disciplines and backgrounds. Te Ao Maori
principles will be integral in our cultural

approach as we embrace members from
all genders, cultures and beliefs

The backbone of ENZ's facilitation hub
has been developed with funding from a

variety of sources includingindustry,
crowdfunding and government. ENZ uses
it's industry and worldwide connections to

develop and collaborate on projects for
the betterment of the planet and

humanity, where there are no solutions
available otherwise.

The Engineering NZ membership
organisation has reached the point in

2050 where it is developing and leading
crictical decisions post anthropocene and

through collaberation with key
stakeholders, creating structure and

systems for addressing societal needs
and is a major implementor of this
technology throughout the world.

The organisation leverages the skills
of the best and brightest in the

industry by identifying emerging 
issues, drawing experts together, and

facilitating work to uncover how
engineers can solve complex

problems facing the profession and
society.

IN 2050 ENZ will be a sophisticated pan
engineering membership organisation which is

fully engaged with the complex nature  of
societie's and the planet's challenges energy

supply, resilience, environmental rehabilitation,
economic circularity and an enhanced

standard of living for all. A critical contribution
since realised has been to lead the

development of engineering capability to meet
this goal.

ENZ is the pre-eminent and trusted
organisation guiding all our communities

and all levels of government in
developing sustainable solutions to

maintain our quality of life while using
renewable resources of our planet .

ENZ and its membership is
the trusted partner for

government and
communities for advice and
direction to solve solutions

to complex issues....

Engineering NZ is a trusted
advisor to the government and

government agencies on all
aspects of society and the

development of solutions to the
complex problems facing NZ and

the world 

as a global community member
our technical and problem

solving skills are widely sought
and we are a luminary in the

world of engineering / problem
solving

In 2050 Engineering NZ will be a mature
and sophisticated membership

organisation providing connectivity and
thought leadership across all engineering
related activities. We will be fully engaged

with the complex nature of the planet's
needs with respect to sustainability,
economics, cultural, health and well

being, fairness and equity.

Engineers are redefined as problem definers and solvers
and integrators who work with other and use their skills in

engineering, science, engagement, data and digital
sciences for the betterment of the planey and society.

Membership is widened to include these people. To do
this we have become a ethically lead though leadership,
knowledge, learning and collaborating organsiation. We
are seemless in our international networks but unique in
our kiwiness including te ao Maori. Trust and respect has 
been earnt by our leadership and massive contribution to

our tranformation to a pot-anthropene.

It's members extremely diverse
and are integrated into all

communities, all sectors, and
mahi with all individuals, 

organisations and technologies
needed to solve problems. 

Te Ao Rangahau is the global
thought leader. Leading the
direction of the profession/s

technical and societal
responsibility  for the betterment

of people and the planet.

Members are active within, and
engaged in, society. They are

valued for their ability to find the
right solutions so that that the
right decisions are made for

people and the planet. 

Its members are integrated in society
and across communities, they are

engaged with critical decision making
in all sectors. The institution enables

members by equipping them with
cultural capability, thought leadership

and soft skills.  (7) 

our members represent a wide
and divers set of skills and

specilisations to engage with the
community and critically make

decisions in all sectors of society
for the good of the people and

environment

The backbone of ENZ's
facilitation of it's work is through
it's local and global connectivity,

its role as a trusted advisor to
government, and its close

relationship with communities. (6)

Much of society's critical decision making
will be enabled by ENZ's think tank and
implemented through ENZ's facilitation
hub. The think tank was developed in
2022 on the back of the black room
foresighting exercise. The thought

leadership that produced enabled ENZ to
seek funding from multiple sources to

develop a its facilitation hub.

REVIEW AND FEEDBACK SUGGESTED PARAGRAPHS STEEL MODEL MUST INCLUDE

Knowledge
hub

Strong
global reach

Political
influence

and
advocacy

Environmental
outcomes

Regulation
standards

Global
connectivity

Te Ao Māori 

Technology

High
expectations

Soft skills

Post
anthropocene

Ongoing
recovery of

natural
enviro

Societal
leadership 

Better
recognition

of engineers

AI and AGI 

Relevant

Not
traditional

engineering

Beyond
carbon
neutral

Meta
connection

Problem
solvers

Crcular
economy

No language
barriers

Pride in
profession

Fusion

Environmental
balance

Hope for the
future

Greater
Leadership

Diversity

DRAFT STRATEGIC FORESIGHTING STATEMENT

In 2050 ENZ will be a sophisticated pan engineering membership organisation which is fully engaged with the
complex nature  of societie's and the planet's challenges energy supply, resilience, environmental rehabilitation,
economic circularity and an enhanced standard of living for all. A critical contribution since realised has been to
lead the development of engineering capability to meet this goal.

Engineering NZ is the 'go to' membership organisation for engineers, government and society, synthesizing
solutions from its members for the world's complex problems. The organisation provides leadership and
coordination of technical, ethical, and societal perspectives to the complex issues facing the planet.

Engineers are redefined as problem definers and solvers and integrators who work with other and use their skills
in engineering, science, engagement, data and digital sciences for the betterment of the planet and society.
Membership is widened to include these people. To do this we have become a ethically lead though leadership,
knowledge, learning and collaborating organsiation. We are seemless in our international networks but unique in
our kiwiness including te ao Maori. Trust and respect has  been earnt by our leadership and massive contribution
to our tranformation to a post-anthropene.

Its members are integrated in society and across communities, they are engaged with critical decision making in
all sectors. The institution enables members by equipping them with cultural capability, thought leadership and
soft skills.

The backbone of ENZ's facilitation of it's work is through it's local and global connectivity, its role as a trusted
advisor to government, and its close relationship with communities.

Paragraph 4
Te Ao Rangahau enables its members to be

integrated within society and across
communities so that the profession is

engaged with critical decision making in all
sectors globally. We equip members with
cultural capability, thought leadership and

soft skills

Paragraph 3. Members of ENZ have been redefined as
problem solvers. Problems solvers integrate with the skills

to deliver solutions for the betterment of the planet and
society. We are seamless in our national and international

networks. Trust and respect has been earned by our
leadership and contributions to a post-anthopocene

environment. 

Para 2:  Engineering NZ is the trusted and
essential,  'go to' organisation for engineers,
government, media and society synthisising
solutions from its members for the world's

complex problems.
The organisation provides local and global

leadership and coordination of technical, ethical,
cultural and societal perspectives to the complex

issues facing the planet.

I asked OpenAI to summarise in 10 year old language: So in 2050, ENZ will
be a really smart and helpful organisation that helps engineers figure out
how to make things better for everyone on earth. They'll do this by being
really good at networking with people around the world, and by being
really good at getting things done efficiently.

I asked OpenAI to summarise in 18 year old language: ENZ is an
organisation that helps engineers solve complex problems and be more
engaged in society. They achieve this by providing leadership and
coordination of technical, ethical, and societal perspectives. Members of
ENZ are integrated in communities and work closely with government to
make decisions that benefit society.

I asked OpenAI to summarise into 1 sentence: Engineering NZ will be a
sophisticated pan engineering membership organisation which is fully
engaged with the complex nature of society's and the planet's challenges
in 2050.

"pan discipline
orgnanisations"
rather than "pan

engineering
organisation"

Would we be better to
finish the first

sentence after planet's
challenges.  Do not list

them as they will
evolve over time

Missing is a strong
statement on Treaty of
Waitangi, unless done

and/or te ao Maori
statement made

stronger we have
major gap and risk

I think we need to reference Te Ao Maori & Te
Tiriti in the first paragraph e.g. "In 2050 Te Ao

Rangahau is comfortable in Te Ao Māori,
Pakeha and other cultural world views.

Cultural understanding and sensitivity is a
core value of Aotearoa's engineers as is

mātauranga Māori. Building on the principles
of Te Tiriti, we grow and support the mana of
Māori Engineering and require all members,

staff and stakeholders to be culturally
competent. We are an inclusive organisation
that serves iwi, Hapu, communities, society

and te taiao."

I think the first
sentence works well.

In 2050 Te Ao
Rangahau is

comfortable in Te Ao
Māori, Pakeha and
other cultural world

views.

Move "A critical
contribution...to
developmetn of

engineering capability"
down to papagraph 3
about what engineers

of the future are

Add
reference to

'cultural'

Agree with Richard
re Te Ao Maori - but

should it take till
2050 to get there?

How about by
2030?

This is a
good

intoduction

Add something
about

engagement
with/use of AI

tools?

first sentence broken into
two (after "challenges).
second sentence less

specific on the areas (these
may change) something

like "It works on solutions
that  promote the wellbeing
of the planet and people."

Agree with Richard
re Te Ao Maori - but

should it take till
2050 to get there?

How about by
2030?

provides
local and

global
leadership

I think here we
should remove

"membership" so
that we are

simply the 'go to'
organisation.

And the
world media

Is 'go-to'
strong

enough?
essential?

"Ethical" appears in
two paragraphs.

Can these ideas be
pulled together into
one new paragraph

engineers,
the

community
and

government

replace 'engineers'
with 'engineers and

other technical
matter experts' and

add reference to
'political

perspectives'

Should this be
reworded to talk about
Engineering NZ rather

than engineers?
Engineering NZ are
solution provision

coordinators who ....

global
community

Through our leadership
and massive

contribution, we have
earned the trust and

respect of all aspects of
society and
government.

Love
"unique in

our
kiwiness"

Yes. Also the
inclusion of te

ao Maori. I think
that's a good

balance.

"Members is
widened to

include" but also
engineers have

these wider skills in
their repertoire

Other what?

are global
citizens ...

in all sectors
and across
the globe?

also
equipping
them with

connections

"...by aquipping
them..." this skill
comments coudl

be joined with
paragraph 3

Agree with that
sentence - but
that should be

happening now
or by 2030

I really like this
paragraph too.
It's simple and

meaningful.

Should we include
something like 'it's

committment to
enhancing the
profession' or

similar?

Need to
explicitly

acknowledge
Te Ao Maori.

This is
great.

Need to
explicitly

acknowledge
Te Ao Maori.

This opening
paragraph need to

reflect co-governance
and Te Ao Māori if we

want to be taken
seriously by

Government. (Matt)

This opening
paragraph need to

reflect co-governance
and Te Ao Māori if we

want to be taken
seriously by

Government. (Matt)

Engineering NZ
provides thought

leadership on the issues
of the day, coordinating
diverse techical, ethical

and societal views to
help guide solutions to

the issues

Four plausible futures: 2050 scenarios - Arup

What will the world look like in 2050? Arup's Foresight,
Research and Innovation team have developed four
plausible futures.These futures hinge on whether we...

Youtube

PDF Wall chart - Eng NZ.pdf

TIPS
Navigate

"It's like using Google Maps."

Zoom out to see the whole canvas. Zoom in to see
the detail.

Using sticky notes

1. Double-click on the mural in the location you want to add a sticky note.

2. Alternatively, you can add a sticky note by select the text icon on the
left-hand toolbar and dragging out your desired sticky note.

The entire MURAL wall chart can be downloaded from the link below:.  Note that the chart is 5 Metres long.

https://app.sugarsync.com/iris/wf/D131889_93036514_7537063
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The critical part of Foresighting preferred futures is the visioning of the ‘future system state’.  The quality of the visioning process is 
determined by the quality of the scenarios. Even though the meta-system of global ecological, economic, and social relationships can 
be analysed in more manageable scales, any attempt to provide a definition of a future system state will be meaningless if this analysis 
is carried out by not taking interdependent complex systems into account. This is normally performed as part of the BlackRoom.  Once 
the pathways are verified then a Deep Thought Analysis (DTA) is required, and this may involve people outside of the Blackroom, and 
involves a reality check against the envisioned future system state as being likely or not.  After the DTA has verified the veracity of the 
‘strand’ then the backcasting exercise starts. In some cases, this proves may be conducted by a set of new people in the Blackroom rather 
than the visioning people. In some cases, of course a backcasting exercise can start with a single strand but with multiple pathways while 
further envisioning is being carried out by the original team.   We sometimes call this sensemaking.  

In summary the Blackroom concept is based on securing a future system state (foresighting) across many sector aspects and this is done 
by the Blackroom membership visioning in parallel, or perhaps in real future time and just in time visioning and using a multiple scenario 
and thinking systems. Essentially, and this is key, the visioning process is not a single one-way activity.  It is a multi-strand interdependent 
process where the strands directly affect one and another and may oscillate backwards and forwards.  While the concept of visioning 
out in the future is hard enough, doing it in multi-dimensions provides a significant challenge to the management and control of the 
Blackroom.  The outcome of the blackRoom is a confirmation of the Steel Mann and the final strategic foresighting statement that is set 
in the future.

Below we see the Strategic Foresighting Statement as an example  from the Auckland Counil Blackroom dlievered in 2012 about the 
2030 Future.

 Strategic Foresighting Statement from Auckland City Blackroom in 2012 involving a BlackRoom of 50 people.

Auckland’s compact, well designed and therefore accessible urban space has resulted in a resilient and integrated transport 
network, offering zero carbon transport choices (including active transport) for business, residents and visitors.  Auckland’s 
transport fleet is powered by a resilient and sustainable energy source. Smart technologies and information systems have 
enhanced the efficiency, speed and reliability of public and private transport (increasing comfort and convenience) and the 
efficient distribution of freight.  Fossil fuel dependency has been significantly reduced due to the desire on the part of citizens 
for eco-efficiency and consumer response to market drivers and the availability of real time information enabling them to 
choose well among transport modes, including a rapid and frequent public transport system. Auckland has a safe, reliable 
and efficient public transport system which is interconnected across different transport modes including walking and cycling. 
The transport system readily connects residents to areas of greatest demand and facilitates the efficient distribution of freight 
whilst minimising its impacts on the transport network.  Auckland’s improved urban realm promotes walking and ensures 
that all parts of the public network can be used safely, easily and with dignity by all Aucklanders, including step free access.  
Auckland has taken the approach to the management off street space that takes account of the different roles of roads for 
neighbourhoods and road users in ways that promote public transport and other sustainable means of transport and a high 
quality public realm.  EV recharging is part of an overall demand management system supporting a new energy aware culture.  
Enough households and businesses have invested in EVs over the last 30 years that they, and the Auckland economy, are 
avoiding the direct impacts of expensive fuels.  Air quality has improved and Auckland’s economic prosperity and clear air are 
attracting investment and inspiring feelings of confidence.

Dr William Pickering

William Pickering was a New Zealand born engineer who in 1962 was the senior executive of the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory at NASA.  
The President of the USA had just announced to the US congress that
 "by the end of the decade of the 1960s the USA would be on the moon".   Pickering translated this vision into what is now known as the 
"Moon Theory"  Viz: 

 It's 1969 we are on the moon - how did we do it."
And thus the entire moon landing was backcasted

This is how we must imagine our "moon" and how did we get there.

Explanation Strategic Foresighting 
Statement

The Engineering New Zealand 
Strategic Foresighting Statement

Our Moon

In 2050 Engineering NZ is a sophisticated, global focussed, pan engineering membership organisation 
that has made a significant positive contribution to the realisation of the  transformed post anthropocene 
environment.  Engineering NZ and its members are fully engaged with the complex nature of society's and 
the planet's challenges with respect to climate change, carbon sequestration, energy supply, resilience, 
environmental rehabilitation, economic circularity, a secure food system, and a balanced and equitable 
world, devoid of human division, poverty, famine and war.                      

How did we get there  

We got there by establishing Engineering NZ as the 'go to' socio-technical membership organisation that 
provides leadership and coordination of technical, ethical, and societal perspectives to enable members 
to provide solutions to the complex issues facing the planet.  While the institution operates in 2050 on an 
international basis, professional work on the ‘complex unknown unknowns’ is carried out by NZ engineers 
including research and development.

We got there by utilising the special character of New Zealand that was founded on the principles of Te 
Triti o Waitangi and Te Ao Maori thus  the Institution has broadened its social role and assumed the lead in 
developing more integrated socio-technological approaches to society's problems. Te Ao Māori principles 
are integral in our cultural and intellectual approach as we embrace members from all genders, cultures and 
beliefs.  

We got there because much of society's critical decision making was enabled by Engineering NZ’s Socio-
technical member resources/network using AI assisted complexity decision making  AGI methodologies 
which it has developed itself over the previous decades.   Because the backbone of Engineering 
NZ's facilitation of  this work is through it's local and global connectivity, its role as a trusted partner                                                                                                                                          
to governments, and its close relationship with communities. A critical contribution has been to lead the 
development of engineering capability to meet this goal. 

We got there because the organisation commenced the construction of its socio-technological member 
resources/network with significant funding from Government in the late 20s after it had employed new 
technologists and created its own 'big data' systems and AI capability and with the establishment of its own 
Strategic Intelligence network and the creation and implementation of the Post Anthropocene Engineer as a 
new engineering discipline.

The members of the Institution not only comprise traditional engineers, but engineers who perform a valuable 
role of integrating technical solutions into the social and cultural expectations of society.  Members of society 
who adhere to the principles of Engineering NZ are encouraged to become members. Our members are 
engaged with critical decision making in all sectors, multiple levels of society.  We reflect society’s diversity 
and are aligned with other like organisations around the world on the principles of post anthropocene. The 
institution has kept to its enduring visionary pillars established in the early 2020s, namely Collaboration, 
Credibility, Influence, Recognition and Thriving. 
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